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Five Features to Demand
in a Vacuum Cleaner

You can get an immense amount of satisfaction out
of an efficient vacuum cleaner - just as you can get
only disappointment out of an inefficient machine.
It is easy to tell the difference. There are five
essential features to look for.

You Can Find Them All in
The Silent Running

Yatuil Vaunt Thar
First. Choose the machine with the most

powerful suction, so you can take up all the
dust and dirt-not merely from the floor, but from
deep within upholstery, mattresses, etc. The FEDERAL
has a Rotary Vacuum Pump that revolves steadily in one
direction, like a powerful turbine engine. It creates a suction
impossible with a fan or bellows type of cleaner.

Second. Choose a machine with simple
mechanism. Just look at the extreme simplicity
of the FEDERAL working parts. Few parts-nothing com-
plicated-everything easy of access.

Third. Choose a durable machine-the
FEDERAL has no valves to work loose-no bellows
to wear out. Just a powerful, substantial pump and a motor-
both revolving in one direction-steadily-noiselessly with the
minimum of wear.

Fourth. Choose a vibrationless machine.
The Rotary Pump in the FEDERAL operates so
smoothly, steadily-without jarring or jerking-that it trans-
mits no vibration to the floor.

Fifth. Choose a noiseless machine. The
FEDERAL alone operates noiselessly. No gears to
rattle, no piston to pound up and down. The FEDERAL is
the Silent Running Cleaner.

A Word About Stationary Systems
A stationary system, with the machine in the

basement and pipes leading to each room, costs
many times the price of a FEDERAL-which
can be easily taken from room to room, and does
just as good work. If a pipe begins to leak, the
whole stationary system becomes inefficient until
the leak is found and repaired. Woodwork
must be torn out-walls and paper defaced-
plumber's bills follow, and you know what that
means. If you move, you cannot take your sta-
tionary system along. A FEDERAL is cheaper
-good as any stationary system-better than
many-can be used in any room and will last
for years with ordinary care.

It is the Rotary Pump that makes the FEDERAL excel other Vacuum Cleaners. It is the
Rotary Pump that gives it the powerful suction-that takes up all the dirt and dust, no
matter how deeply imbedded in heavy rugs, carpets, upholstery, hangings and clothing. It is the
Rotary Pump that makes the FEDERAL a simple machine, a durable one, a vibrationless and
silent -running Vacuum Cleaner.

The FEDERAL Guarantee: We will ship you a "FEDERAL" for 10
days trial. If not satisfactory return it at our expense and any payments
made by you will be promptly refunded. Price, $125, less 5% discount
for remittance within 10 days after receipt of machine. Or $25 down
and 10 monthly payments of $10 each. Write today for full particulars
of this offer, complete descriptive booklet, etc. Address:

Vacuum Cleaner Department

Federal Sign System (Electric)
597 Home Insurance Building Chicago, Illinois

Branches in 15 Cities: New York, Baltimore, Cincinnati,
Buffalo, Columbus, Detroit, Harrisburg, Kansas City,
Lexington, Louisville, New Orleans, Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Oklahoma City
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6 ROADS TO SUCCESS
THESE PRACTICAL TRADES PAY $5 TO $8 A DAY

Come to the Coyne National Trade Seboots and learn in a few months' time at small expense
one of the 6 best paying trades in the world. Our graduates are always in demand at highest
salaries. Hundreds of them are in business for themselves and are successful contractors.

Electricity
offers the greatest field in
the world today. Thousands
more skilled Electrical
Engineers and Operators
are needed. Wages are
high and work steady,while
the future offers the richest
prizes in research work and
new adaptation of electric
power. Electrical science
is only in its beginning,
says Thomas Edison. The

future holds possibilities undreamed of. We teach thor-
oughly and practically every branch of electrical work.
Our graduates are filling the highest positions everywhere.

Mechanical Drawing
is a most useful and attrac-
tive profession. Good
Draftsmen command their
own hours and conditions
of work with highest sal-
aries. We teach every detail
of the work from ordinary
plan drawing to most elab-
orate and intricate mechan-
ical designing. Enroll at
once. Positions assured
all graduates.

Moving Picture Operating
is practically a new busi-
ness and good operators
are so scarce that unusu-
ally high wages are en-
joyed. It's a fascinating
work, and offers splendid
fields for advancement to
responsible and very high
salaried positions. In our
school the entire science
and practical operation,
care and maintenance of

the kinematograph is thoroughly and quickly mastered.
Join the class now.

School Open
All the Year

You can enter at any time. We have
students 16 years of age to 60. Day
and night sessions. Free Employment
Department. Tuition and expenses
very low. Easy payments if desired.
Largest and best equipped trade school
buildings in America.

Plumbing
offers easy work, short
hours, big pay and steady
work. It's almost impos-
sible now to learn the trade
as an apprentice. Even
then it will take years and
perhaps you will never
thoroughly master it. At
this school in a few months
you are graduated as a
master workman, able to
hold a job anywhere in the
world. Not books but tools under actual working con-
ditions used here. Plumb,ng offers splendid chances to
start a business of your own.

Painting and Decorating
is of all trades the most
varied and fascinating. It
offers both outside and in-
side work and affords full
scope for exercise of the
artistic nature. We teach
it all thoroughly, from
painting and paper -hang-
ing to finest color har-
monies and mural decora-
tion, including the almost
lost art of glazing (or
marbling?) Send for Special
Decorating.

Catalog on Painting and

Bricklaying
A highly paid, fine, healthy,
outdoor occupation. Build-
ers are always on the watch
for competent Bricklayers.
We teach Bricklaying by
actual work on building
operations - every branch
of it, including the fancy
finishing and cornice work
which few workmen under-
stand. Come now. You'll
be a competent mechanic
in a short time earning your $5 to $8 a day.

Tools and Materials
Furnished FREE
Drawing and estimatingitpartof each
course. Delightful opportunities for
general and social culture Ten min-
utes' walk to the heart of Chicago's
business center.

Send for Book of the School.
It's FREE. Send Now.

Address, L. L. Cooke, Director Our $150,000 Building "The Oldest Practical Trade School In America"

COYNE NATIONAL TRADE SCHOOLS, 102 E. Illinois St., Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention. Popular Electricity when writing- to Advertisers,
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GET IHTO

AV TO
BUSINESS

ofvoAtuMlñls

The Demand for
Competent Men
in the Telegraph and Railway and
Wireless Fields far exceeds the
supply. We are unable to keep
pace with the de-
mand for our grad-
uates. Greatest
possibilities.

My Thorough
Comprehen-
sive Course

of Instruction
enables my students to become proficient in a
short time. I have the oldest, largest and best
telegraph and railway instruction school in
America. Established 1874. Thousands of my
former students successfully employed every-
where. Railway and train dispatchers and
Western Union Telegraph wires in classrooms.
Complete high power wireless station, also an
unexcelled course in railway accounting as
applied to station agency work. Enroll Now.

Steady Work-Good Wages-A Bright Future
Expenses very low and may be earned while learning. Easy

payments and many other big advantages.
Large illustrated catalog tells all. FREE. Write for it now.

GEO. M. DODGE, Pres.

Dodge's Institute of Telegraphy
21st Street V,alparaiso,Ind.

Geo. M.
Dodge, Pres.

[lodge's Institute of Telegraphy
Valparaiso, Ind.

And make money. You can learn with
DYKE'S NEW IDEA SYSTEM

of teaching by waif .,ith mechanical
working models. (Patent Pending.)

Let us show you letters from young men who
took our course and are now driving cars
and in the repair business and who have

doubled their Income.
Satisfaction guaranteed-Sent on trial.

..- Endorsed by Oldfield, Duryea and other
lyow -authorities." This course costs but S10

complete.
-terSesdenng

a
for this

ndins
Freetructi Book. It's in-

DYKE'S CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF MOTORING

Box 2, Roe Building St. Louis, Mo.

VENTRILO*UISM
I,,,rnedc Inv. A lac rn.-tU(.ru<. Smanrst. Send tvdave stamp for par-
ti,ulars and pr.d. 0- A. SMITH, R.,11, fey 823 Bigelow St., Peoria, Ill.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Expert instruction-full equipment-low fees. Meets
U. S. Government requirements-grants certificates
-Prepares for positions with Postal Western Union,
United Wireless or U. S. Government,

BOOKLET "T FREE TO ANY ADDRESS
East Side Y.M.C.A. Telegraph School

153 East 86th St., New York

Our Illustrated Book on

Practical Electrical
Courses will give you
full information "How
You May Become an
Expert Electrician
or Electrical Engineer."

IT'S FREE. Write for it today.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
OF MILWAUKEE

1025Winnebago St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Ilk= NOT A CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
.------
LEARN

BY
MAIL

Your earning capacity can be
increased threefold by proper de-
velopment. No matter what line you are
in, whether you have had experience in
drafting or not,our full and partial courses
Magary need,in Drawing,Estimating,Plan-reading,
Mechanical, Architectural and Structural Drafting
and Design. Our graduates are much in demand

RAFTINGI
Students study and figure on blue -prints of build-
ings and machinery actually being constructed!
Your work is approved by Chicago's leading archt.
tecla and engineers. Low tuition, easy payments.
Mention course and send for folder to -day.
Chicago Technical College.

BSI Athenaeum Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
Courses in same subjects at our school in Chicago.
Lay and evening classes. Ask for catalog C .

THE
KEY TO
'SUCCESS

If YOU Would Be
Successful
Stop Forgetting

MEMORY
the BASIS

of All
KNOWLEDGE

You are no greater intellectually than your
memory. Send today for my free book "How to

Remember"-Faces, Barnes, Studies-Develops Will,
Concentration, SelfOonfldence, Conversation, Public

Speaking. Inoreeses income. Sent absolutely free-Address
ICHSON MFilfAHY 80B00L, 920AUDITOR11311 BLDG., CHICAGO

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT
in the shortest possible time. The Omnigragh Automatic

Transmitter combined with standard key
and sounder. Sends you telegraph mss.
aages at any speed lust as an expert opera-
tor would. Five styles, e2 up; circular free.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39 H Cortlandt Street New York

RICHARDSON SLIDE RULE
Engineers, Electricians, Draftsmen, Superintendents,

M a, Estimators and Business Men

el

El acpump, called upon to calculate thst sizeof a motor to
runme spumy. changecu scare, and pulley problems, testing recording watt-
meters, plotting curves, etc.

The slide rule will do ell this meenanieally. The Richardson Direct Read -
thg Slide Rule is especially adapted for those who wish to learn the use of

is valuable instrument. In addition to being direct reading for 44 electrical
andhanical problema It will multiply, divide. extract the square or cube
rots of numbers, calculate interest and percentage. solve proportion, sad for
making up pay roll accounts the rule has no equal. For a Christmas present
there le nothing better. $2.10, including pocket case and instruction book.

CEO. W. RICHARDSON, M. E., E. E.
Late Artificer U. S. Navy 4214 24th Place, Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ALTERNATING
CURRENTS

TRANSMISSION Of
ELECTRICITY

AND POWER

3

The Greatest Electrical
Library in the World

The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the International
Library of Technology that cost $1,500,000 in its original prep-
aration. It contains the knowledge given from the life experience
of some of the best electrical engineering experts in the country,
edited in a style that nineteen years of experience in publishing
home -study textbooks has proved easiest to learn, to remember,
and to apply. There is no other reference work in the world that
so completely meets the needs of the electrician as the Electrical
Engineering Library. The volumes are recommended by the
highest authorities and are used in nearly all the leading univer-
sities and colleges. They treat of practical electrical methods,
starting from the simplest problems and comprehensively covering
every branch of the work. Not only can they be used to great
advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an
authoritative guide in their work, but since they can be so clearly
understood, even by persons having no knowledge of higher
mathematics, they can be used by all classes of electricians that
are desirous of advancing to higher positions. The Electrical
Library contains 17 volumes durably and handsomely bound in
three -fourths red morocco,
stamped and numbered in
gold. The books are printed
on a high-grade book paper,
and the type is large and
easy to read. Each volume
is 6 by 9 inches in size. If
you wish to know more
about the most practical
electrical library in the
world, send the coupcoupon
NOW.

: International Textbook Co. :
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please send, without further obligation to me,
full particulars in regard to your Library of Tech-
nology, with special reference to the Electrical
Library. -

Nome

St. et No

City State

For our Mutual Advantage mentzon Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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 Learn a Paying Profession 
that assures you a good income and position for life. For
17 years we have successfully taught

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photo -Engraving and Three -Color Work

Our graduates earn 520 to $50 a week. We assist them to secure these
positions. Learn how you can become successful. Terms
easy-living inexpensive. Write for catalogue-NOW.

ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
989 Wabash Avenue, Effingham, Illinois

Course Endorsed by Benl. J. Briscoe,
Preis. of the United htatea Motor Co.

We teach you at home in ten simple lessons
to earn big money, and help you to get a
fine job. Write fur FREE prospectus, testi-
monials of graduates, and endorsements of
ten leading auto makers. smell Payment
Starts Yon, Money Bank If Not Sati.9ed.
Free model of auto re each student. Wri,
us to-day-Now. THE PRACTICAL ACTO
SCHOOL, 685 Seaver Street, New York.,

LEARN PIANO TUNING AT HOME by the aid of the TUNE-
A-1'HIONE. A Profession that can be converted into money at any
time or place in the civilized world at an hour's notice. Earn
e5.00 to 515.50 per day. Valuable illustrated book FREE. Write
NILES BRUNT SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNINO,7718uldHall,BattleCreek,111th.

APPLIED ART PAYS
Study Copres An home.

Pereonlrespoadace System.
Eminent Instructors. More than twelve

years successful teaching. Practical re-
sults guaranteed. Our student. In demand by leading

E. s. ru..woare
employer. ofarilete. Applied Art Courses in Commercial

and
Drawing, Illustrating, Teachers Normal, Fashion, Letter.

FounderArtglu and Design, Cartooning, l'hoto Retouching, Arehltec.
pie and aural l'er.peetive, Etc. Endorsed by high authorities.

Residence Finishing School for Advanced Students.
Artists' outfits furnished enroled students. Year Book tree.

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART,
~gum 546 Applied Art Bldg.. Battle Creek, Melia

'0.;
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Let Experts Teach
Yon to be a

Real Machinist

Highland Park College
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Take your first Job as a trained man-not an apprentice-get
a trained man's wages-quicker promotion. Our expert teach-
ers will personally show you how to use tools; put you through
lathe, drill, shaper chuck, milling machine, planer, grinder
and vise work; and have you make, assemble and repair ma-
chines and tools. Special attention to accuracy and speed.
The largest and most complete school machine shopstn the
United States. Small tuition. Low cost of living. Enter
any time. Write for illustrated catalogue. Address

n. N. LONCWELL. Preeldene, Des Nolo.., Iowa

WANTED - MEN
Brakemen, Firemen, Electric

Motormen, Conductors.
Train Porters

Hundreds put to work. 565 to $150 per month.500 more wanted. - Experience un-
necessary. Application blank and map of new
lines free. Give age and position wanted.
Enclose stamp.
L RAILWAY C.I., No. 47 Indianapolis, Ind.

RAILROAD MEN WANTED QUICK
- $80 to $185 a Month -

Write for hur legal binding bond to place gradu-
ates in position sure if 20 to 35 years of age and
mentally and physically O. H. We can quickly
Ht you for a big paying position no matter where
you live, in your spare tome at home. Learn from
practical Railroad men. This is the school in-
dorsed by Railroad Managers. Write now.

Official Railway School, Gen.Office 498, Freeport.11.

LEARN TO THROW YOUR VOICE! Be º Ventriloquist
in a few hours. Olean,

high-class, intensely interesting amusement. Anyone may learn.
Small cost. New NATURAL Method never explained before. Pro-
tected by copyright. Send stamp for interesting booklet.

W. L. BAILEY, Lock Box 212, St. Paul, Minn.

LEARN WATCHMAKING ry repairiEnravinng.d,Earn
while learning. Our school endorsed by leading jewelers
Positions secured for graduates. Send for Free catalogue.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING,

Dept,3O, Bush Temple, Chicago.

WE WANT YOU for our representa-
tive. Big money

to right parties. All or spare time. Experience
not necessary. Send 2c stamp today for particulars.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE
Circulation Dept. Commercial Bldg., Chicago, M.

THE NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Offers a theoretical and practical course
in Applied ELECTRICITY.
Our Course teaches all that one must know
about electricity.
It supplies that thorough training which
cannot be obtained in any other way than
by applying the practice to the theory at
the time and place in which the theory is be-
ing given
You need no preparation to take our course.

We prepare you and finiáh your electrical
education.
You are not subject to the requirements of
class work, but take your course individually
and as quickly as your ability permits.
You can start any time, as the school is open
all year. You can take day or night or both.
Our twelve years' school experience prompts
us to make claims and our graduates prove
the claims.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS

40 WEST SEVENTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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YOURi
LS tart, in Life
Many a man, now a Doctor of
Chiropractic, earning $5,000, yes $10,000,
even $15,000 a year traces his start in
life direct to this book, Lesson No. 1-
They all paid for it-YOU get it FREE.
95% of the people around you are sick.
More and more of them every day are
learning of the wonderful results of Chiropractic-the
science of common sense. No drugs! No surgeon's knife!
The world wants Doctors of Chiropractic and stands
ready to pay them handsomely. We now have on file
urgent demands for Chiropractors from more than
1000 cities where certain incomes of $5,000 to $15,000
await competent graduates.
J. V. Markwell, a Leesville, La. Chiropractor recently
wrote us: "$840.50 is the exact amount I have taken
in since opening my office, just seventeen busi-
ness days. ' Tell us; where is there another profes-
sion where the financial returns are so great or so sure?
Now, are you going to let a two -cent stamp stand
between you and this chance to get your start in
life at our expense? Stop right now-write for
this free lesson.
PALMER SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE

CHIROPRACTIC FOUNTAIN HEAD
BTU AND Ba*Dr STa. DAVENPORT, IA. U. S. A.

Over 2000 Railway Mail Clerks and
Customs Clerks to Be Appointed
Spring Examinations Everywhere

Rapid advancement to higher Government Positions.
No "Layoffs" because of STRIKES, FINANCIAL FLURRII

or THE WHIMS OF SOME PETTY BOSS.
THE POSITION IS YOURS FOR LIFE.
Country residents and' city residents stand the same chance 5.r

immediate appointment.
'Common sense education sufficient.
Political influence NOT REQUIRED.

We are Preparing Candidates Absolutely Free of Charge
Write immediately for schedule showing the places of the Sprin

examinations. Don't delay. Every day you lose means the loss rd
just so much coaching before the ral icly approaclang examinations.

FREE COACHING COUPON
FkANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. 8118, Rochester, N. Y.

The coupon, properly filled out, entitles the sender to a free.''pc ofou r
valuable book, "GOVERNMENT POSITIONS AND IIOW TO OBTAIN
THEM" and to consideration for FREE COACHING for the Cis II
Service Examination here checked.
, . Railway Mail Clerk ($Soo to $rgoo)..Customs Positions ($boo to$r5
.. l'ostothce Clerk 1$600 to $s000)Internal Revenue ($7co to
Postotñce Carrier (Poo to$raoo)Stenographer Moo to
,.Rural Mail Carrier ($sooto $ cool, Clerk in the Departments at

Washington ($800 to 51500

Name...
Address

Use this dejoreyou lose it.

WANTED YEARLY
As Electric Metermen to fill new positions created by rapid introduction of Electricity. 500,000 meters sold last
year. Larger sales this year means more new positions. Our Course on Electric Instruments and Meters will
fit you in short time for splendid position.

SALARIES $900-$1800
Work easily learned-good openings later as Superintendent or Manager. D. M. Haetling, Ky., writes: "Am now
employed as foreman of Meter Dept. at a 50% increase in salary. Let us help you to get a good position. Don't
wait for someone else to get ahead cf you. Act NOW. FREE booklet with full particulars on request.
Fort Wayne Correspondence School, 1210 Shoaff Building, Fort Wayne, Indiana

STUDENTS ON
CONTRACT WORK

Learn
Electricity Automobiles
Plumbing Bricklaying

in few months
Students first prepare by short home coui se. then

come to work for us,. Pay for course
taken out of earnings.

No Expense to Students
Write to

UNITED TRADE SCHOOL CONT. CO.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Every Man INTERESTED IN POWER
A

Paper
That
Tells
You
How
and
Why

24
a Year
48

in Two
Years

ElIBaHEER

A
Paper
That
Tells
You
How
and
Why

24
a Year
48

in Two
Years

Practical Engineer Will Become Semi-Monthly-Two Issues a Month
Beginning January 1, 1912 Yes, Last Chance to Get Yours 2 Years for $1.50

It has been said Questions and Answers Department alone worth the money.
Only Engineers' Magazine published inserting Da'a Tables and Diagrams free.

Now is the best time to subscribe to Practical Engineer. There will come "Practical Engineer is instructbe to every class of
to your door, big, bright, interestin paper's filled with the very latest news and stationary engineer." F. P. Day, Chief Engineer, Gray,

ling Lumber Co., Monroe, La.
"Practical Engineer fitted me fora higher salary and Netter

license." D. V. Fox, Chief Engineer, Waltham, Mass.
"Practical Engineer is the best engineer's journal printed,

I get more practical information out of it than all other pa-
pers. Every issue is worth a year's subscription." R. V.
Plummer, Chief Engineer, City Hospital, Lowell, Mass.

information on power plant operation and equipment. Each issue takes up in
detail some Special Subject in power plant operation. Tells you about the
use of Steam and Electrical Equipment, Gas Engines and Producers, Pumping
Apparatus, Refrigeration, Machinery Repairs, Power Plant Costs and How to
Keep, 'Them. and a lot more.

1 hie magazine, for which thousands of engineers are subscribing, is known
to be the "last word" in uu-to-the-present-minute engineer's information.

Osteopathy -7 =I 4
Our Valuable 100 Page

Book on Drugless Healing

2' FREE
This free book ,rplains the

Theory and Practice of the
latest and best method of
Drugless Healing and shows

cewrest way to master di-
ithouttheuse of inju-

ms or habit-forming drugs.
We send you this interest-

ing book absolutely free to tell you all about Mechano-Therapy-th
Recognized System of Drugless Healing which pays

$3,000 to $5,000 Yearly
Liefew months by our system you can begin pram icing Mechano-Ther-

: t v-an elevating and highly paid profession for men and women
impler and more comprehensive than Osteopathy. Endorsed by phy-

uns. A fascinating study, easy to learn. We teach you in your own
me by mail or in class and guarantee success-an ordinary education

nod our course of instruction fits you for a professional life. Authorizce
diplomas to graduates. Work absorbingly interesting. Vast opportu-
n ities for social and financial betterment. Special terms now. W rite to -

ay for nor 100 -pave honk on Osteopathy. 84 -page ill. prospectus both free.
American Collegeof Mechano-Therapy, Dept. 500 81 W. Randolph St.. Chinn.

AIL

Brainy Diet
Brain Power UM] Iloadth through correct combinations
of daily foods. One chronic sufferer weighing 415
pounds reduced over 150 pounds, cured rheumatism,

gained strength. No fasting, exercises,
factory foods, nor drugs.

NO FOODS SOLD.
Foods producing expectoration, catarrh,
coughs, constipation, tumor, etc., specified
in free booklets. Wrongly combined foods
cause pains,-or else ferment, poison or
kill, (e. g., appendicitis, apoplexy, etc.)

Everyday "brainy" foods are curative.
(1) Tests of Brainy Diet (8) Effects o IFoods
(2) Diet Venus Drugs (4) Key to Longevity

Send 10 cents for mailing. Send the addresses of
your sick friends to G. n. Briakler, Food Expert,

Dept. 10, Washington, D. C.

1
INE

f A DI t L I CO TV ; NI n N 't' it
POPCORNe

Money MintCoins Like a Mínt
Constant stream of nickels, dimes, quarters. Al-
ways money coming in. Start in safe, profitable,

easy, fascinating business. Sell Criapettrs and make big money.
Criapettes are fine-all like them-young and old. So easy to get
the money. Everybody willing to spend small change. Millions
made in 6e. pieces. Machine simple-easy to understand and
work. Full instructions-secret formula, See what others have
done. Judge what you can do. Writes Postal 5(1W.

W. Z. LONG. 419 HIGH ST., SPRINGFIELD. Os10.

AGENTSSend for free sample copy of the
Agents Magazine, an exponent of

better opportunities, progress and prosperity. 3 months'
trial subscription 10c - Six months 25c-One year 50c.
SPECIAL OFFER-Send $1 for two years' subscription, and
we will send you free Hammond's cloth bound Atlas and
1910 Census. Money refunded if not entirely satisfactory.

AGENTS MAGAZINE CORPORATION
1133 Broadway NEW YORK

1)R FOOTE'S"WONDER"BOOKin
oN HEALTH- DISEASES- FREAKS -
MARRIAGE -PARENTAGE -HUMAN NATUREId

A peep into the Mysteries of the INNER -MAN. This remarkable
book is a thought -awakener, and is as intensely interesting as a
novel. It contains more truths. common sense, vital facts, valu-
able advice and information than your doctor would give you
for $10. In two section. -240 pages nod 40 illustrations. Sent
by mail postpaid on receipt of price -10 cents. Write TO -DAY.

Murray Hill Book Co., 106 East 28th St., N. Y.

25 Centswill bring you the 3 latest
numbers of this 96 -Page$1.50 Magazine-

ELECTRICIAN AND MECHANIC
Each number filled with interesting "How to make" articles on Airships,
Wireless Telegraphy, Furniture and other Electrical and Mechanical
subjects. Written in plain lasgua"e for nien who use toots.- Practical.
Fnily illustrated. Sold at newsstands. Send for FREE Catalog of
Electrical and Mechanical Hcoks.

SAMPSON PUBLISHING COMPANY
518 Pope Building - Boston, Mass.
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PLANTS Read This Advertisement
Chief Engineers-We show truths in this advertisement about Practical

Engineer.
It is a magazine, sound, reliable and trustworthy-you can rely upon its

teachings-the men behind it have been writing power plant Information for
the engineer for years.

They know what you like to read-keep strictly up to date-give you live
current engineering events-accept articles, ideas and suggestions only from tin
highest practical men in the profession.

Power Plant Managers-much is gained by reading Practical Engineer-
keeps you in touch With the newest plants being erected all over the country-
shows economies in time, space and materials-brings direct to you the pourer
plant activities of the world.

The Engineer Operator will find in Practical Engineer a rare treat. Just
stop here, for an instant and read the statement of D. V. Fox, Chief Engineer,
Waltham, Mass., on the opposite page.

Practical Engineer can do just as much and perhaps more for you if you
subscribe.

The Owner Himself-Think for a minute how the efficiency of your plant
will be increased by your accurate knowledge and co-operation with your ch;:ef
and engine room staff.

It has been proven that co-operation with every department by the owner
helps them and you, too. Practical Engineer is the paper to read to gain such
knowledge.

If you are a Chief Engineer, Manager, Operator, Fireman, Master Mechanic,
Superintendent, Factory Cost Expert, Purchasing Agent or Owner, don't pass
this offer.

Practical Engineer is a paper that tells How and Why, and, with its diagrams.
descriptions and tables shows the reader everything. The language is so plain
and the mathematics so simple that no one can fail to understand. It Is illus-
trated with line drawings and half -tones, numerous diagrams, and in all ways
a practical paper covering every line of work.

In signing the special offer coupon please say whether paper is to go to your
home address or to the plant.

Would you like to be our agent in your locality? Our terms are liberal.

Practical Engineer 537 S. Dearborn Street Chicago
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BRAND NEW-UP-TO-DATE-JUST OFF THE PRESS
The Theory and Practice of Every Phase of Electrical Communication is Thoroughly Covered

MODERN AMERICAN TELEPHONY
This book treats of present day telephony in all its branches in plain everyday understandable language. It will serve to make

the rough places smooth and will solve problems for practical telephone men. It is alike indispensable to the expert telephone
engineer, and to telephone workers in all departments. Edited by Arthur
Bessey Smith, E. E., assisted b7 a large corps of telephone experts whose
reputation in theirreepeecctivefleldeisinternational. Positively down to the last minute.
It has no rival. The very latest Automatic Systems, as well as Wireless Telephony is
fully described. An elegant boeL of 800 pages it u beautifully bound in full dark blue seal
leather, round comers, polished t,:d edges, and has upward of 400 specially designed engrav-
ings and diagrams Genuine gold leaf stampings, pocket size. Price $2.00

Postage paid to any addnas
Order Now on Approval. 7fie only way the practical mel t of this book can oc omven la by a,.

tion. to be paid for or PPurned. aft. erakig it over,
e btllpo flrre which we will u for eenmina-

book will he forwarded
pore rerelPt of the following roil cement. lite

NO MONEY IN ADVANCE REQUIRED
FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO.,

1325 Mich;iganAve.,Chicago,Ill.
Kindly mail me a copy of MODERN AMERICAN TEL-

EPHONY. If found s..tisfactery, l will immediately remit
you $2.00 or return the book to you.

Name
Occupation
Add es. (P li;

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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PRACTICAL

ELECTRICITY
u..to sr

CLEVELAND ARMATURE
WORKS

A School Within Itself
There are XX chapters in all, XIX carrying you from the funda-
mental principles of electricity on through the various branches
to a point where the careful student comprehends the complete

designing, rare and operation of a dynamo or motor, and I chapter on electric automobiles, outlining their con-struction, care and operaban, and all about storage batteries and how to handle them. Each subject is carefully
written and to the point. After a student studies a subject. he is questioned on that subject in such a manner as
to bring clearly to his mind the points he needs to know regarcing same. A DICTIONARY in back of book
will enable him to learn the meaning of any electrical word, term or please used in this book, as well as hundreds
of others in common use. All required tables necessary in the study are in it. TABLE OF SUBJECTS:

CHAPTER
X VI-Diseases of Dynamos and

Motors, their symptoms
and how to Cure Tire,,,.

XVII-Arc and Incandescent
Lamps.

X V I It-Measuring Instruments.
XI X-Alternating Current.
XX-Automobiles.

A dictionary of over r5oo Electrical
Words, Terms and Phrases, giving
a brief meaning of all which are in
common use.

$2.00 Psi. Copy --Sixth Edition --30,000 Copies Sold
The offer we make of refunding money if book is not satisfactory upon examination is AN UNUSUAL ONE.in connection with the sale of a book. But we have no fear of its return. Your decision will be what thousandsof others hares been. Money womd not buy it if it could not be duplicated. We could print testimonials by thehundreds. It is best to order and be your own judge of its merits.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 4730 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, OlioArmatures and Fields Wound, Commutators Filled AMERICA'S GREATEST REPAIR WORKS

CHAPTER
I-Wiring.

II-Electric Batteries, Electro
Plating.

Ill-Magnetism.
1V-The Magnetic Circuit.
V-Magnetic Traction.

VI-Magnetic Leakage.
VII-Energy in Electric Circuit.

VIII-Calculation of Size of \Vire for
Magnetizing Coils.

CHAPTER
1X-Calculation of E M F's in Elec-

tric Machines.
X-Counter EM F.

XI-Hysteresis and EddyCurrents.
XIS-Armature Reaction.

XI I I-Sparking.
XIV-Winding of Dynamos and

Motors.
XV-Proper Method of Connecting

Dynamos and Motors-Sell
Excitation.

You Can Make Money Printing
for of hers or save money by doing your own printing.
Our presses though low to price will print anything
letterheads. cards, menus, etc., and do work that will
satisfy the most exacting. Just the Pre.. for Hotels,

Groceries, Restaurants, Churches. Lo ,
Printshops, or for the man or boy who wants to
start in the printing busi Delia. 1110 presses use
standard metal type, half tones, wocwl cuts, etc
and can be operated by any man or boy without
any previous experience, The moot practical
presses and outfits on the market at prices with
in the reach of all. $3.50 and up; all guaran-

teed. Send for Free Catalog.
168 W. Washington St.

L. M. CARROLL & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
THE DOBSON "X" RAY. The latest Scientific
Wonder. Here is an article boys, that.%ill please you.
With it the clothes and flesh turn transparent and the
bones can he plainly seen. Just think of the fun you
can have with it. Sample in strong box with catal-

ogue and agent's prices 10 cents by mail.
QUINTARD 6. POLLARD - - - - Norwalk, Conn.

A Christmas present
that lasts a whole year and

0014 costs $1.00

A Christmas present that
your boy will have and enjoy every

month until next Christmas. A magazine that
will inspire him to higher standards of living.
The American Boy is supreme In the boys' realm -
500,000 read it each month.. It contains clean, manly
stories, written by men who know the American youth
-his aims and his susceptibilities. Ernest Thompson
Seton, Chief Scout, contributes a page each issue for

The Boy Scouts of America
it is brimful of fascinating stories of travel, history,
adventure, woodcraft and sports. AU beautifully
illustrated. Departments of photography, electricity,
mechanics, etc. The American Boy as a gift is appre-
ciated by every live, wide-awake American Boy.
$1 brings it for a year. 100 a copy at news-stands.

THE SPRAGUE PUBLISHING CO.,147 American Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

MAKE MONEY! Don't be an Agent.
Own and operate your own business. How to do it. M. L. Smith
ofPa., with a$1625 outfit writea: "Turned out $301.27 worth
of plating In two weeks." Thos. Parker, school teacher, writes:

Made $0.80 profit In one day."Rodney.O12 first day; Wood.
ward 1170 per month. We have started hundreds
of others. CRAY'S OUTFITS plate GOLD, SILVER,
NICR EL, etc. Wo f urn ishrecipes, formulas, trade
secrets and teach you the art-work easy; profit
enormous. THE ROYAL new dipping process; heavy
plats, equal in appearance to new goods-latest
method. Every family, hotel, restaurant orshop, has tableware, jewelry, metal goods of all kinds to be re -plated. Every other business overcrowded-no plating shops,

Grand opening. Free sample of plating. Write today.Gray & Co., Plating Works. 764 Gray Bldg., Cincinnati, O,

RE AN ENGRAVER $5OLeaweeklyHWe'gEerpe
son°

al instructions and furnish necessary tools Free. Terms
reasonable. Complete particulars by mail.
CHICAGO ENGRAVING SCHOOL,

DEPT. 80,110 WEST CHICAGO AVE., CHICAGO

A Merry Xmas for That Boy of Yours!

THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE

Edited By
WALTER CAMP

The finest magazine in the
world for boys. Each issue is
filled with clean, fascinating
stories and instructive articles, all
of intense interest to every live
boy. Also, each issue contains
departments devoted to The Boy
Scouts of America, Electricity,
Mechanics. Athletics, Photog-

raphy, Carpentry. Stamps and Coins. A.new handsome
cover in colors each month. Beautifully illustrated
throughout.

SPECIAL
OFFER
For only$1.00wewill send

you the BOYS' MAGAZINE
for a whole year and a copy
of the most useful book you
ever read, "Fifty Ways for
Boys to Earn Money," and
this Electric Engine. This is
a perfect little engine, three
times size of illustration, with speed control and reversing lever. Runs
rood revolutions a minute on one dry battery. Safe, easy to operate. A
marvel of mechanical and scientific ingeduity.

If you wish we'll send the magazine, book and engine so that they will
arrive Christmas day. If not so instructed we will forward at once.

Satisfaction-Or Motley Refunded
THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO..

640 Meta Street Smethport, Pa.
(The Boys' Magazine Is on sale at all news stands at 10c a copy.)

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular EleCtrfcity when writing to Advertisers,
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THE

MECHANICS

HANDBOOK

RNATIONAL7SC0Teoo.

ELECTRICAL. BUILDING !ADVERTIS_kS

ENGINEERS TRADES

HANDBOOK ¡HANDBOOK
HANDBOOK

BUSINESS

MAN'S

HANDBOOK

BOOKKEEPERS bTEIfOGRAPHEk! J MBERS TELENoHONE
AND AN 'TELEGR `

RINERS
LORRISPONDENiS FlTTEIRS' ENGINEERS
HANDBOOK HANDBOOK (HANDBOOK HANDBOOK

HANDBOOK

$1.25 Handbooks for 50e.
No books in existence contain in so small space as much information about the trades and pro-

fessions of which they treat as do these Handbooks. They are little giant encyclopedias of practical
knowledge giving data and information that is hard to find in ordinary books. These Handbooks
have been prepared by the well-known textbook writers of the International Correspondence
Schools whose textbooks are recognized the world over as the most practical treatises on applied
sciences ever published. These Handbooks are consulting experts of the highest rank, and are the
most powerful force in the world for the promotion of ambitious men. They are an indispensable
help to quicker and better work that will command advancement. They are printed on a high-
grade book paper in clear type, and durably and handsomely bound in cloth with gilt titles; contain
on an average of 364 pages and 175 illustrations and are regularly sold for $1.25 each.

SPECIAL OFFER.-We are selling these Handbooks, durably bound in cloth with gilt titles, at
a special price for each Handbook of 50 cents.

Mechanics'-Tables; formulas;measurements;
belting; mechanical powers; hydro -
mechanics; strength of materials;
shafting; boiler design; care of boil-
ers; power of boilers; chimneys
exhaust heating; machine design
machine tools; slide valve; pulleys
cylinders and steam chests; pistons
gearing; transit surveying; triangu-
lation; curves; radii and deflections;
earth work; track work; electricity;
etc.

Advertiser's-How to plan and
write an adver-

tisement; type and type measure-
ments; points on printing style;
display; preparation of manu-
script; proof reading; engraving
and printing methods; electrotypes;
matrices; advertisement illustra-
tions; magazines; newspapers; retail,
department -store, general, trade -
paper, and mail-order advertising;
trade marks; circulars; advertising
agencies; etc.

Stenographer's & Cor-
re ondent's-Adviee tosP begin-
ners; shorthand speed; letters
of application; punctuation;
correct and faulty diction;
business correspondence; type-
writing; abbreviations; ad-
dressing; mailing; rates of
postage; duplicating work; etc.

Telephone and Tele-
graph-useful tables;mechanics; elec-
tricity; magnetism; primary
batteries; storage batteries;
electrical measurements; tele-
phony; tests with magneto -
generator and bell; telegraphy;
Morse telegraph systems; mul-
tiplex telegraphy; etc.

EIectrical Engineer's-
Mechanics; electricity; electrical
units; symbols and quantities; phys-
ical and electrical properties of
metals and alloys; wire gauges; mag-
netism; dynamos and motors; elec-
tric batteries; alternating current
apparatus; alternators; transform-
ers; wattmeters; electric transmis-
sion; electric lamps; wiring; electric
heating and welding; electromag-
nets; controllers; car wiring; etc.

Business Man's --Arithmetictables
business forms; card systems,
measures of extension; weight and
capacity; time; value of foreign
coins; duties on imports; bookkeep-
ing, stenography; correspondence;
postal information; financial terms
money and the money market
brokers and brokerage; patents
copyright and trade marks; corpor-
ations; business law; publicity; etc.

Plumbers and Fitters'
Arithmetic; involution and
evolution; powers, roots, and
reciprocals; circles; decimals;
geometrical drawing; weights
and measures; formulas; men-
suration; mechanics; hydro -
mechanics; building construc-
tion; heating and ventilation;
gas -fitting; plumbing; etc.

Mariners'-Logarithms;trigonometry;
navigation; terrestrial naviga-
tion; celestial navigation; or-
ganization of a man of war
naval ordnance; explosives
torpedoes; ship building; speed
tonnage, and fuel consumption
ropes; wind and weather
signals; nautical memoranda
etc.

Building Trades- On d
structures; strength of materials;
properties of sections; strength of
rivets and pins; materials of con-
struction; footings and foundations;
masonry construction; woods used
in building,,, qualities of timbers;
joinery framing; estimating; ele-
ments of architectural design; drain-
age systems; plumbing fixtures;
plumbers' tables; heating and ven-
tilation; gas and gas -fitting; etc.

Bookkeeper' s --Arithmetic;formulas;
tables; money; percentage; interest;
equation of accounts; money and
the money market; business law;
financial terms; banks and bank-
ing; postal information; distances
and time between various places;
bookkeeping; business forms; card
systems; modern office methods;
cost accounting; bank bookkeeping;
clearing house methods; etc.

International Textbook Co. :
Box 1102, SCRANTON, PA.

I enclose $
the books BEFORE which

-Mechanics' Handbook
_Elect. Eng. Handbook
_Bldg. Trades Handbook
-Plum. & Fit. Handbook

for which please send me
I have marked X.

-Advertiser's Handbook
-Business Handbook
-Bookk'per's Handbook
-Sten. & Corr. Handbook 

-Tel. & Tel. Handbook Mariners' Handbook

.Vamp

St. and No

City State
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It's Great Soil
In Mississippi
1 Have Just Been Down There, and I Know-For I Have Seen
Such Money -Making Crops Growing on $20 to $30 acres,
as the Hard Working Northern Fanner Never Saw Nor
Never wiU See, On His High -Priced, Short -Seasoned Land.

They raise pretty nearly everything in Mississippi-
and do it practically all the year round. If you are
struggling along with one -crop land, just consider
what you can do in Mississippi, with a climate to give
you three crops a year, and a soil to stand up to the
test for centuries.
I have been in the land business all my life, but I
am amazed at what I found in Mississippi. There are
choice spots which are actually wonderlands in their
possibilities for bonanza crops for the hustling, brainy
Northerner. And in this whole Southland there is not
a more productive or better located tract to live on,
and to make money on, than the

Campton Lands
The Lampton Lands of Mississippi are a pet project.
because I have considered them good enough to put
my own son down there to farm out a slice of the
wealth from the wonderfully fertile soil.
While these lands have been eagerly sought after for
years, until now they could not be bought in small
parcels, as they were owned by parties who would sell
only in bulk and for all cash. We paid all cash, and
own free and clear. The Lampton Realty Company is
a great company of energetic business men, residents
of Mississippi, with ample capital. They have their
hearts in this tract. But they need to divide the lands
among the people, in 10, 20, 40 and SO -acre tracts
to reap the harvest that development brings. Those
earliest to join with them in this will share with them
in the large profits. I have seen similar lands under
similar conditions rise in value from $20 to $500 per
acre. I have faith in the Lampton Lands, and recom-
mend them to you, because:

THE SOIL IS RIGHT,
THE CLIMATE IS RIGHT,

THE LOCATION IS RIGHT,
THE PROFITS ARE BIG.

Rich responsive loam yielding $500 an acre crops-
no extremes of heat or cold-high elevation, close
to markets, adjoining lands selling for $50 to $100
per acre, when they can be bought at all.

READ MY NEW LAND BOOK
It tells how, with as little as
ten acres, you can quickly ac-
quire a competence by settling
on the land, or earn big in-
terest on your money if you
hold for speculation. Terms
are easy and introductory
prices are low. My experience
of a lifetime is in this book.
Write for it today. I will send
it free by early mail. Excur-
sions twice a month at $30
for the round trip.

S. S. THORPE, General Sales Manager f or the
Lampton Realty Company, Owner

1656 First National Bank Building, Chicago, Ill.

The Electric Journal
Is aimed directly at the electrical
student who wants to know the
how and the why regarding the
construction of electrical appara-
tus and its operation.
9f Its articles are technically cor-
rect and yet are written in such a
style that the average electrician
can understand.

If you are interested in electrical
subjects it is worth your while to
investigate this magazine. A sam-
ple copy will be sent for inspec-
tion on request.

Subscription price, $1.50
in U. S. and Mexico.

The Electric Journal
107 Murdock -Kerr Bldg. Pittsburg, Pa.

Hotel Cumberland
Broadway, at 54th Street NEW YORK
Near 50th St. Subway Station and 53d St. Elevated

" Broadway " Cars
from (,rand Central
Depot pass thedoor

New and Fireproof

Best Hotel Accom-
modations in New
York at Reasonable

Rates

$2.50 with Bath
and up

European plan

All Hardwood
Floors and Oriental

Rugs

Ten minutes' walk
to 20 Theaters

Excellent
Restaurant

Prices moderate
Send for Booklet

HARRY P. STIMSON, Manager. Formerly with Hotel
Imperial

Only New York Hotel Window -screened Throughout

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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ÁLMOST FREE!
Practical Books With The Magazine That
Makes Facts More Fascinating Than Fiction

We offer your choice of these practical books. Each one of
them was written by an acknowledged authority in his special line.
No technical education is necessary for their complete understanding.
They are just the thing for the beginner, the practical man, or
for that studious boy who is continually asking questions. They
are not only for the worker or student in each special field, but
for the intelligent reader who wants to know in a general way,
how things are done in the trades and professions, or in business.

Just Read These Titles Ear
We want new readers to TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE-

the most fascinatingly interesting, illustrated monthly published. We
want practical men to realize the immense good that they can do for
themselves by seeing TECHNICAL WORLD every month, and on
that account we make the following

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
Technical World Magazine

All Only

For One Full Year (12 Wonderful Numbers)

And Any Book Listed Opposite
(Sent Prepaid)

After one book and the magazine have been ordered at $ 1.65, additional books
may be added to your order at only 75 cents each, lust hal price. This is a splendid
opportunity to get a full set of practical books. Read the titles over again and see
how many there are that you ought to have.

1.65

Now Read Why You Should Be a Subscriber
to Technical World Magazine

TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE believes that real achievements, real events.
when properly presented, are far more interesting than mere fiction ; that the most thrilling
story in the world is the story of man's ceaseless fight to conquer and overcome, and bend
to his service the tremendous forces of nature. Its heroes are men of action, the ones
who, the World over, are really doing things, really encountering dangers, really conning
out triumphant at the end of the story with a new achievement to be written large in the
annals of our progress. These are the stories that are more fascinating than fiction ; the
stories that you want to read-that everyone in your family wants to read ; the things that
you must know about in order to keep up-to-date: the things that you can ohly read about
entertainingly in the pages of TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE.

TECHNICAL WORI.D MAGAZINE is not "technical." just wonderfully, inform-
ing and fascinatingly interesting. You don't need a college education to like TECH-
NICAL WORLD MAGAZINE; Just brains.

Order at Once
Of course you know that this offer Is going to produce a perfect avalanche of orders.

Of some of the books listed above, we have only a few hundred copies. It will be best
in order'ir g, to name one or two additional books as alternatives, in case our stock of the
one you particularly want is exhausted. But better still, to insure getting what you want.
sit right down this minute, cut out the coupon, and mail to us, with currency, stamps,
silver or money order.

Technical World Magazine Mone
Coupon

5760 Drexel Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.

eF,tY' íaCn, C

THE BOOKS
Automobiles
Carpentry
Ga. Engines and Produeen
Masonry Conetrnelion
Reinforced Concrete
Steam Engines
Electric Railways
Estimating
Contracts and Speeifeation.
Valve Gears
Strength of Material.
Electric Telegraph
Mechanical Drawing
lower Stations
rnttera Making
F se Surveying
Stcel Contraction
Building Superintendence
Architectural Drawing
Machine Shop Work
Machine Design
Tool Making

BUSINESS BOOKS
Bank Bookkeeping
Bnsioess Management, Part I
Budneea Management, Part II
Corporation Accounts and the

Voucher System
Department Store Account.
Factory Aeeonnts
Inuranee and (teal Estate

Accounts
Practical Bookkeeping

New, upto-date material, pre.
pared especially for us. Size of
books is 6% -in. a 931in. ; print.
ed on a fine grade of super-
calendered book paper, pro-
fusely illustrated with fine draw-
ings and half tones, durably
and artistically bound in hand.
some red cloth. They are $3.50
books judged from every stand-
ard of value In the publishing
business. They sell regularly
for $1.50 in first class book
stores. Some of them sell for
$2.00.

TECHNICAL
WORLD

MAGAZ I N E

/,.

I'.L.
I_'-11

TECH.
WORLD

MAGAZINE
5760 Drexel Ave.

Chicago, Ill.

Enclosed herewith is $// or which send me TECHNI-/// :AL WORLD MAGAZINE for
/ one year and the following handbooks,

prepaid

Five days after receiving books and first copy of the magazine,
/1 if f am not satisfied, 1 may return the books, and you are to return

my money.

NAM r.

ADDRESS

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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You Can Do
a Bigger Business

Writing and placing advertising is
the largest part of our business. But
it is not all of it. With the idea of
giving our clients the most help
possible, we maintain a department
that devotes its talents to devising
ways and means of turning inquiries
into orders.

Let Us Help You
Out of 1000 inquiries you sell an average
percentage. What about the remainder?
They fail to respond to pour efforts. They
can be reached in a different way. Let us
study your problem and find that way.
Letters, booklets, mailing cards, selling ideas,
house organs-whatever we suggest are
unusual and our clients tell us they are
effective.

Wm. D. McJunkin
Advertising Agency

35 S. Dearborn St. CHICAGO

Just off the Press -1911 Edition

Standard Wiring
for Electric Light and

Power as Adopted by the

Fire
Underwriters

of the
United States

Containing the National
Electric Code, explained
with numerous illustra-
tions, together with the
necessary tables and
formulae for outside and
inside wiring and on-
struction for ell systems.
Everything revised right
up-to-date. Handy size
for the pocket. Black
limp leather binding-
gilt embossed.

Price prepaid

$1.00
Free for 2 paid yearly

Subscriptions
to

Popular
Electricity

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Send for our illustrated Catalog-FREE

TWO VALUABLE BOOKS
Motor Troubles

By E. B. Raymond
Alternating and Direct Current

197 pages illustrated

Price $1.50 postpaid
For many years Mr.

Raymond was the Gen-
eral Electric Company's
expert in the tracing of
motor troubles, so there
can be no one better equipped
than he to fortify you against
the many difficulties that arise
in this field. This book con-
tains the right solution of
every problem and is so ar-
ranged and indexed that you
can instantly put your finger
on the remedy.

Contents: - Starting Up.
Sparking. Brush Troubles.
Characteristics of the Induc-
tion Motor. Locating Faults
in Induction Motors. Wind-

ing Faults. Balking of Induction Motors. Mechanical
Troubles. Troubles with Synchronous Motors. Testing
Generators. Testing Direct -Current Motors. Alternating
Current Generators. Testing Induction Motors.

Electrical Contracting
By Louis J. Auerbacher

How to Get the Work and Do It
160 pages illustrated

Price $2.00 postpaid
This book starts at the

beginning of the average
contractor's troubles-his
shop systems and his es-
timates.

Mr. Auerbacher covers these
fully with plenty of good ideas
on the short cuts, suggestions
and economies which make for a
better business and better profit.

Most electrical contiactorsdo
not realize that their money is lost
because they lack the right shop or-
ganization and methods of keeping
track of stock, and the contractor
who familiarizes himself with this
book will not only do boner work,
but he will do it at a greater profit

' and his customer will be better sat-
Ished. A large part of the book is
devoted to wiring systems of all kinds, forming the most useful
wiring handbook on the market It shows the latest and best
methods, and, however experienced you may be. y .0 will find
plenty of new ideas in this book, as well as all of the everyday
data to which you want to refer.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT., CHICAGO, ILL.
(5)
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Free-Six Big Issues of

Investing for Profit
If you will simply send me your name. Special
Introductory FREE Offer. Six fine monthly
issues - each worth $10 to $100 to you.

How much do you know about the Science of Invest-
ment? Do you know the Real Earning Power of your money? What is
the difference between the Rental Power and Earning Power of money?
Do you know how $100 grows into $2200?

Why you should get Investing for Profit:
Only one man in a thousand knows the difference
between the rental power and the earning power
of his money. Few men know the underlying
Principles of incorporation. Not one wage earner
in 10,000 knows how to invest his savings for
profit, so he accepts a paltry 2% or 3% from his
savings tank, while this same bank earns from
20% to 30% on his money-or he does not know
the science of investing and loses his all.

Russell Sage said: "There is a common fallacy
that, while for legal advice we go to lawyers, and
for medical advice we go to physicians, and for
the construction of a great work, to engineers-
financing is everybody's business. As a matter
of fact, it is the most profound and complicated
of them all."

So let me give you just a glimpse of the valu-
able investment information you will get in my
six big issues, "The Little Schoolmaster of the
Science of Investment," a guide to money -making:

The Science of Investment.
The Root and Branch of the

Investment Tree.
How to Judge a Business Enter-

prise.
Where New Capital Put Into a

Corporation Really Goes.
"Watering"-Its Significance.
Idle Money vs. Active Money.

Capital is Looking for a Job.
The REAL Earning Power of

Your Money.
Investment Seceriities Are Not

Investment Opportun t es.
The Actual Possibu, ies of Intel-

ligent Investmer t.
The Capitalization of Genius and

of Opportunity.

Wait till you see a good thing-but don't wait
till everyone sees it. You will then be too late.
Never was a time more auspicious for a public
campaign of education on the logic of true invest-
ment. A revolution in the financial world is now
going on-to the profit of the small investor.

You are now face to face with your oppor-
tunity-if you have the courage to enter the open
gate to the road of fortune.

I believe you will find much interest in reading
my six issues of Investing for Profit. From
cover to cover it contains the fundamental princi-
ples of investment it has taken a lifetime to gather
-from my own experience and from every avail-
able authoritative original source of information.

If You Can Save $5 a Month or More
Don't invest a dollar in anything anywhere

until you have read my wonderful magazine.
Investing for Profit is for the man who intends
to invest any money, however small, or who can
save $5 or more per month, but who has not as
yet learned the art of investing for profit. Learn
how $100 grows into $2200.

Use this Coupon for the Six Issues
Financial Advice FREE

If you know how to invest your savings-if
you know all about the proposition in which you
are about to invest your hard-earned savings-you
need no advice. But if you don't, if there to a
single doubt or misgiving in your mind-I shall
be pleased to answer any inquiries you may make,
or furnish any information I can regarding the
art of saving and making money through wise
investment.

So sign and mail this coupon now. Get Investing for
Profit FREE for six months. A:.k me to put you on my
mailing list for Free Financial Advice. Don't put this off.
It means too much to you now and in the future. Sign and
mail this coupon at once.

H. L. BARBER, PUBLISHER, CHICAGO

Mail This Now
H. L BARBER, Publisher,
20.K. W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Please send me FREE Investing
for Profit, for six months. Put me on

your mailing list tot Free Advice on
investments.

Address
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A Tax Exempt Stock That
Pays 7% Dividends

As typical of the best and most up-to-date practice in the central elec-
trical station industry in our larger cities, there is no investment more worthy
of investigation than the stock of the Commonwealth Edison Company of
Chicago. Notwithstanding its astonishingly rapid growth and its present
strategic position, this Company is as yet doing only a fraction of the busi-
ness that it will do in the near future.

The Commonwealth Edison Company is at present retailing electricity
in a territory that covers 200 square miles, but that territory is only "tapped,"
so to speak. There is expert authority for the statement that three times
the present volume of business should naturally come to the Company's
Central Station.

Yet, gigantic as is the retail business of the Commonwealth Edison
Company, it forms only one-third of its total business, two-thirds of which
is wholesale. It supplies electricity to 1250 miles of street and elevated rail-
way track and its service to smaller Central Stations extends 85 miles to the
north, 55 miles to the south and 35 miles to the west of Chicago.

A very considerable portion of the Company's wholesale business is con-
cerned in the sale of electricity for light and power to manufacturers. In
this field there is still opportunity for a vast increase of business in replacing
private power plants with the more economical Central Station service.

The Commonwealth Edison Company represents an investment of over
$70,000,000, and is paying dividends at the rate of 7% per annum on its capital
stock. The future prospects of this stock are indicated by the recent advance
in the dividend rate from 6% to '7%. At the present market price of about
$130.00 per share, the net return to the investor is about 5/%. While the
stock was paying 6% dividends it sold at average prices that yielded a smaller
net return. This justifies us in the belief that Commonwealth Edison stock
is now a more desirable investment than ever before.

Commonwealth Edison stock is listed on the Chicago Stock Exchange.
We recommend this stock as an investment of exceptionally high character,
paying 7% dividends, and as being exempt from taxation under Illinois laws.
Full information will be gladly supplied in answer to all inquiries.

Russell, Brewster & Company
Members:

New York Stock Exchange
Chicago Stock Exchange

116 W. Adams Street
Chicago, III.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Mr. Edison's Impressions of Europe
By W. H. MEADOWCROFT

For the first time in 22 years Thomas
A. Edison has taken a real vacation.
Starting on August znd on the Maure-
tania, with his son Charles, he went to
England to join Mrs. Edison and their
daughter Madeline and son Theodore for
an automobile trip in Europe, returning
to New York on October 7th. Believing
that the readers of POPULAR ELECTRICITY
MAGAZINE would be interested in Mr.
Edison's impressions of his foreign trip,
I interviewed him at his laboratory in
Orange, N. J., and found the great in-
ventor looking rugged and well, and al-
though extremely busy, willing to grant
me some of his valuable time.

When asked to mention the most inter-
esting experiences of his European trip,
Mr. Edison smiled and said, "That's a
large order, and I don't know that I can
fill it, but let us begin at the beginning.

"One of the first things I did on arriv-
ing in England was to visit the House of

Commons, where they were holding an
all-night session, and where I saw two
votes taken on the bill relating to the
House of Lords. A seat was given me
in the strangers' gallery. I could see, but,
of course, could not hear the speeches. 
It was all very interesting, but there was
no excitement. After the House ad-
journed everyone went out on the terrace,
where I was introduced to a great num-
ber of the statesmen. They presented me
with a copy of the Lord's Veto Bill,
signed by Prime Minister Asquith, Lloyd
George, John Redmond, John Burns,
T. P. O'Connor and others. I was in-
vited to visit the House of Lords the next
day, but could not spare the time, as I
had arranged to meet my wife in France.

"Next to Americans the English have
the best practical brains. I like the Eng-
lish and admire their institutions and
statesmen, and the way the country is
run. They are strong on ancient tradi-
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tions, but they are fast realizing that
mere hereditary institutions must go.
When I was in England a great railroad
strike began, but the Government real-
ized that it had a duty to perform to stop
disorder, and it acted firmly. Govern-
ments are merely huge business concerns,
and no allowance for sentiment should be
made in their practical dealings with the
affairs of the world. In this case Eng-
land took energetic measures to insure
the right of the individual to work for
whatever wages he pleased, despite the
tyranny of labor societies, and I think it
is a healthy sign of her basic common
sense.

"Motoring through France is a source
of unbounded pleasure. I have seen no
superior roads anywhere. I traveled over
more than 2,000 miles of roads there and
less than three miles were bad. There
was not a rut more than two inches deep.
We are far behind the French in this re-
spect, and our American road engineers
can get some valuable pointers from
France.

"I was disappointed, however, in Paris
as the so-called 'City of Light.' It bears
no comparison to New York in that re-
spect. The Champs Elysees, which is
the most brilliantly illuminated street in
the city, looks like twilight compared with
Manhattan's `Great White Way.' Paris
is ever a wonderful city. There is much
to interest the visitor, and I took no
small pleasure in revisiting the familiar
scenes of years ago, but my stay in the
city of magnificent prospects was very
short.

"I did not visit any of the great scien-
tific institutions, the purpose of my trip
being to see the country.

"The historical monuments of Paris
do not impress me. I see them resting
on the bones of countless victims of Na-
poleon's personal glory. Conquest costs ;
it never pays. The Germans have paid
more than a thousand dollars an acre
for Alsace and Lorraine and they
thought they had gained it free. Their
little march around the Arch of Triumph
was in the end the costliest promenade
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ever made. The glory of the war lord,
wherever he may be, is fading away.
There is too much independent thought,
too many newspapers and schools in our
present day of civilization to permit of
the antiquated methods of these over am-
bitious men who, hiding behind their
selfish aims, cry loudly for the glory of
their country and force ruin on their
people. The terrible price of war would
be clear to coming generations if every
monument had inscribed upon it the de-
tails of its cost to the people. The war
game has received a solar plexus blow,
anyhow, in the coming of the aeroplane.
A thousand aeroplanes would cost less
than one Dreadnought. But think of the
frightful effect of a fleet of a thousand
airmen dropping nitro -glycerin bombs.
Another great international war in
Europe seems impossible now so far as I
can see. In other words invention has
gone beyond the thirst for blood; the
power of science, that has been let loose,
must overwhelm aggressive diplomacy.

Although Europe has learned her eco-
nomic lesson, the subject of war seems
to be ever in the minds of her people.

"But returning to more pleasing sub-
jects than war, let me say that I enjoyed
my tour through France. Its beautiful
scenery is restful, and its agricultural
richness is very impressive. I was
amazed at the bountiful crops of wheat,
barley and other small grain. There were
no such extensive fields of one kind of
grain as we see in our western states, but
cultivation is done in small acreages. A
few acres of wheat, with a similar patch
of oats adjoining it, arid so on, but all in
the highest state of perfection. The
farmers are successful and well to do,
and it was not difficult to discern one
reason of the wealth of France. The
vast vineyards were particularly interest-
ing. Unfortunately it did not happen to
be the time for gathering the grape crop.
I would like to have seen it, for I under-
stand they make a great holiday of the
occasion. Everywhere we went on our
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motor tour we found the people appar-
ently happy and contented. They have
savings in plenty, but they put the money
out in government bonds. Land invest-
ments with them are practically nil. I
was struck with the lack of new build-
ings going up. The peasants are cer-
tainly geniuses in making the most of a
tiny strip of land. In one small farm I
counted no less than seven different kinds
of crops. The apple orchards of Nor-
mandy astonished me by their wonderful
crops of ruddy apples.

"The French bread struck me as par-
ticularly good. It was palatable and nu-
tritious, and I ate a great deal of it while
in the country. The French are wiser
than we in not seeking to make their
bread dazzlingly white by sacrificing the
nutritive parts of the wheat. Their skill
in cooking is apparent everywhere, for
even in the smallest villages everything
that was served had the magic of their
art.

"Switzerland is a country of mag-
nificent scenery and practically unlimited
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power going to waste. In motoring it is
quite a change to leave the beautiful
French roads where one can speed, and
get into Switzerland, where sixteen miles
an hour is the limit. The people are pro-
gressive, but lack the daring in business
that is characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon.
They are hampered by over -prudence. In
some respects they remind me of the
Japanese, for their genius shows itself
in minute sorts of labor. They are a
little people in a little land. As far as I
can judge,'they are more intricate in in-
vention than in mind. Their watches,
clocks, music boxes, wooden toys, and
what not,-everything is little. We
showed them how to make Geneva
watches by machinery, and now they are
imitating us in their own country. But
occasionally a great engineer will arise
among them. One is my friend Turitini,
who constructed the great power works
on the Rhone.

"Cheap electricity is waking up Switz-
there are some signs of

growth. You will find new buildings go-
ing up, which cannot be said of all the
countries in Europe. It is to be hoped
that the Swiss will soon be so thoroughly
awakened that the dr'adful spectacle of
women harnessed to the plows, yoke -
mates with cattle, will be a thing of the
past.

"Bohemia was a surprise to me. I had
not expected to find much progress there,
but was agreeably disappointed. New
construction was in evidence not only in
the larger towns, but even the smaller
towns are extending somewhat. Most of
the old houses are built up to the side-
walks, and there are no gardens or lawns
in front, but the modern houses are dif-
ferent, and one sees flowers in the front
yards. Perhaps this may be due to the
influence of Bohemians who have re-
turned to their country with a compe-
tence made in America. and have taken
American ideas with them. There is a
general tendency in Bohemia toward
conunerciál and manufacturing develop-
ment on a larger scale than ever before.

Many factories are in course of construc-
tion. But the country is at present handi-
capped by ill -feeling between the laity
and the Church, which must work itself
out before any great progress can be
made. I was struck with the fact, here,
as elsewhere, that the European farmer
makes more out of less promising land
than ours, by intensive farming. Over
there they spend their time and energy
in carefully cultivating small areas in-
stead of crudely cultivating large areas,
as many of our farmers do. Nothing in
the way of land goes to waste in Europe.
Even the roadside is lined with fruit
trees, principally apples, then come pears.
then cherries. Ninety-nine per cent of
such road land goes to waste with us.
The Bohemians grow great crops of
apples. There must be at least 250 square
miles of the country devoted to apple
growing. Their fruit is not as good as
ours, however, being smaller and mostly
used for the manufacture of champagne,
vinegar, etc.

"In traveling through France I found
myself looking alwa} s for the nation's
factories, but generally in vain. Of
course, she has her factories and plenty
of them, but her manufactures, generally
speaking, are artistic in nature, high in
value and small in bulk. Hence, they do
not require large machinery to produce
them. On coming into Germany one im-
mediately sees evidence of its being a
great industrial nation. I saw more fac-
tory chimneys in the town of Chemnitz
alone than in the whole of France.

"It seems like a humiliating thing to
say, but it is the fact that Germany's
manufacturing industries are pushing
ahead much faster than ours are. The
growth of her manufactures is constant
and tremendous.

"Thousands of factories are in course
of construction. I saw many factories
in North Germany, and whether they
were built or in building, the construc-
tion, generally speaking, was better than
the construction of the best of ours.
Their building methods are extremely
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sensible, economical and effective. They
use cement more freely and more wisely
than we do. One sees everywhere build-
ings of loose stones faced with cement
which fills in the interstices.

"Every detail of factory construction
over there is hedged about by carefully
restrictive laws, which are rigidly en-
forced. The consequence is well built
buildings, safe, sanitary, admirable. There
is very little danger of fire in such build-
ings. I was told in Prague that the city's
fire loss in one year was only $26,000.
The fire horrors which are continually
occurring in America are impossible. The
construction of the buildings is such that
the workmen's health is carefully pro-
tected ; they have fine light and air, and
in the arrangement and management of
the machinery they are carefully pro-
tected against accident. We have many
things to learn from Germany in these
details of factory equipment, construc-
tion and management.

"When our American people realize
that the average depreciation on an aver-
age building is three per cent as against
one-half of one per cent in Germany,
they will wake up and throw aside tradi-
tion and take 'a lesson from our German
friends who make liberal use of cement
as a building material. We are apt to
think of them as being slow and con-
servative. They are certainly conserva-
tive, but in that respect they have forged
ahead and have made haste economically.

"Germany is up to date in all branches
of mechanical and scientific advance. She
is not behind us in these lines, generally
speaking, although her shops are full of
American machinery or imitations of it.
I went through two great electrical shops
in which 85 per cent of their machinery
was American. This illustrates the good
sense of the Germans. While Germany
is the most scientific of all the nations,
she does not approach us in applied
science. She is pre-eminent, however,
in some lines. In chemical industries she
stands alone. In automatic labor-saving

devices of all kinds and in their applica-
tion we excel her.

"The Germans are the world's most
persistent people. They usually get what
they are after, and they have started now
to capture our mechanical prestige. If
the United States is to prevent them
from outstripping us in the race, we shall
have to get down to hard, intelligent
work.

"The German domestic trade is enor-
mous, but from indications in the pack-
ing rooms of several large German fac-
tories which I visited, I should say their
foreign trade is still larger. They are
organizers of great ability and extraor-
dinary patience and are wonderfully en-
ergetic and intelligent. Not only are
they fighting us for the world's trade,
but they are also fighting England wher-
ever she has, business that they want,
and they have engaged in a persistent
campaign for the world's business. This
campaign is not sensational, but there is
no slackening up of it. If we are going
to hold our own or win out, we should
watch them closely, for there is much in
their methods that we could learn with
profit.

"They have gone so far as to establish
banks with German capital in all parts of
the world for the purpose of assisting
resident German merchants, thus Ger-
many not only exports goods and makes
the profit from their sale abroad, but fur-
nishes the necessary banking facilities,
also highly profitable, through which the
business is conducted, and she sends the
goods in German ships.

"Another thing in Germany impressed
me greatly, and that is one great advan-
tage which their manufacturers have
over us and every other country. I refer
to her great promoting banks. In our
country a man desiring to put something
new on the market must have a promoter
of his enterprise, and our promoters are
notoriously irresponsible. In Germany
inventions are brought out by the pro-
moting banks.
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"For instance, The Deutsche Bank,
which is one of the largest banks in the
world, has a corps of engineers and audi-
tors ready to investigate any proposition.
If a manufacturer wishes to exploit the
invention he can get money promptly at
a reasonable interest if he can
prove that the proposition will
be profitable. It saves time and
keeps him out of the clutches
of sharks.

"A good part of this plan is
that the bank will carefully
watch the progress of the in-
vention and the manufacturer,
and will place the stock on the

and manufacturers, and I predict that it
will soon put the German nation in ad-
vance of us in the origination and devel-
opment of new mechanical ideas.

"I believe I see the true inwardness of
the Emperor's unwavering naval policy.

He does not want war ; no
one wants it less. But he
apparently considers a
large navy a good business
investment. It insures pro-
tection to German capital
invested in the remote parts
of the world, as well as to
German merchants wher-
ever they may be. Hence

THE LABORATORY BOYS GREETING MR. EDISON ON HIS FIRST APPEARANCE AT THE
LABORATORY AFTER RETURNING FROM EUROPE. ABOVE, MR. EDISON GREETING

MR. FRANK L. DYER., PRESIDENT OF THE EDISON INTERESTS

Exchange, and when it has arrived at a
certain point of prosperity, will sell the
shares and take its money back, when it
gets a fair profit for its use. This leaves
the inventor or the manufacturer with
his invention and factory in his own
hands to proceed alone without encum-
brance. This shows the wisdom that the
Germans exercise in providing the ut-
most encouragement to their inventors

their navy may be looked upon as a com-
mercial proposition, and its cost as insur-
ance premium.

"My visit to Berlin was exceedingly
interesting. I had not been there for 23
years, and the city had grown almost
beyond my recognition. It has been
called the Chicago of Europe, and it is
certainly growing with Chicago speed.
I have good reason to be interested in
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Berlin, for it is the center of electrical
industry in Europe. The greatest of the
electrical works, the Allgemeine Elek-
tricitüts Gesellschaft, is there, and. is
operated under the direction of my old
friend, Dr. Emil Rathenau, employing
about 6o,000 workmen. I feel a sort of
paternal interest in this works, as it was
practically started by me, and once bore
my name.

"Another of the great electrical works
in Berlin is owned by another of my
friends, Sigmund Bergmann. He started
his electrical life with me by working at
the bench in my Newark shop about 4o
years ago, and later on made carbon
transmitter telephones and phonographs,
and afterwards became my partner in
manufacturing the detail apparatus for
the electric light system. His shrewdness
and ability kept him ahead of the pro-
cession in this country, and he has kept
up his reputation by organizing and
operating his great establishment in Ber-
lin, where he employs about 12,000 work-
men and makes everything electrical.

"Still another of the great electrical
shops is the one established by Schuckert,
who also worked at the bench in my
Newark shop with Bergmann, leaving
my employ to go to Germany to settle
up his father's estate. He stayed there
and took up the manufacture of electri-
cal apparatus and established the great
works that bear his name, and in which
many thousands of workmen are em-

ployed. He died immensely wealthy, but
the works still go on.

"I also visited the Siemens-Halske and
Siemens-Schuckert Works. These cover
a large area and employ about 48,000
workmen. They manufacture not only
everything that is used in the electric
light and power fields, but also an im-
mense variety of fine instruments and ap-
paratus for philosophical and other pur-
poses.

"I was much impressed with the great
progress Germany is making in electrical
manufactures and in the use of elec-
tricity. The people use electric light and
power with great liberality, for they can
buy current, very cheaply. While there
are many other important manufacturing
plants throughout the country, Berlin is
distinctly the electrical center. The im-
portance of the electrical industry to Ber-
lin may be readily appreciated when it is
realized that at least one -sixth of that
city's population depends upon it.

"I found my trip through Europe most
interesting and instructive. It was made
mostly by motor car, so we really saw the
countries we went through, and really
came in closer contact with the people
who live in them than if we had traveled
from place to place by train. I am well
satisfied, however, to get back to my own
country, for I did not see any country on
the other side of the ocean that can com-
pare with the United States, if consid-
ered as a whole."
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Meters That Are Almost Human

As originally conceived electric meters
were designed simply to tell the quantity
of electric current flowing in a circuit, or
its pressure-voltage. Since the product
of quantity and pressure gives the power
passing through the circuit it was natural
that a meter which would record this
product should soon be developed.

As soon as people began to sell elec-
tricity in large quantities it became ap-
parent that the "flat -rate" basis would
never do. The watt-hour meter, which
multiplies current and voltage and takes
into consideration time as well, has taken
its place. This type of meter is the most
important, commercially, of all. Today
practically every consumer of electricity
from the huge manufacturing industry to
the modest suburban bungalow dweller
pays for it on the say-so of a watt-hour
meter installed on the premises.

In the tenement districts of some
large cities there are prepayment meters
into which one can drop a quarter. When
the quarter's worth of current has been
used up the lights go out and you must
either come across with another quarter
or go to bed in the dark. The dropping
of the coin closes he lighting circuit,
which is automatically reopened after a
certain number of revolutions of the
meter armature.

The watt-hour meter records only the
total power which has passed through it.
For some purposes particularly in the
power station it is necessary to know
also the fluctuation of current and volt-
age. This information is secured by
recording meters which trace on a mov-
ing strip of paper a curve showing the
variation in voltage or current during the
period. Others trace these records on a
revolving paper dial, the scale of which
is made up of concentric circles. Then
there is the recording watt -meter which
draws a curve between time and power.

All these instruments are called graphic
meters because they draw their records.

Besides these there are meters for
measuring the frequency or cycles per
second of alternating current, and meters
for measuring the power -factor, which is
the ratio of actual power to apparent
power in three-phase circuits.

There are meters used to measure tem-
perature, called pyrometers although they
are really thermometers. For the meas-
urement of high temperatures electrical
pyrometers are used almost exclusively.
They are simply ampere -meters con-
nected to the two ends of a thermo-
couple. This thermo-couple consists of
plates of two metals which, when heated
in contact with each other, set up an elec-
tric current. The current is proportional
to the temperature rise and so the scale
of the meter is divided into degrees
Fahrenheit instead of milli amperes. One
beauty of this . thermometer is that you
can take the temperature of a fire with-
out getting near it. Pyrometers are used
largely in foundries, smelters and other
places where molten metals must be
worked at definite degrees of heat.

But perhaps the most interesting of all
electric meters are the ampere -hour
meters. These register the product of
amperes and hours. Their greatest use-
fulness is in connection with storage bat-
teries. The capacity of storage batteries
is rated in ampere -hours and in charging
them it is necessary to put in about 20
per cent more current than you expect to
take out. The ampere -hour meter for
controlling battery charging has a pointer
which moves around the face of a dial.
You can set this pointer for the number
of ampere -hours which you wish to give
the battery. When this amount of cur-
rent has passed into the battery the
pointer on the meter makes a contact
which opens the charging circuit. Thus
the battery may be fully charged without
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attention  and without danger of over-
charging.

These meters are used on electric auto-
nobiles for indicating how much "juice"

is left in the battery. Since the capacity
of the battery grows less as the rate of
discharge increases-that is, since a bat-
tery which will deliver ten amperes for
ten hours will deliver 20 amperes for
only four hours-a battery discharged at
a high rate might be exhausted when the
meter showed it still partially charged.
To compensate for this a meter has been
built which automatically speeds up on
discharge as the rate increases.

An important application of these
meters is in electroplating silverware.
This is done by immersing the article to
be plated in a solution of silver salts and
passing electric current through it. The
deposition of silver is proportional to the
amount of current passing, hence these
meters are built to read in pennyweights
of silver instead of in ampere -hours. By
setting the meter at the number of penny-
weights desired the articles can be left in
the bath without attention. When the
plating is finished the circuit is opened
automatically and the operator notified
by the ringing of a bell.

FIVE HORSEPOWER MACHINE STARTED AND
STOPPED BY A WAVE OF THE HAND

An unusually spectacular feat was
once performed by Mr. William J.
Hammer, a prominent consulting en-
gineer of New York. In this experiment
he started and stopped a five horsepower
machine many times by a mere wave of
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the hand. It would have been possible
to break the circuit of a 5,000 horsepower
machine in the same manner.

In performing the experiment the light
from an acetylene lamp was concentrated
on a selenium cell. Selenium, which is
an absolute non-conductor in the dark,
possesses the wonderful property of al-
lowing a current of electricity to pass
easily through it when it is exposed to
light; that is, light reduces the electrical

resistance of selenium. Under the rays
of the lamp the cell became a good con-
ductor and the current from a battery
was allowed to flow through the cell and
through a coil of wire surrounding a
magnet. According to a well known
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principle of electricity, the magnet then
became much stronger than before and
drew to its poles an iron armature. The
armature and the magnet formed what is
called a relay.

As the armature was drawn up against
the poles it closed the circuit of an auto-
matic motor starter (shown only dia-
grammatically in the drawing) . This
started a five horsepower electric motor,
belted to a five horsepower dynamo, and
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as the machine started to revolve the dy-
namo generated current which lighted a
huge bank of incandescent lamps.

Now for the spectacular performance.
When light rays are excluded from sele-
nium it becomes a poor conductor and
current cannot pass through it. There-
fore the experimenter steps up to the
acetylene lamp and waves his hand once
before the cell, shutting off the light rays
from it. For an instant the selenium
has a high resistance and current ceases
to flow through it from the battery. This
de -energizes the relay and the armature
falls away to the "dead" contact of the
motor starter as shown in the diagram,
opening the main circuit and stopping the
machines.

Conversely, if the operator's hand is
then removed from between the selenium
cell and the lamps, the light again acts
upon the selenium, current again flows
through the circuit, the armature is

drawn up and the motor starts again.
CHARLES PRONER.

The Life Saver

This very handy little instrument,
known as the life saver, is used in Paris
in order to see whether electric lines are
"alive" or not. It is about the size of '
a watch and can be detached from the
ebonite rod. The rod is needed so as to
hold the detector and at the same time
by the insulating ebonite, protects the
body from shock.

Inside the case is a small, pivoted
member which is attracted by a fixed
piece should the wire be live. However,
in an instrument of this kind one of the
main points is to know whether it is in
good working order, so that it can be
relied on without. any risk. To find this
out the case is taken off the rod and set
upright on a table, then the rod is rubbed
briskly on the sleeve so as to electrify it
and is then touched to the button of the
case. This causes the pivoted part to

DETECTOR FOR LIVE WIRES

move when all is going well, then the
rod is again attached to the case and
used as a handle so as to touch the upper
button against the electric wire.

Effective Billboard

It may be somewhat of a mystery to
the uninitiated to see a big electric bill-
board brightly illuminated at night with
no evidence of a wasted ray of light in
the direction of the observer.

The lighting effect may be produced
by a loo -watt tungsten lamp in a Reco

BILLBOARD LAMP AND REFLECTOR

mirror reflector held in position by metal
conduit for the wires. The eight sides
of the reflector are mirror glass fitted to
a waterproof brass lamp socket and
strongly reflect the light to the face of
the board.
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An English Idea of Advertising

The advertising of an English firm
making rubber covered cable takes the
form shown in the accompanying repro-
duction of one of its advertisements.
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AN ENGLISH ADVERTISEMENT

Whether or not the advertisement would
measure up to the standard set by Ameri-
can advertising experts, as to effective-
ness, is a question, but it is at least in-
teresting and certainly indicates beyond
argument the toughness of the product.

Recording Terrestrial Pressures

The subterranean gas pressures, which
cause geysers and volcanoes to spout
occasionally, also show themselves to a
lesser degree in many other localities
where they can be detected by connecting

APPARATUS FOR RECORDING TERRESTRIAL
PRESSURES

delicate pressure gauges to pipes run
some distance into the earth. This
internal pressure varies from day to day,
and in many cases even from hour to
hour, but neither the causes of the varia-
tions nor their connection with earth-
quakes and other disturbances have as
yet been properly explained.

To secure more data on this subject,
Prof. Boernstein has constructed a re-
cording earth -barograph in which he
cleverly uses a magnetic action for trans-
mitting the motion to the needle. Having
tapped the earth with a pipe, he connects
the top of this to the mercury chamber of
a barometer. Floating on the top of the
mercury column is a small cylinder of
iron which moves up and down as the
mercury is pressed more or less by the
air in the terrestrial pipe. This iron
float attracts a small V-shaped magnet on
the end of a delicately balanced beam,
which beam carries a long arm fitted with
a pencil. Consequently, the pencil fol-
lows every movement of the iron float
and records the pressure variations on
the surface of a cylinder which is rotated
once every twenty-four hours by a small
clock.

Wireless Telephoning Across a River

Any ordinary telephone may serve also
for wireless communication across a
river. The accompanying sketch illus-
trates how the connections are made to
arrive at this end. The theory is as fol-
lows :

The electric current always seeks to
travel the shorter way, if two ways are
open to it. Thus it has been frequently
and successfully shown that such a wire-
less communication across a river is by
no means a difficult task.

Two plates (A) and (B) are suspended
in the water of one side of the river. The
distance between these two plates should
exceed the width of the river at the point
where one wishes to establish a wireless
communication. The same holds true of
the station on the other shore of the
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WIRELESS TELEPHONING ACROSS A RIVER

river. There, too, the plates (L) and
(D) should be plunged to the bottom of
the river sands at a distance from each
other, exceeding the width of the river.
(F) and (F') are the batteries. Care
should be taken as to the connections.
If the negative pole of one battery is
next to the plate leading directly to the
river, then on the opposite side of the
river the wire leading from the battery
direct to the plate should be positive. In
the illustration this is clearly brought
out, for if the pole connected to (B) is
negative then the pole connected and
leading to (D) should be positive.

In order to ring up it would be more
satisfactory to use a high -wound mag-
neto, but with sufficient battery on each
side an ordinary bell may be made to
ring quite easily. (E) and (E') may be
ordinary house telephones with good
microphones. EMILE RUEGG.

Telephonography

A recent issue of L'Elettricista tells of
the results of. Prof. Pierluigi Perotti's
experiments with -an apparatus designed
to record upon a phonograph cylinder
telephone conversation as it comes over
the wire.

Two receivers are used at the receiv-
ing end, one in the ordinary way and the

other in connection with the needle em-
ployed on the wax cylinder of the phono-
graph to take down the message. In re-
producing a message the cylinder may be
set back any number of times to repeat
indistinct portions. Trials so far made
are said to indicate satisfactory operation
of the device.

Cement Cross Arms

The cement cross arm shown herewith
is made of concrete reinforced by steel
rods interwound with steel wire, and is
fastened to the pole-of any material-
by a single center bolt.

The arm is of nearly triangular cross-
section, and may be fitted either with
single iron pins, ordinary wood pins, or
double iron' pins below or above the

CEMENT CROSS ARM

pole ; this is one of its distinctive features,
enabling it to hold double the number of
wires.

This arm is remarkably strong. At a
recent test held before experts from
various parts of the country a sample,
newly made arm, fastened only by the
center bolt, upheld a weight of 1,800
pounds. It may be fitted with wood in
such a way that a wire, if broken from
the holder, would not ground on the
cement..

This arm, of course, is practically in-
destructible. Its initial and final cost is
at present 48 cents, but the inventor, Mr.
O. P. Megahan, is confident that this will
be lowered to less than 3o cents before
the arm is placed on the market. Molds
for making the arm have been perfected,
also a "fool -proof" cement mixture
which the most ignorant laborer has only
to mix with water and pour, doing away
with the danger of weakening the arm
by improper mixing. H.. BEDFORD -JONES.



Just Before the Play

It was just before the matinee. "Come
in" called a voice in response to the rap
of the manager, and we entered the
dressing room of little (everybody says
"little") Miss Margaret Lawrence, the
charming ingenue, in
"Over Night" who has
kept Chicago laughing
ever since the play was
put on at the Princess.

A slender, dainty
girl with big, roguish,
wide-open blue eyes sat
in a chair before her
dressing -room t a b 1 e,
upon which were a lot
of mysterious (to a
man) celluloid things
in pink, a mad black
cat pin -cushion and a
chuckling billiken. And
everything was in its
place.

"Oh yes," said she,
"I have an electric
curling iron and a
pressing iron that I

carry about with me.
I really couldn't get
along without them."

"And an electric
chafing dish is the
nicest thing, espe-
cially when you are
hungry and don't
want to go outside
your room, and stage
people get hungry just
like other folks. We have chafing dish
parties too, after the play, right here in
the dressing room. I can make the best
rarebit and you would be surprised at the
number of edible things that can be
manufactured with only a chafing dish."

"You" - but the sentence was un-
finished. Miss Lawrence disappeared
for the first act. When she returned at its

close, there was not a trace of the "good
cry" that follows the suffragette speech
of the bride whom she is supposed to be.

"And you want to take my picture?"
she resumed. "Is that all right?" she

asked, as she assumed a
pose and lifted the cover
o f the chafing dish to ex-
amine its contents while
the photographer caught
the picture.

"Two years and a half
ago I played for charity
in 'The Two Orphans'
and finally mother let
me play in `Prince Chap.'
Last year I played in
'Her Son' and this year
I'm here."

"They tell us you are
fond of flying machines,"
said her visitor. "Yes,
I went up with Mr.

Photo by Walinger-_
Beattie in his Curtiss bi-plane at the
Boston meet. It was easy going up. You
don't get a bit dizzy. But when we were
coming down I thought every minute
'Now I haven't quite so far to fall if any-
thing should happen.' "

"Would you not like to write a short
letter to our readers?" asked her inter-
viewer.

r
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MISS LAWRENCE IN HER STAGE DRESSING ROOM
-PREPARING FOR A LITTLE LUNCHEON

"If you really wish it; sne replied, and
taking pencil and pad, this is what she
wrote:

"One of the fundamental requisites of
a letter such as POPULAR ELECTRICITY
has asked me for is a subject, but one
has not been suggested.

"I presume I might write on the 'dram-
mer' but I doubt whether that would be
at: all interesting, much less instructive to
the readers of so scientific a magazine.

687

Photo by In:tinge,

How shall I begin ? I have it. I will
tell you about seeing Mr. Edison. Have
you ever seen him 7 I had him pointed
out to me one day on Broadway, New
York City. I had pictured to myself an
unusual man-a sort of colossus. I was
somewhat disappointed when I found
him to be a middle-aged person of gen-
erous proportions with a large head
crowned by gray hairañd with deep-set
blue eyes.
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"He seemed not to be at all interested
in the goings on of Broadway, but was
apparently thinking deeply all the time.
I wondered then what new invention
was passing through the mind of this
giant of the Twentieth Century. I stood
speechless and just gazed straight at him,
and wonderful to relate. he looked up,
ajad seeing me looking so intently at him,
smiled. I could not help it, I bowed and
he doffed his hat and then passed on
and was soon lost in the crowd.

"Somehow then I felt wonderfully
small, and my art too seemed altogether
insignificant. He is a true genius-the
greatest inventor of this or any other
age. In the art theatrical, when beautiful
scenic and lighting effects help us to en-
tertain, we do not forget that to Edison
we owe the incandescent lamp that makes
these effects possible. I tell you it is
good to think that Edison is an American.
But after all, is not America the home of
inventions? Nor are men alone in this
circle of activity. I am not unmindful
that it was Madam Curie in Paris who
discovered radium, and women are com-
ing more and more to the front in the
application and adaptation of economy
in labor-saving electrical devices in the
home."

It may be noted that "Over Night"
was written by a mechanical engineer,
Philip H. Bartholomae.

Young Bartholomae was just fresh
from the Armour Institute, Chicago,
when he started in with the American
Bridge Company. Meanwhile an unex-
pected deliverance waited him, for while
gathering intimate knowledge of girders,
beams, spans. abutments. and other tech-
nical elements .of bridge construction, he
was burning midnight oil on an entirely
different matter. His naturally jocund
intellect rebelled at the solemn details of
blue prints and contract estimating and
took very naturally to play writing. His
play was accepted after the usual round
of managers and scored a triumph when
produced in New York, Boston and
Chicago.

Headlight Without Glare

If the scientist who defined dirt as
"matter out of place" were still alive,
he would probably tell us that glare is
light out of its proper place. Every in-
crease in the candlepower of lamps when
used singly has added to this the dazzle
or glare which depends largely on the
contrast between the light and the darker
background. In automobiling, this has
been a frequent source of accidents which

HEADLIGHT THAT DOES NOT DAZZLE THE
EYES

even the electric headlights have not
generally avoided, as they also are
usually so designed as to light not only
the roadway but also the path for some
five or ten feet above the level of the
road.

This higher lighting does little or no
harm at some distance from the lamp, but
close to the same it is not only obnoxious
but often dangerously bewildering. If
the rays of light could be directed so that
they would not rise above the horizontal
until they reached a distance of, say,
zoo feet from the lamp, this source of
danger would be avoided. A clever way
of accomplishing this has been devised by
Monsieur Louis Bleriot, the celebrated
French motorist who was the first to fly
across the British Channel and whose
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monoplanes have éstablished many new
records. In seeking a safe and effective
headlight, for his racing car, Mons.
Bleriot equipped an electric lamp with a
deep mouth in which he placed horizontal
slats of aluminum, black on top but
highly polished on their lower surfaces.
The dull black absorbs the light which
would otherwise rise, while the polished
surfaces reflect it to the ground.

At a distance of zoo yards, these slats
are invisible and the light appears as a
clear .pu11's eye. On approaching the
lamp, the slats become more and more
conspicuous to one walking or driving, as
their blackened upper surfaces hide the
vanes which reflect the light to the
ground. These same vanes or slats also
keep the rays of light from rising ahead
of the chauffeur, so that he is not sub-
jected to eye strain due to the headlight.

Tree Leased for Telephone Pole

A tall fir tree on a high bank of the
Lewis river in Washington has been
leased to a telephone company for a
period of fifteen years, the consideration
being ten dollars. The span of the river
at this point is considerable and Ae com-
pany entered into this peculiar contract
because it felt that it would be cheaper
to lease this tree than to put in a regular
pole of sufficient height to keep the wires
above navigation in the river.

In case the tree dies or is destroyed
before the expiration of the lease, the
company is given the right to erect a pole.
It also reserves the right to put guy
wires on the tree.

The maker of this peculiar lease is
Mrs. Mary Bratton who leased the tree
to the Etna Telephone Company.

A BEAUTIFULLY LIGHTED CHURCH
This is a view of Eighth Church of Christ, Scientist, Forty-fourth Street

and Michigan Boulevard, Chicago-lighted by the indirect system. The cen-
tral bowl suspended from the dome is 7/ feet in diameter and contains 20
25o -watt tungsten lamps in silvered reflectors controlled on 2a circuits. The
auditorium is 92 by ioo feet.
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Clever Electrical Device

A clever though somewhat gruesome
device has been invented by a Los
Angeles chiropractic physician to explain
his theory of nerve treatment. It con-
sists of a human skeleton illuminated
with different colored electric lights to
represent the different nerves and organs
of the body. At the back of the spine is
a set of switches controlling the bril-
liancy of the lights, and to show the nerve
pressure as it would be in a living body.
A set of six blue lights represents the
arteries, six white lights the nerves of
the spine, line -o -light tubes are attached
to the arms and legs to represent the
main nerves, a large red bulb represents
the heart, an orange one the stomach,
while two four -candlepower tungstens

ILLUMINATED SKELETON FOR CHIROPRACTIC
DEMONSTRATION

are used for the eyes. The lamps when
working at full brilliancy represent the
human system in health, but when any
switch in the system is disturbed the
lights are dimmed down to one-half their
normal power to represent sickness.

Novel Floor Sanding Machine

A novel electric driven sanding ma-
chine about the size of an ordinary lawn
mower is seen in the accompanying illus-
tration upon which is set a two horse -

NOVEL FLOOR SANDER

power direct current motor or three
horsepower alternating current motor.
Any mechanic of ordinary intelligence
can run the machine, doing perfect work
in surfacing off a floor without injuring
it.

The machine is easier to handle than a
lawn mower, as it propels itself, and all
one has to do is to guide it without, how-
ever, the necessity of pushing. The
abrading cylinder is covered with sand-
paper which requires only a few seconds
to change. Coarse paper is used for
roughing off and finer paper for final fin-
ish, each sheet lasting about half an hour.
The paper is clamped firmly by jaws
which constantly keep it taut and even,
thereby producing the best results.



The Founders of the Electrical Industry
By GEORGE FREDERIC STRATTON

THOMAS A. EDISON.

The reputation of Mr. Edison was
fully established before the era upon
which this article treats. His inventions
of wonderful telegraph transmitting and
recording instruments, of the phono-
graph and kinetiscope, all antedated his
explorations into the field of electric
lighting. Shortly previous to the year
1877 he had established a small work-
shop in Newark, N. J., wheres in con-
nection with William Unger, he engaged
in the manufacture of electric light dyna-
mos. This was the only period in which
Edison has actively engaged in commer-
cialism, and his distaste for business, and
business methods, is graphically de-
scribed in his own words :

"I kept only pay -roll accoupts-no
other kind. I preserved all bills and gen-
erally gave notes in payment. The first
intimation that a note was due was the
protest; after which I had, to hustle
around and raise the money. ..This saved
the humbuggery of bookkeeping, which
I never understood ; and the arrangement
possessed besides the ádvantage of being
cheaper, as the protest fees were only a
dollar and fifty cents."

But although Mr. Edison always as-
serts that he knows nothing of business,
his methods of investigation, and conse-
quent invention, show him to be pos-
sessed of an orderly system of thorough-
ness and minuteness which would be
highly creditable to the greatest captain
of industry. His search for a proper
material for incandescent lamp fila-
ments affords an admirable illustration of
these qualities. He sent letters to U. S.
Consuls in all parts of the world, re-
questing samples of reeds and bamboos ;
following this, by despatching special
explorers to wild and uncivilized sections
of South America and Africa. He se-

cured over 4,000 different specimens and
tested every one with an exactitude and
minuteness which was marvelous. He
followed a similar plan for obtaining a
suitable vegetable wax for phonographic
records, sending seven men into India,
China, Africa and South America, to
search for available material.

In all the chronicles of industrial ex-
ploitation probably no such remarkable
illustration of confidence in a man's
ability to "make good" is shown as in the
formation of the Edison Electric Light
Company. When Edison announced his
intention, in the autumn of 1877, to at
once devote himself to the problem of
the subdivision of the electric current, a
company was formed, of which Dr. Nor -
vin Greene, of the Western Union Com-
pany, was an active promotor. The cap-
ital was $3oo,000, and out of that capital
$1oo,000 in cash was at once placed at
the disposal of Mr. Edison to defray the
cost of his experiments. This before he
had advanced one step towards the en-
couraging solution of a problem which
most of the scientists of the day had pro-
nounced impossible to solve. This action
of the company is the more remarkable
when it is' considered that at that time
$roo,000'was in effect a far greater sum
to devote to experimental work than it
would be considered in these days of
enormous combinations of industry and
almost unlimited capital.

In 1879 Edison had so far succeeded
with his experiments that a public exhi-
bition of the new lighting system was
given at Menlo Park. Seven hundred
lamps illuminated the grounds and were
viewed by a large number of scientific
men and capitalists, who came from all
parts of the country. The news was
flashed across the Atlantic that the long
hoped for incandescent lamp was an
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THOMAS A. EDISON

assured fact, and so great was the excite-
ment and exultation that the stock of the
Electric Light Company jumped the next
day to 3,000. (Par value, ioo.)

The manufacture of the lamps was
commenced at once, the rate of produc-
tion being, at first, ioo per month. Two

years later the company established a
factory at Newark, N. J., and the pro-
duction increased to i,000 per day.
Later the factory was removed to Harri-
son, N. J., and has been steadily enlarged
until at this time the capacity is over
Ioo,000 lamps per day.
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In 1882 Edison formed a company
known as the Edison Machine Company,
for the manufacture of dynamos and
generators. Its shop was at Goerke
street, New York, and this small com-
pany was the nucleus of the present Gen-
eral Electric Company, the largest con-
cern of its kind in the world. In 1886
the plant was removed to Schenectady,
N. Y., in order to secure_ room for its
enormously increased business, and in
1892 a combination was made between it
and the Edison Incandescent Lamp Com-
pany and the Thomson -Houston Com-
pany, of Lynn, Mass. This combination
formed the General Electric Company.

Mr. Edison is over 6o years of age, but
he is working as hard now as at any time
of his life. He believes in the possibility
of industry and perseverance overcom-
ing every obstacle. He has said that
genius is "two per cent inspiration. and
98 per cent perspiration." A man who
has had intimate relation with him for
years says:

"Edison knows exactly what he wishes
to accomplish, and how the end may be
attained. Absolute, certainty of purpose
and of method save him from frittering
away his time on useless experimenta-
tion."

Besides material wealth, rewards of
finer value have come to him. He has
gained the love and esteem of every man
who has worked in his shops ; he pos-
sesses the unbounded confidence of every
business associate ; his name stands high
upon the rolls of the world's greatest in-
ventors, and the recognition of that fact
is found in the honors which foreign
nations have bestowed upon him. He
has received the , Albert Medal of the
Society of Arts of Great Britain ; he has
been made Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor by the French Government ; and
other countries have shown their high
appreciation of his genius and his per-
sonal character by the bestowal of similar
honors.

CHARLES F. BRUSH, THE PIONEER OF ARC
LIGHTING.

Mr. Brush was to arc lighting what
Mr. Edison was to incandescent lighting.
He took up the impractical apparatus
which had been designed by predecessors
and, by invention and improvements,
placed the arc lamp on a successful basis,
both scientifically and commercially.

He was born at Euclid, Ohio, in 1849,
and graduated at the University of Mich-
igan in 1869, as a mechanical engineer.
Following this profession for a few
years, he became interested in the study
of electricity. The story of his first steps
in this direction was interestingly told by
him in a recent interview :

"During the summer of 1876 I took
my first dynamo to my father's farm and
there, where no one could see me, gave
it a thorough trial. Two horses from the
plow supplied me with power. So far
as I could judge, the machine was a
distinct success.

"That autumn a company in Cleveland
began to manufacture it for electro-
plating purposes ; but my intention all
along was to make a machine that would
successfully and economically produce
light. Late in the year I ran a wire from
our little factory to the roof of a build-
ing in the public square. I set up a lamp
and, during the parade of some soldiers
that evening, threw my light into the
street below: That was the first public
exhibition of the arc light. The men in
the parade were confused, and there was
some 'trouble with their horses. The
police ` scrambled to the roof, and with
more roughness than I thought neces-
sary, stopped me.

"In 1878 I made it possible to operate
a dynamo at a central station and to light
lamps in a series and at long distances
apart. Up to this time only one lamp
could be operated from each dynamo.
My first series plant, a six light machine,
was sold to a clothing dealer in Boston.
In April, 1879, arc lamps were hung in
the public square in Cleveland, and thus
was inaugurated the era of street light-
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ing by electricity. Sixteen -light machines
followed, and in 188o we were making
dynamos of 4o light capacity."

Mr. Brush developed as great business
capacity as inventive genius, with the
result that capital was immediately inter-
ested and the manufacture of dynamos

and lamps pushed to the utmost limits of
the factory capacity, although the plant
was continually being increased.

Brush also became interested in the
early attempts at street car propulsion
by electricity. In 1884, Bently and
Knight, who were experimenting in this
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direction, came to Cleveland and secured
permission to use a mile section of the
East Cleveland Street Railway's tracks.
They obtained, from Brush, an arc light
dynamo, which they belted to a 25 horse-
power engine in a nearby shop. Another
Brush dynamo was attached beneath an
old horse -car. They made successful
runs, but because of the atrocious condi-
tions of the tracks, which were laid with
light strap -iron, and the impossibility of
interesting the railway company suffi-
ciently to obtain better equipment, the
project was abandoned. Brush, how-
ever, afterwards designed some veryeffi-
cient car motors, but his time and ability
were chiefly devoted to the development
of arc lighting, in which for some years
he was the undoubted leader.

The Brush Company had its full share
of tangle and quarrel with other inven-
tors. In the interview referred to, Mr.
Brush spoke warmly of those troubles.

"We ran right into a most extraordi-
nary period of patent litigation and deci-
sions," he said. "Patent rights had been
shamefully abused in all directions.
Farmers, especially, had suffered. An
agent, selling perhaps churns, would
come along, to be followed in a little
while by a man who blackmailed the
farmer into paying damages for in-
fringement. Accordingly the judges of
the United States Courts went to the
other extreme and, for ten years, as far
as I know, not a single patent was sus-
tained on a trial of the case. The Brush
company got into the very midst of this
orgy of injustice, and we had to fight
.infringements every inch of the way."

In 1889 the Brush Electric Company
was absorbed by the Thomson -Houston
Company, of Lynn, Mass. Brush retired
with a large fortune and has since de-
voted himself to the care of his invest-
ments in his English and European pat-
ents. He has been decorated by the
French Government for his achievements
in electrical science, and been awarded
the Rumford Medal by the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.

ELIHU THOMSON AND THE THOMSON-
HOUSTON ELECTR[C COMPANY.

Elihu Thomson was born in Manches-
ter, England, in 185.3, coming to America
with his parents five years later. In the
'7os he was professor of chemistry and
mechanics at the Philadelphia High
School. In 1877-8 he became greatly in-
terested in electric lighting, and with
Professor Edwin J. Houston conducted
experiments and secured patents on im-
proved apparatus. In 188o these gentle-
men formed the American Electric Com-
pany with a small factory at New Brit-
ain, Conn., for the purpose of manufac-
turing arc dynamos and lamps.

In 1883 Silas Barton, a citizen and cap-
italist of Lynn, went to New Britain to
secure apparatus for a public lighting
plant for his city. He was a loyal man
to his own town, for he not only bought
the apparatus, but he induced the Thom-
son -Houston Company to remove their
plant to Lynn. Mr. Barton deserves to
be held in high esteem by his fellow cit-
izens, for this achievement of his has
resulted in the acquisition of an industry
which gives employment to nearly one-
half of the working population of his
city, and the division, weekly, of over
$150,000 in wages.

Upon the removal of the works to
Lynn, Professor Houston severed his
active connection with the manufactur-
ing interests, continuing his investiga-
tions into the mysteries of electricity,
upon which he has become an authority
and an author of numerous standard
works.

The Thomson -Houston Company-en-
gaged at first solely upon arc lighting
equipment-grew rapidly. In 1884 they
established a branch factory in Canada,
with a capital of $100,000. This was the
first company to engage in the electric
manufacturing business in the Dominion.
In 1885 they added a factory to the Lynn
plant for making incandescent lamps
and, following that with determined and
systematic development of car motors,
on July 4, 1888, Professor Thomson ex-
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hibited his first working car at Crescent
Beach, Mass. Four months later the
High Rock Street Railway, of Lynn, was
electrically equipped, and their first com-
mercial electric car put into commission.
As this road had a reputation among rail-
way men for running over steeper grades

and around sharper curves than any
other road known at that time, the ex-
periment was watched with unusual in-
terest, and the immediate and continued
success of the entire equipment resulted
in such a flood of contracts for the com-
pany as has rarely, if ever, . been . expe-
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rienced by any manufacturing company
in any industry.

That first car went into commission on
November, 1888. On the first of April,
1889, 104 cars were in operation on
eighteen different roads. By the end of
1889, 700 cars equipped by this company
were in successful and steady operation
over 42o miles of electrically equipped
tracks. In a report made to the stock-
holders in 189o, General Eugene Griffin,
Manager of the Railway Department,
stated that over 4,000 cars had been
equipped by the company.

For several years thereafter a great
new factory building was added annually
to the plant. During the years 1889-9o,
for a period of fifteen months, $1oo,000
worth of machinery and tools were in-
stalled each month in these works. The
rush of business was overwhelming, and
was largely increased by the purchase of
the plants and patents of other compan-
ies. Of these, the great Brush Company,
of Cleveland, was by far the most im-
portant. The buildings at Cleveland
were abandoned, and the equipment and
many of the engineers and skilled work-
men transferred to Lynn.

The Van Depoele Company, of Chi-
cago, which was at the time the leader in
the electric railway industry, having been
successfully operating since 1885, passed
into the control bf the Lynn Company
and was followed by the Excelsior and
the Schuyler Companies.

In 1892 negotiations were entered into
with the Edison Machine Company and
other companies which had been formed
to exploit the various inventions of Mr.
Edison, with the result that a consolida-

. tion of all was effected, under the title of
The General Electric Company. A por-
tion of the Thomson -Houston work was
transferred to Schenectady, where the
Edison Company already had an enor-
mous plant ; and the incandescent lamp
industry, which had assumed large pro-
portions at the Lynn plant, was removed
to the great Edison Incandescent Lamp
Works at Harrison, N. J.

This cut the working force of the
Lynn plant down, from 5,000 hands to
about 1,200, and there was no small
measure of gloom in the small city in
consequence. But two or three years
later the works were again filled up, and
have since been so greatly extended that,
at the present time, 12,000 hands are
employed.

Professor Thomson has never severed
his close connection with the Lynn
works. He has an office and library
there and an experimental force at his
disposal. Like Mr. Edison, he is purely
an investigator and inventor, having been
granted several hundred patents. Al-
though he has shown, on occasion, that
he possesses business qualifications of a
very high order, he has seldom been ac-
tively engaged in the commercial inter-
ests of the business.

The four great leaders whom we are
considering are noted among their
friends for a courtesy, a geniality and a
large heartedness most noteworthy in
men upon whose energies and brains the
demands of their occupations are very
great. And among the quartette Profes-
sor Thomson stands out, particularly, for
his high social qualities. He is a very
approachable man, and one who gives
much of his time in lecturing before soci-
eties of workmen and young engineers.
No man knows better than he how to
choose a subject and adapt it to his audi-
ence. He is the author of several stand-
ard books on the science; a member of a
large number of scientific associations,
and one of their most valued lecturers
and collaborators. His name and his
achievements are as well known all over
Europe as in this country, and his great
qualifications have been recognized by
the French Government by the bestowal
of the Cross of the Legion of Honor,
and by many other medals from smaller
governments and from scientific institu-
tions.

From the year when the two great
companies, the Westinghouse and the
General Electric commenced to avail
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themselves of unified action of the great-
est technical and business skill in the in-
dustry-from 1892 to the present day-
is a very long period in the history of
that industry ; a period which revealed
the astounding power, flexibility and
adaptability of electricity in directions
and uses previously undreamt of. And

that revelation has been largely the result
of the directing brains of the first pio-
neers, backed by the wonderful liberality,
in costly experimental development, of
the companies of which they were the
founders, and of which they still con-
tinue to be the honored and valued
associates.

(The story of this period, and the two great companies developed, will be
related in the concluding article.-Editorial note.)

Electrically Heated Compresses

When hot compresses or bandages are
prescribed by a physician, they generally
lose a good part of their effectiveness by
the rapidity with which they cool. To
make them really helpful, some one must
be at hand to replace them frequently

ELECTRICALLY HEATED COMPRESS AND
STERILIZER

with freshly heated ones. If the com-
press could be kept continually at the de-
sired temperature, it would be much more
effective as no attention would be needed
on the part of a nurse. Besides, the pa-
tient would be spared the discomfort of
having the bandage replaced.

Here again electricity is meeting the
need, since a fabric containing well in-
sulated wires can be used as a compress
and kept warm by current either from a
storage battery or from the regular light-
ing circuit. For ordinary household use,
it is generally sufficient to wash the re-
movable casing or slip which covers the
compress, but with contagious diseases or
in hospital service the whole article
should be sterilized after each applica-

tion. This is done by moistening it well,
rolling it into a compact cylinder and
slipping it into a sterilizing tube fitted
with a heating coil. When the wires lead-
ing from this are attached to any con-
venient socket, the resulting heat vapor-
izes the moisture and disinfects the whole
compress.

A Memorial to Volta

Signor Calissano, Italian Minister of
Posts and Telegraphs, accompanied by
telegraphers who had assembled at
Como, Italy, from all parts of the world,.
went on September I to Camnago to pay
a visit to the grave of Alessandro Volta,
the inventor of the electric battery. The
minister and delegates placed wreaths on
the tomb, and Signor Calissano, Signor
Battelli, a member of the Italian Cham-
ber, M. Buels, director of the Belgian
Telegraphs, and Signor Pietro Volta, a
nephew of the inventor, made speeches.
A memorial stone was unveiled bearing
an insdription recording the esteem in
which Volta is held.

Copper in Ireland

For several years copper mining in
Ireland has been of little importance be-
cause of the low-grade ore found. A
recent discovery in the County of Kerry
indicates a large area of ore rich in cop-
per, sulphur and arsenic, the average
value being, according to consular re-
ports, about $S3 per ton.



Functions and Methods of Trade Schools

How may I become
an electrical engineer?
In what way shall I
prepare myself to be
an electrician? What
is the difference be-
tween the two ? These
are questions which
perplex many a boy or
young man who as-
pires to a knowledge
of electricity and its
workings. This differ-
ence which exists be-
tween an electrical en-
gineer and an electri-
cian or electrical work-
er is exactly the differ-
ence which exists be-
tween any man who
makes plans for a work and the one who
carries out the plans. Of the two, the
one who conceives and plans something
is accorded a higher place than the one
who executes these plans. It is true,
however, that the man who plans must
himself know how to execute, otherwise
his ideas would be impracticable. Hence
we find that the electrical engineer is a
man possessed not only of theoretical
knowledge but of practical knowledge as
well.

All the way down the line from the
electrical engineer, whom we will look
upon as the head of the procession, to
electrician's helper who is learning the
first rudiments of the practical side of
the work there are various gradations.
How to fit one's self' best to progress
toward the higher positions is then the
question.

One method to pursue is to take a
course in electrical engineering at some
one of the great universities or technical
colleges offering such courses. Though
we have engineers today of high standing

WINDING AN

who are not college
trained men it has nev-
ertheless been demon-
strated that men so
trained have the advan-
tage over the men who
must gain the equiva-
lent training in theory
and practical knowl-
edge through individ-
ual effort. A college
graduate, when he first
starts out, is by no
means an engineer; but
he has the groundwork
in theory and prin-
ciples, the knowledge
of mathematics, right
methods of thinking,

ARMATURE etc., which permit him
to rise more rapidly and easily after a
few years of practical work in which he
actually carries out in practice what
others ahead of him have planned.

Not all can take college courses, how-
ever, which require considerable capital
and four to six years of time at a period
when the majority find it necessary to
be at work gaining a livelihood. For the
latter class two methods of advancement
are open : One is the correspondence
school and .the other the so-called trade
school. The correspondence school has
many advantages and has been the means
of instilling ambition into thousands to
rise. It presents the opportunity to
study and .gain theoretical knowledge at
the same time that the student is en-
gaged in practical work in some branch
of the electrical industry.

The trade school, with which this arti-
cle will deal particularly, is a form of
institution which has grown up in the
last few years to meet the needs of a
great class of ambitious men who have
not the resources or the preparation to
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give four years to a college course but
who will not rest content at being simply
wage earners in one restricted line.

There is no time in this day of intense
activity and great accomplishments for
the untrained man. Many efficient me-
chanical and electrical engineers of today
gained their experience as apprentices, it
is true, but they did so when engineering
was practically in its infancy-before
the complex and multitude of problems
that now confront the young man enter-
ing engineering had arisen. They grew
up with engineering and accumulated the
knowledge while it was in the making.
When they started, the learning was
simple-it was little more than learning
how to run this or that machine. But
today the field is so wide and the re-
quirements so great that the apprentice
would never get beyond a mastery of the
apprenticeship.

The advancement in education along
trade and technical lines has placed it
within the reach of every young man in
the country. So that the student can
learn in from one to four years what
the apprentice could not learn in a life-
time.

In the many trade schools now avail-
able in the larger cities. the methods
employed are in a way identical ; that is,
the student who enters them is taught to
do practical electrical construction and
installation work according to right
methods. This he would have to do even
if he were a college graduate entering the
course of hard knocks in some manufac-
turing plant or with a contracting con-
cern. At the same time a supplementary
course in mathematics and theory is given
which if properly absorbed places the
graduate of such a course at an immense
advantage over the man who thinks he
can train himself.

Real practice coupled with theory is
the principle adhered to. Visiting such
a school one is surprised to find perhaps
a half finished house or cottage set up in
a lofty room with a group of students

doing the actual work of running the
light circuits through the floors and par-
titions. Others will be found testing and
repairing motors, winding armatures,
wiring switchboards, installing burglar
and fire alarms, repairing and testing
electric meters, installing motors for
power purposes, working in the drafting
room and in fact gaining practical
knowledge in almost every phase of
electrical work.

Now ' a man who can wind an arma-
ture, wire a house, or install a switch-
board, if he stops at these things, is an
electrical worker or an electrician. His
vocation is a well paid one-the work
fascinating. But he is not yet an elec-
trical engineer. Give such a man an
ambition to rise, however; give him in
addition a theoretical training in the fun-
damental principles of engineering work
with some knowledge of mathematics and
you will find presently that, having
learned a certain branch of the trade
well, he will pull himself above it and in
the end be himself planning while others
execute.

The length of time required to com-
plete one of the courses largely depends
on the aptitude of the student, the
amount of time he can devote to the work
and the scope of the course as covered
by the particular school which he may
attend. In some of the schools the aver-
age day student, concentrating all his
efforts in one direction, may complete
the course in six or eight months. In
others the time is longer --up to two
years-and the instruction that much
more thorough and complete. Most
schools also offer night courses. In this
latter respect they offer an opportunity
for the man who must support himself
or others at some regular employment
to study during spare time and so
advance himself.

It may be seen from this that the
trade school fills a particular field of its
own. It is not, neither does it pretend
to be, the equivalent of a college course
in engineering. The latter, though prob-
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ably the best for those who can afford it,
is necessarily for a more restricted class.
On the other hand, the trade school has
the advantage over the correspondence
school in that individual instruction is
possible and the student by actual prac-

tice learns to do things himself at the
same time that his mind is being trained
to grasp and apply principals so as to
enable him later to advance beyond the
mere execution of work and become a
director of men.

New Uses for the Telephone

For two days a certain party line in
the farm district service of the Pacific
Telegraph and Telephone Company was
overwhelmed with trouble and the office
of the company was swamped with com-
plaints. Linemen were hurriedly sum-
moned and made tests to
locate the trouble. The
lines apparently were in
working order, but it was
impossible to secure con-
nection with more than
half of the party sub-
scribers. The investiga-
tion was continued and
after repeated inquiry the
innocent cause of the
trouble naively confessed
that she on the two days
in question had been using
the telephone receiver as
a darning ball.

"They are just the right

Unique Observation Trolley Car

An electric car that is different from
the ordinary observation car is now in
operation in Victoria, B. C., having been
built after original plans by the British
Columbia Electric Railway Company.
\s the Photograph shows, the seats are

UNIQUE OBSERVATION TROLLEY CAR

size and the
handle makes them very convenient," ex-
plained the lady, who has gone the in-
ventor of the telephone one better.

Electric Pumps in Raising the Maine

After the big steel coffer -dam was
built around the battleship Maine in
Havana harbor, the task of pumping out
of the enclosure millions of gallons of
water had to be completed before the
ship could be examined. Large electric-
ally driven centrifugal pumps did this
work, running night and day, the current
being supplied by the Havana Lighting
Company through a cable laid under
water.

arranged in tiers, those in the rear being
a step higher than those in the row be-
fore, so that all passengers may have an
unobstructed view. The car carries 75
to 8o persons, and is exceedingly popu-
lar as a means of transportation to the
recreation park owned by the company.
The method of illumination is unusual,
and very attractive.

The new state school for the deaf, at
Indianapolis, Ind., is equipped with a
complete power plant furnishing elec-
tric light to numerous school rooms and
supplying power for operating all the
machinery for a printing office, refrig-
erating and ice -making plant and an
electric kitchen.
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THE DIAMOND PALACE IN SAN FRANCISCO

The wonderful diamond palace in San
Francisco was founded by Colonel A.
Andrews. 34 years prior to the earth-
quake disaster, in 1906 and reopened with
even greater splendor after the business.
district was rebuilt. It is not only one.
of the show places of the city but is
known all over the world. The beautiful
store is so unique- in, character that a
wbrd picture can give. no . adequate idea
of its magnificence, and the photograph
which is reproduced herewith falls far
short of picturing its marvtjs.

At night, especially, its splendors:°are
almost dazzling, brought out as they are
by the hundreds and thousands 'of elec-
tric lamps. In its adornment a fortune
has been invested. Its floors are of mar-
ble, the walls are of French plate mirrors
framed in corinthian columns of white
and gold, while the arched ceiling is a
triumph of the painter's art. The panels

are decorated with full length oil paint-
ings of scriptural and oriental characters.

Diamonds and other precious stones
are shown much more effectively at night
in a room lighted by a great number of
small points of light, as for instance in-
candescent bulbs profusely scattered over
the ceiling and side walls. The points of
light represented by the many lamps are
reflected by the jewels in a thousand lines,
and the reflections of each stone are
caught up by the others and, projected
again and again with dazzling effect.

This principle has been employed in
fitting up the diamond palace. As will
be seen in the picture, them are hun-
dreds of globes planted in tife ceiling and
clusters and individual lamps are mount-
ed on the walls at every point available.
These together with the mirrored sides,
crystal pendants and the diamonds them-
selves create an indescribable radiance.
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Telephone Exchange Exclusively for
Negroes

The growing town of Mound Bayou,
Miss., situated on the main line of the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley R. R., a few
miles south of Clarksdale, is a place in-
habited entirely by members of the negro
race. The town has its bank, its hotel,
its municipal offices, its mayor and coun-
cilmen, its railroad depot and agent, its
postoffice, its police, and it has a goodly
number of prosperous looking store
houses, and nice, comfortable residences;
some of them are attractive, but there is
one thing that it has not at all, and that
thing is white inhabitants. The tele-
phone exchange is operated as a branch
to Clarksdale, but the operators and
other help are all of the same class of
people that have built the town.

Mound Bayou is situated in the delta,
and in a rich agricultural section. The
town is no longer an experiment, it is
well established and on a permanent

basis. There are in the neighborhood
i,000 inhabitants. The telephone ex-
change opened with nearly too subscrib-
ers, with prospects of a considerable in-
crease in the near future.

Down in a Mine

As you step into the cage at the mouth
of a mine and drop hundreds of feet
down into darkness and later are carried
back to daylight you may not know that
electric energy, led by wires to the bot-
tom of the shaft and there fed into mo-
tors, is the driving power. These motors
are coupled by heavy cog wheels to a big
drum upon which the ropes of the lift
coil or uncoil as the signal is given for
the cage to move up or down in the deep
sha ft.

The picture shows a Flory hoist in
the St. Clair mine, St. Clair, Pa. Even
the brake that presses on the rim of the
rope drum is controlled by an electrically
driven air compressor.

HOW THE ELECTRIC MINE LIFT IS OPERATED



By Courtesy of Stone and Webster

ELECTRIC LINE THROUGH VIRGIN FOREST

This unusually interesting picture
shows part of a stretch of 3o miles of
the Seattle -Everett interurban line, some
of which is through the virgin forest of
fir, cedar, spruce and hemlock. The city
of Everett has a population of 22,000 and
is becoming one of the greatest log mar-

kets of the West. Roosevelt in a speech
there said : "No other body of water
confers upon the commonwealth possess-
ing it quite the natural advantages that
Puget Sound confers upon this State."
And electricity will play a most impor-
tant part in developing these advantages.
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Telegraphing With Tuning Forks

Eight messages over a single wire in-
stead of two as usual can now be sent by
the new Mercadier-Magunna apparatus,
and telegraphers in Europe consider that
it is a great step in advance for there are
no complicated instruments to be handled
by the operators. In sending the mes-
sages, the usual Morse telegraph key and
sounder are still kept, but there are added
other apparatus so as to allow of sending
quite a number of messages at once.

When a tuning fork is vibrated at one
end of a table, a second fork at the other
end will also vibrate, provided that it
gives the same note as the first one so
that it is sensitive to its sound waves.
Such sound waves are translated into
electrical waves by a tuning fork, which
is vibrated by an electro -magnet, and a
vibratory current is sent over the wire!
The current is received in a tuned disks
which will also vibrate provided the num-1
ber of waves in the wire are the same as
the rate of vibration of the disk. A set
of tuning forks is used on the line each'
at a different note or pitch, all the vari
ous sets of waves pass over without in-
terfering with each other and each is
taken up only by the corresponding tuned
selective receiver or mono -telephone.
These select out the right waves for
which they are tuned, and each selector
works with one of the forks.

PRINTING TELEGRAPH
AND

TUNING FORK TRANSMITTER

(LEFT) TUNING FORK TRANSMITTER markable performance.RECEIVER (RIGHT)

A Morse key upon each fork allows of
sending dot and dash messages, and each
message is taken by the proper selector,
so that all the operators can be sending
messages at once and these will pass over
the line as waves and will reach the
proper receivers.

The mono -telephones act as relays and
thus work a set of sounders or printing
telegraphs. Four operators can be send-
ing one way and four the other way over

the line at the same time,
making the wire carry
eight messages.

Trials were recently
made over a wire be-
tween Paris and Lyons.
In this case printing tele-
graphs were employed,
which are harder to op-
erate than sounders.
During this test it was
ascertained that as many
as to,800 words an hour
could be sent without
any interference, a re-
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MONO -TELEPHONE RELAY

An Inexpensive Farm Electric Plant

For those situated where water power
is not obtainable and desiring a more in-
expensive plant than that recently de-

the fol-
lowing is very satisfactory:

I use a three horsepower gasoline en-
gine, and a belt driven, 220 volt, direct
current, two kilowatt dynamo, using No.
12 weatherproof line wire and t10 volt
lamps, two in series.

I find the 40 watt tantalum lamps have
given me the best results, as in two years'
use have broken or burned out none.

For a switchboard I have mounted a
rheostat, main -line switch, and two six
ampere fuses, on a board covered with
heavy asbestos, and have had no trouble
to regulate the voltage by the appear-
ance of the lights, as the compound
winding of the generator keeps the cur-
rent very constant after once being
found.

I use a 3/4 horsepower motor at a well
40o feet distant to pump water up a hill
to a cistern for domestic use, and find it
very satisfactory, using a three inch pul -

4 ley on the motor and a home made 25
inch pulley on the pump jack, made by
sawing 25 inch circles from inch boards
and nailing three thicknesses together. I

get 25 strokes per minute on the pump,
which has a four inch cylinder, six inch
stroke and. two inch pipe, and will de-
liver 20 barrels per hour, raising it too
feet high over a length of 30o feet.

The expense of installing is as follows:
2 K. W. Generator (second hand)....$50
3 H. P. Gasoline Engine (new) 90

H. P. Motor, Shunt 35
Wiring material and lamps 35

$210

As I did all work, there was no outlay
for that.

The engine is started each evening at
dark and averages about four and one-
half hours run per night, costing $2.50 a
month, and using naphtha at II cents
per gallon, which I find as satisfactory as
gasoline and cheaper.

The engine is stopped by pulling a
wire from the house.

Although this is not a fully developed
plant, it pays big interest in convenience
on the money invested.

HARRY T. CANDEE.

Cough Diagnosed Through Tele-
phone

A young mother, hearing her infant
cough in the night, summoned the family
physician by telephone. The doctor did
not wish to come out in the storm, then
raging, unless it was absolutely necessary,
so he asked several questions relative to
the condition of the child. The answers
proving unsatisfactory, he instructed the
worried mother to hold the baby up in
front of the telephone transmitter. After
listening to the child's cough, the physi-
cian was satisfied that it was merely a
cold and not the dreaded croup. He
then told the mother to call at a drug
store across the street for a prescription
which he gave the drug clerk over the
telephone.

Germany, Great Britain, Canada, Bel-
gium, Austria-Hungary and Italy require
that patents taken out in these respective
countries be forfeited unless worked
within a certain period.
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Telephoning for Aid from Sunken
Boats

German torpedo boats are all equipped
with newly designed submarine telephone
attachments. This apparatus is attached
to the outside of the boat just forward of
the tower. If the boat is sunk, an officer
releases the apparatus, which floats to
the surface of the water by means of the
buoy, which is an essential part of the
equipment. This can be picked up by
any other boat in the vicinity and tele-
phonic communication be thus established
with the sunken craft.

During some recent naval maneuvers
in the harbor of Kiel, the German sub-
marine "U3" was sunk, with a crew of
25 men on board. Telephonic communi-
cation was at once established with the
rescuers, to whom the commander of the
disabled vessel reported that the crew
was in no immediate danger, as oxygen
for 48 hours was available.

For three hours the crew lay prisoners
at the bottom of the harbor. All this
time a running fire of talk was kept up
with the rescuers, whose work was di-
rected much more effectively than if they
had been compelled to work blindly and
without advice from below.

"First Aid" Outfits in Patrol Boxes

Police Surgeon Zerfing, of Los An-
geles, Cal., has carried out a plan of
equipping the police patrol boxes of that
city with "first aid to the injured" pack-
ages. They consist of the materials
necessary for making an antiseptic
bandage for a wound, and policemen are
given instructions how to use them prop-
erly, so that the victim of an accident or
assault may be properly cared for pend-
ing the arrival of the ambulance and sur-
geons. The packages weigh only a few
ounces and contain in an airtight and
germ proof covering two antiseptic com-
presses of sublimate gauze in oiled pa-
per, together with various cambric band-

ages (also antiseptic) safety pins, etc.,
for adjusting same.

Dr. Zerfing states that the first dress-
ing of any wound determines absolutely
the subsequent course of healing, and if
such dressings are improper the danger
from blood poisoning is great. Apart
from the rapid healing of a wound prop-

erly dressed, and
from life saved
through antiseptic
surgery, the eco-
nomic value to any
city of this innova-
tion should not be
Iost sight of, for it
is a well known
f act that public
hospitals are called
upon to care for
many injured
persons, whose
wounds were not
properly dressed in

UNUSUAL PLACE FOR the beginning, thus
A FIRST -AID PACK- resulting in pro -

AGE
tracted illness,

which could have been prevented by
scientific and humanitarian "first aid."
So it will be seen that the money invested
in installing these outfits and in in-
structing the patrolmen will bd saved
many times over, while the loss of human
life may be lessened.

The photograph shows the small pack-
age hanging in the open patrol box,
where it is not in the way, but is ready
for instant service.

4

Missed the Light and Saved the Razors

The work of a St. Louis man took
him regularly at one o'clock in the morn-
ing past a barber shop where he usually
went to be shaved. Noticing one morn-
ing that an electric light which was kept
burning all night in the shop was out, he
concluded to investigate, accompanied
by a policeman. Suspicions were well
founded for a thief with a pocket full of
razors was escorted to the police station.
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An Aid to Adjusting Motion
Picture Arcs

Strange it is, but true, that big inven-
tions will be for years on the market with
a slight imperfection that is always
bothersome, just waiting for some in-
genious mind to overcome the defect.
This is what has just happened to the
cinematograph camera and projecting
apparatus of all kinds with the granting
of a patent on July 4 to Sydney Julian
Jacobson for an important improvement.

THROWING THE IMAGE OF THE CARBONS ON
A SCREEN

Briefly told the invention is a hole, a
lens, and an external "blurred image."
The small hole is made in the wall of
the lamp house directly opposite the arc
light of the carbons or electrodes. The
lens, of special manufacture, is sus-
pended so that the light from this open-
ing falls upon it, and the exterior picture
is the reflection which passes through
the lens, showing the position of the elec-
trodes and the arc formed. The aim of
Mr: Jacobson was to secure by some
means an exterior view of these illumin-
ating carbons, and for a few years he has
been suffering some of the pangs com-
mon to all inventors. It took the patent
office nearly two years to decide that the
device was something original; despite
the fact that users of projecting ma-
chines, especially those in the moving
picture industry, have been clamoring
for some such scheme for a long time.

It is not that the parts used are new,
but the idea of adjustment to secure the

exterior view of the carbons and their
arc is the point of ingenuity.

The special lens, on which the patent
is granted, can be so placed opposite the
aperture in the wall of the lamp house
that the enlarged image may be thrown
upon a screen placed at the side or in
front of the machine. When a view on
the side will suffice, any convenient
screen may catch the reflection (even the
wall of the operators' room), but where
this image must needs be in front of the
operator, a screen attached to the ap-
paratus is preferred. The arm from
which the lens is suspended is adjustable,
making it possible to magnify the pic-
ture of the electrodes to any suitable de-
gree of size or clearness. The lens is
of such power as to catch upon the screen
even the sparks thrown from the con-
suming carbons.

The usefulness of this invention is
evident, for the operator may observe
from the exterior the exact position of
the electrodes, which is so necessary to
maintain a clear, continuous projection
of any picture or fight on a stage screen.
As these carbons wear away, their posi-
tion naturally changes and the arc thus
formed'is accordingly modified, affecting
the projection on the screen. In order
to be satisfied as to the position of the
carbons, it has been necessary for the
operator to look through a red glass in
the lamp box or open the door of this
box and get a blinding view of the arc
direct. With the Jacobson invention
the position of the carbons or electrodes
can be known by merely glancing at the
image on the wall or screen and any
necessary adjustment can be made. If
desired an identification mark may be
made on the screen for the proper posi-
tion of the arc and this maintained con-
tinuously by simply adjusting the elec-
trodes to coincide with this mark.

This seemingly simple device is highly
important to the moving picture industry,
where it has already found welcome. To
theatrical managers this will also be of
great service in throwing spot -lights.
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Liquid Fire Extinguisher for Electric
Plants

Water thrown upon electrical appa-
ratus in case of fire does more harm
than good. Fine dry sand is often used

ABOUT TO EXTINGUISH A 220 VOLT,
2000 AMPERE ARC

to smother an arc or blaze in a dynamo
or wire tower and is favored by insur-
ance interests.

However, a new extinguisher in liquid
form called Pyrene has gained recogni-
tion by having withstood numerous tests.
To demonstrate that it produces no ill
effects upon electric insulation and appa-

APPARATUS FOR DEMONSTRATING LIQUID
FIRE EXTINGUISHER

ratus a glass jar is equipped with incan-
descent lamps fed by bare wires and a
small motor is also connected up with
the lamps. Though motor and lamps are
immersed in the liquid as illustrated,
both operate as if in air. In service the

2300 VOLT, 180 AMPERE ARC BE-
TWEEN RAIL ENDS EXTIN-

GUISHED IN THREE
SECONDS

liquid is contained in a sort of syringe,
and upon being squirted upon an electric
arc or other fire it becomes a heavy gas
blanket which puts out the fire by ex-
cluding oxygen. Pyrene can be directed
upon a circuit carrying i io,000 volts
without danger to the operator.

One illustration shows a user about to
extinguish a 220 volt, 2,000 ampere arc
in a test at the New York Edison Com-
pany, while the other shows a 2,30o volt,
18o ampere arc between rail ends which
was subdued in three seconds.

Pay Fare Before Boarding Car

A new plan for saving time and pre-
venting traffic congestion during rush
hours is being tried out on the street cars
of Kansas City. The cars are of the pay-
as -you -enter type. During busy hours
extra conductors are placed on the street
at corners where passengers are waiting.
These conductors collect fares and such
passengers are admitted to the cars at the
front end while others are entering at
the rear.
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Facial Expression Sign

It is interesting to observe how the
artists in electric lights, the makers of
the startling illuminated designs, work to
get their effects. Here is an interesting
specimen of their art, a grotesque face
just before the bulbs have been set in
place, and a study of the lines will show

FACIAL EXPRESSION ELECTRIC SIGN

that there are two facial expressions out-
lined.

The smile and the frown are both indi-
cated and the operation of a motor driven
flasher causes the face to look happy and
sad in turn.

Leading Up to the Celebration

(An example of short story writing;
characters, plot, incidents, climax-all
there.)

It happened a few days ago. A friend
of mine, a teamster, could not get his
team to move an inch. Try as hard as
he would, they still remained stubborn.
Being in the way of passing traffic, which
is very dense in New York, he was at a
loss what to do.

An electric delivery truck chanced to
pass, and an idea struck the driver. He

hailed the chauffeur and shouted some-
thing to him. At a nod from the latter
he took the reins. The auto m3ved up
behind the truck and began to .-push.
Imagine the donkeys' surprise at finding

*Aix' ,
11!;

,.,...I
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the truck moving against their will. Find-
ing it useless to resist, they trudged
along. From then on they behaved them-
selves beautifully.

The driver and chauffeur celebrated
their victory the next day at the nearest
saloon. ZIVELLO.

Night Signalling on a Battleship

All general communication aboard
United States battleships is based upon
a code in which a repetition of the
numbers "one" and "two" is used in
combinations to replace the letters of the
alphabet. Signals are sent during the
daytime by means of hand flags in what
is known as the wig -wag code, while
after dark, messages are transmitted
with the aid of a torch, lantern, search-
light, or by means of a permanent set
of electric lights mounted in the rigging
óf a vessel just below the signal yard of
the foremast.

The latter method has the more gen-
eral use for night communication, and
the apparatus is known as the "Ardois"
system, after its inventor. It consists
primarily of four pairs of red and white
lights mounted vertically in the rigging,
each pair being about ten feet above the
other.

A red light is used to designate the
figure "one" while a white light repre-
sents the figure "two," which figures are
used to interpret the letters of the alpha-
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bet as shown in the code given in the
table below.

ELECTRIC SIGNALS

Cliarac- Steady Display Upper Light
ter

Signal
W -White R -Red Pulsating

A 22 WW C. A. U.
B 2112 WRRW 0
C 121 R W R Repeat.
D 222 W W W T. D. U.
E 12 RW Error.
F 2221 WWWR 4
G 2211 WWRR 6
H 122 RWW C. S. U.
I 1 R
J 1122 RRWW 5
K 2121 WRWR Negative.
L 221 WWR G. L. U.
M 1221 RWWR 9
N 11 RR C.B.U.
0 21 WR C. C. U.
P 1212 RWRW Affirmative
Q 1211 RWRR Interrogatory.
R 211 WRR I. C. U.
S 212 WRW ' G. S. U.
T 2 W
U 112 RRW N. L. U.
V 1222 RWWW 7
W 1121 RRWR Annuling.
X 2122 WRWW Numerals.
Y 111 RRR V. N. U.
Z 2222 W W W W 2

Cornet RRRR 1

Letters RRRW 3
Code WRRR 8
Interval WWR\': B. S. U.

The signals are operated by means of
a keyboard mounted on a suitable stand-
ard and situated on the bridge of the
ship. This keyboard resembles some-
what that of an ordinary typewriter ex-
cept in that the letters of the alphabet
are given in their regular order. A
series of wires from the ship's dynamo
room to the keyboard, and from there
up to the signal lanterns convey the elec-
tric current necessary for operating the
equipment.

In order to send a message, the signal
man simply presses keys on the sending
board which spell out the words which
he desires to transmit, and the correct
combination of lights for each letter will
be flashed from the lanterns overhead.
A glance at the code given above indi-
cates that the letter "A," for example,
would be shown as two white lights
(WW), one above the other, while the

letter "B" is displayed as a white light
below, and in succession above this, two
red lamps and another white one
(WRRW). The letter "I," in turn, is
represented by a single white light (W) .

The sending keyboard is further fitted
with a lever known as the "pulsator,"
which, when closed, causes the upper
light of any signal shown to flicker, or
pulsate. By this simple expedient the
letters of the code are given a different
significance, which are shown in the
right hand column of the code printed
above. In this column will be found
the numerals, and also conventional sig-
nals, as well as reference to the various
additional codes used in naval etiquette.

To illustrate the use of the pulsator :
the letter "A," displayed as two white
lights, when shown with the upper light
pulsating, calls C. A. U., which indicates
to the receiving ship that the message is
to be sent in what is known as cipher

In addition to the alphabetical letters,
the sending board is fitted with four
other keys. The cornet (four white
lights) when displayed commands all
ships in range to receive the dispatch ;
the signal "Letters" (four red lights)
means that the receiving ship is to re-
peat the message letter by letter. The
"code -call" indicates that the party de-
sires to talk in code, and is followed by
the display indicating which code is de-
sired, while the "interval" corresponds
to the dash between words.

Code Abbreviations.
C. A. U.-Use cipher "A."
T. D. U.-Use telegraph dictionary.
C. S. U.-Use compass signals.
G. L. U.-Use geographic list.
C. B. U.-Use cipher "B."
C. C. U.-Use cipher "C."
I. C. U.-Use international code.
G. S. U.-Use general signals.
N. L. U.-Use navy list.
V. N. U.-Use vessels' numbers.
B. S. U.-Use boat signals.
By means of the "Ardois" system the

sending of messages has become a very
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simple matter. Their reception, how-
ever, depends on the speed with which
they are interpreted by the signal men
as they are flashed from a sending sta-
tion. Constant practice makes the men
in the service remarkably efficient, and
it is not uncommon to receive messages
a distance of four or five miles at the
rate of ten to fifteen words per minute.

New Complications in Wireless

Broken in two amidships, the steamer
Santa Rosa lies on the rocks near Santa
Barbara, Cal., where it drifted to de-
struction on the night of July 7th. The
wreck is of direct interest to wireless
enthusiasts, as it developed a new corn -

THE SANTA

plication, and possibly a new danger, in
the use of wireless telegraphy in case of
wrecks. The charge was made (and the
subject is now being officially investi-
gated) that the owners sent wireless mes-
sages to the captain of the vessel after
it had gone on the rocks, and that un-
necessary delay in getting the passen-
gers ashore was caused by conflicting
orders.

Of course the danger of taking the
ship out of the captain's control, while
in a perilous position, might add greatly
to the dangers of the sea, especially if
the captain were not resolute enough to

assert himself in the face of orders from
the home office. As it was, the vessel
lay on the rocks twelve hours before the
sea became so rough that it was deemed
imperative to send a boat ashore with a
life line. This boat was capsized and
the crew of four men drowned. The
passengers were all safely landed, how-
ever, by means of a breeches buoy. It
seems likely that laws will be passed for-
bidding such interference by wireless on
the part of owners when a ship is in
peril.

Impromptu Telephone Repeater

Were you to make the statement that
it was possible for two parties at widely

ROSA WRECK

separated points to carry on a conversa-
tion over two metallic circuits which
were at no point running parallel with
each other, or otherwise close enough
for inductive effects, and in no way elec-
trically connected, people would wonder
what new and wonderful invention had
been brought forth. Such is, however,
possible, and was witnessed by the writer.
A young man was ill at a station we will
call A. Being able to use the telephone,
which in this case was an automatic, he
called up his father at his office at station
B. His father was just then talking to
the mother at station C (over the Bell
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line) who was enquiring as to the wel-
fare of the son.

The mother, when made aware of the
fact that the son had just called station
B, was very anxious to talk with him.
This seemed quite an impossibility for
the father at station B, but finally, acting
upon a suggestion, he placed the receiver
of the automatic telephone in his office
over the transmitter of the Bell tele
phone ; likewise the Bell receiver over
the automatic transmitter, and the con-
versation was carried on very clearly.

C. H. STONE.

Predicting Electrical Storms

Thunder storms cause millions of dol-
lars damage every year in various parts
of the world, so that it would be a great
benefit if we were able to detect ap-

INSTRUMENT FOR PREDICTING STORMS

proaching storms by means of electrical
instruments several hours before they
occur. Professor Turpain, a well-known
French scientist, has been at work on
this point for several years, and is now
able to foretell an approaching storm
,four hours before it arrives. He erected
a station on the west coast of France at
La Rochelle for this purpose, and it is
laid gut on somewhat the same lines as
a wireless telegraph station.

Storm clouds even at a great distance
will act upon the aerial wire owing to
the electrical discharges which they pro-
duce, and the sensitive instruments in the
station respond to even very weak effects
coming from distant clouds. These ef-

fects are recorded upon a revolving drum
so that by observing the lines traced by
the recording pen we can see whether a
storm is coming on, and whether it is
likely to be a strong one.

A simple form of instrument shown in
the picture uses a storm -recording pen
which makes a record upon a revolving
drum, and upon the same drum is the
pen of an aneroid barometer, so that in
this way the barometer pressure and the
electrical state of the atmosphere are re-
corded at the same time, a combination
useful in making scientific observations.

Motorman Cannot Forget Orders

On the trains of an electric interurban
line running out of Chicago, a small elec-
tric lamp in the motorman's cab is so
placed that it shines directly upon a small
board on which the train orders arc
placed. This does away with the incon-
venience of reading orders, perhaps by a
poor light, and it also acts as a safeguard
by placing the orders where they are in
plain sight and readily referred to.

ILLUMINATED TRAIP" ORDERS FOR THE
MOTORMAN



Wonderful Possibilities of the
Storage Battery

By NORMAN MAUL

The development of the storage bat-
tery during the past three years has been
so wonderful and so rapid that within
the next ten years it will have started a
revolution in the electrical industry. No
less an authority than Thomas A. Edison
is responsible for the statement that
within that period, steam engines in rail-
road yard limits, railroad power plants,
and railroad locomotives using third rails
and overhead trolleys will have ended
their spheres of usefulness. In fact all
great consumers of current will have be-
come customers of the central station.

The storage battery, he said, is reach-
ing the point where it is capable of taking
an enormous charge in a relatively short
time. With such a battery every current
consumer will come on the central sta-
tion day load, taking his current at a
time when he can get it at a very low
rate, and storing it in these high power
batteries against the time when the cen-
tral station load will begin to climb to-
ward the peak.

When that time is reached the day of
the high peak and deep valley of the cen-
tral station load will have ended. In
two years, Mr. Edison predicts, this in-
dustrial revolution will have begun.

It is not a new storage battery that will
work this revolution-rather is it the dis-
covery and the development of the possi-
bilities of the standard Edison battery.

The principal difference between the
high power rapid charging battery and
the original Edison battery is in the num-
ber and thickness of the plates. It has
been found that by using more plates and
thinner, the battery could be made to
take the charge more rapidly and with
less danger from heating. The battery
cells are of the same size as the standard

battery cells, but fewer of them are re-
quired to do a given amount of work.

It is the shifting of freight and pas-
senger cars in railroad yards that Mr.
Edison predicts will open the greatest
field for the high power battery. The
day the battery begins its service will
mark the passing of the smoke nuisance,
the third rail, the overhead trolley, and
the railroad generating station in cities.

Mr. Edison's plan is to use the power-
ful motor engines, now in service, but,
instead of transmitting current to them
through some feeder, to use a storage
battery car to supply the energy. Such
a car would naturally take the name
"Battery Car" and would bear the same
relation to the electric engine that the
coal tender now bears to the steam en-
gine.

The locomotive, with a freshly charged
battery car attached, would haul the train
to the yard limits, or to some other speci-
fied transfer point, where the change to
steam power would be made. The steam
engine would then take the train on ; the
battery car would be uncoupled and con-
nected to charging station wires to he
recharged, and the motor engine, after
picking up a fresh battery car, would be
ready for its return trip.

The storage battery has been devel-
oped to the point where it is easily ca-
pable of doing this work, but before being
offered for general use it will have to go
through the severest tests at the in% ent-
or's laboratory. Such a battery has been
constructed and is meeting every test put
to it. The first battery car, discharging
at the rate of i,5oo horse -power, can be
fully charged in three-quarters of an
hour and is capable of pulling a ',zoo
ton freight train ten miles at the rate
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of 20 miles an hour. At the end of such
a run the battery car would lay up long
enough to be recharged.

Charging connections would of neces-
sity have to be maintained at various
points in the yard, just as coal pockets
are now conveniently located. The dif-
ference would be that the charging con-
nections would be scattered, whereas the
coal pockets are all at one spot, causing
a great congestion of engines awaiting
their coal supply.

The demand of these charging points
for current would of course be great, but
not so great as to warrant any railroad
maintaining a generating station for their
supply alone. Obviously the road would
come to the central station for its cur-
rent and all these charging stations would
come on the central station load. For
the sake of having the demand come in
the daylight hours the central station
would offer a rate far below that for
which any railroad plant could generate.

With such a load coming during the
daylight hours there would be practically
no peak, or rather instead of a peak and
a valley the chart would show a wide
plateau. The battery cars would take
current every hour of the day, except on
the few days of the year when the peak
reaches its highest point between 4:30
and 6 p. m. On those days the railroad
would stay off the load, taking enough
current before the hours to carry it over.

From late at night until the morning
suburban passenger rush began, the bat-
tery cars would be used chiefly in shift-
ing freight; after a few hours on the
passenger trains they would go back on
freights until the evening rush began,
and when that was over they would re-
sume their freight operations.

A battery embodying all the principals
of the big railroad battery is in actual
service now, on a delivery wagon in

Orange. The cells could easily be put
in a suit case. The wagon used saw the
best days of its service behind a horse.
The battery is of the rapid charge type,
and at the end of each delivery trip is

connected to the charging board for a
few minutes and enough current taken
to replace all that had been consumed.
A trolley line in Washington is operated
in the same manner. At the end of each
half trip the battery is connected to a
charging board and in four minutes is
completely replenished. At the end of
the day, when the car gees back to the
barn, its batteries are fully charged and
ready for the next day's service.

"It is not a new battery," said Mr. Edi-
son recently. "It is the same old battery.
We simply discovered its greater possi-
bilities and are working all the time to
develop whatever improvements we may.
With thinner plates in greater number,
the battery will take an enormous charge
in a very short time. With this develop-
ment perfected, the day of the seven or
eight hour connection with a charging
board will have passed, and then will be-
gin a new era in the use of the electric
vehicle for both business and pleasure."

Unusual Telephone Construction

Along a certain street in Brookfield,
Mo., the telephone company could obtain
permission to set only one pole in each
block. As the blocks were about 350 feet
long it was necessary to adopt a rather
novel construction. Under ordinary cir-
cumstances it is customary to use three
or four poles in a block of this size.

The construction used is of a semi -
catenary type, as shown in the accom-
panying sketch. The poles were specially
selected and a number of "dead men"
or anchors placed at each end of the line.
The line consisted of eleven spans vary-
ing in length from 35o feet to 380 feet.
The cable suspended is a 200 pair cable
and weighs about 7% pounds per foot.
This cable lead has been in use about
four years and has withstood several
severe sleet storms.

JOHN P. KoBIFOCK.
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The Heligoland Lighthouse

The Heligoland Island electric light is
the most powerful in Germany, and is

THE HELIGOLAND LIGHT -40,000,000 CANDLE
POWER

claimed to be the most powerful light
in existence. It consists of a cluster of
three revolving searchlights having a

lighting power of 4o millions of candles.
This cluster of searchlights is sur-
mounted by a single light of the same
kind and size, that can be revolved inde-
pendently and three times as fast as the
three lights. This is put into use in
case of accident to the cluster. The elec-
tric power is generated by two steam
boilers and steam engines, running belt -
driven electric generators. The fog -
signal is a rocket exploded in the air
about 200 meters high.

This is likely to remain the most
powerful lighthouse equipment in the
world for the reason that the cost of de-
veloping such enormous candlepower
is $8,000 per annum.

Lightning Effect on Insulator

This picture shows the effect of a
lightning stroke on a 6o,000 volt insula-
tor. The latter was on a line leading
from the power station at Post Falls,
Idaho, to the power station at Spokane,
Washington. It will be seen that in places
the porcelain was melted and ran down
like the guttering of a candle.

INSULATOR FUSED BY LIGHTNING
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Auto Starting Without a Crank

Motorists now have something to
which they have long been looking for-
ward, an automatic starter which does
away completely with cranking by hand.
The Delco electrical plant in the new
Cadillac accomplishes what has hereto-
fore been accomplished
by separate systems, ig-
nition and lighting.

The plant consists of
a compact and powerful
dynamo operated by the
engine of the car. The
dynamo charges the stor-
age battery. To start
the engine, the operator
takes his seat in the car,
simply retards the spark
lever and . pushes for-
ward on the clutch pedal.
This automatically Yen -
gages a gear of the elec-
tric dynamo (nów acting
as a motor) with gear
teeth in the fly wheel of
the engine, causing the
latter to "turn over,"
thereby producing the same effect as by
the old method of cranking. As soon as
the engine takes in charges of gas from
the carburetor and commences to run on
its own, power, the operator releases the
pressure on the clutch pedal, the electrk
motor gear disengages its connection with
the fly -wheel and the car is ready to be
driven. The electric motor then again
becomes a dynamo or generator and its
energy is devoted to ignition and to
charging the storage battery. The stor-
age battery has a capacity of 8o ampere
hours and as soon as that capacity is
reached, the charging automatically
ceases.

Current for lighting the car is also sup-
plied from the storage battery. The car
is equipped with two specially designed
electric head lights with adjustable focus.
two front side lights, tail light and speed-
ometer light. The entire electrical plant

has been designed with a view to com-
pactness, simplicity and efficiency. The.
arrangement and operation of the Delco
electric system of starting and lighting
may be compared to a pressure system
of water supply such as is commonly
used in isolated plants for private resi-
dences.

AUTOMOBILE SELF STARTER

This apparatus has been made so
nearly automatic that all that is neces-
sary is to keep up the liquid of the bat-
tery by adding a little pure water every
two weeks, and to set back the meter
every two weeks.

Southern Pacific to Run Its Trains
by Phone

The Southern Pacific Company is
rapidly maturing plans to install at a
cost of more than a million dollars, the
telephone train dispatching device, which
it is planned will in time entirely displace
the telegraphic method now in use on
almost all divisions of the road.

Telephones for dispatching purposes
are already used by the Southern Pacific
in the Shasta Division, a small division
just north of San Francisco, and in the
mountain division across the Tehachapi
Pass.



Underground Versus Overhead Lines
The relative merits of underground

conduits and overhead construction for
telephone, telegraph and light and power
wires is a subject which is constantly
coming up. In cities there is no doubt
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TYPES OF CONDUIT CON -

out of pocket for the companies operat-
ing the lines. Once in conduits the wires
are practically safe. As long as they are
on poles immense loss is incurred every
year owing to broken down lines. The

STRUCTION ACCIDENTS WHICH

that underground construction is best,
and every year new ordinances are going
into effect compelling such construction.
The cost is high, however, and it prob-
ably will be many years before overhead
lines in the country districts will be seen
no more. The expense of putting wires
underground, is however, not all money

MAY HAPPEN TO AN OVERHEAD LINE

above pictures aptly illustrate what may
happen to an overhead line. In one in-
stance it was a sleet and wind storm ; in
the other a street car running amuck that
caused the damage.

The illustrations also show typical
conduit construction in which the wires
are always safe.
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Electric Ambulance for Horses

An electric truck of unique construc-
tion is employed as an ambulance for dis-
abled horses by the Pennsylvania S. P.
C. A. and although it has been in use for
more than a year it has at all times ren-
dered efficient service with no cost for
repairs and great economy in upkeep.
As the bed of the ambulance is very
close to the ground, it was found neces-
sary to construct a motor car with a

There is also a false bottom, or floor,
which can be hauled out and used for the
loading of animals which are down on
the streets.

This ambulance has a speed of about
15 miles per hour, and carries a sort of
a "first aid" outfit, bandages, torniquets,
rope with block and tackle outfit for
drawing out animals that have fallen into
ditches or pits, and for night work it
carries an extension light, besides a com-
plete lighting outfit for the car itself.

ELECTRIC AMBULANCE FOR HORSES

fore -wheel drive. The secretary of the
society, Mr. Frank B. Rutherford, has
courteously supplied the following data
concerning the car.

The ambulance is driven by two inde-
pendent motors direct connected to each
of the front wheels through planetary
type gearing, which is fully encased and
run in oil. The construction is mounted
on special axles, which permit the motor
to turn .with the wheel in steering.

The carrying body of the ambulance is
large enough to haul with comfort the
larger horses, such as draught animals.

As the ambulance carried 368 injured
animals during the year 19ío, it is evi-
dent that it supplies a pressing need. In
addition to its far greater usefulness than
the old-fashioned ambulance, drawn by

two horses, the element of economy
should be taken into consideration.

The photograph, showing poor old
Dobbin on his way to the veterinary
hospital in the motor ambulance indicates
that while the motor car is putting the
draught horse out of business, it may also
be fairly described as the best friend of
the horse.
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Electrified Children

The Dietetic and Hygienic Gazette con-
tains an interesting account of investiga-
tions into the effects of electricity upon
the development of school children.

The walls and ceilings of a school-
room were lined with coils of wire
through which high frequency electric
currents were passed. The inmates of
the room were thus in an electromag-
netic field like the iron core of an elec-
tromagnet.

Fifty normal children were placed in
this room and 50 others of the same aver-
age age, size and mental and physical de-
velopment were kept in an adjoining
room. The tests covered a period of six
months during which time one group of
children was under tit,: influence of the
electric currents. At the end of the
period those children who had been sub-
jected to the electricity showed an aver-
age growth of two inches, while those

without electricity only grew one and
one -quarter inches.

The "electrified children" also showed
considerable increase in weight and
other forms of development in proper
proportion to their height. They also
showed an average proficiency of 92 per
cent in their studies while fifteen of them
showed too per cent.

On the other hand, not one of the "un -
electrified children" reached too per
cent and the average proficiency was only
75 per cent.

The first group of children also ap-
peared to be at the end of the six months,
much brighter, quicker and more active.
They were prompter in attendance and
less subject to fatigue.

The electrical apparatus generated a
small amount of ozone and there was a
faint odor of it present in the room. It is
held, however, that the presence of ozone
would not account for the results ob-
served.

A FERRY ON STILTS.
This odd ferry is operated at St. Malo, France.' The passenger platform

is carried on stilts which run on rails many feet below the surface. It isdrawn back and forth by motor -operated cables.



An Automatic Electric Typewriter

Large business houses have occasion
to send out thousands CI what are known
as "form letters;" that is, letters in
which the text is the same but in which
the names and addresses of the individ-
uals must be filled in 'on a typewriter.
These letters are printed in fac simile
typewriting, a very close imitation of the
real thing, and a typewriter ribbon to
match is given with each set of letters
to fill in with. In spite of the perfection
of this process it is, however, possible for
a person receiving such a letter to see

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER

that it is a "form letter," and he does not
think quite so much of it as if he knew
that it was an individual letter typed for
him exclusively.

An electrically operated typewriting
machine has been devised to write such
letters at a tremendous rate and at the
same time fill in the proper name and
address; in fact, making to all appear-
ances an individual letter to each ad-
dressee.

The motor is attached to any regular
electric light circuit by means of a flexi-
ble cord and plug in as simple a manner
as the connection is made for an electric
fan. The cost of current consumption
amounts to about 15 cents per day of
ten hours. The mechanical marvel writes
hour after hour, turning out perfect let-

ters, and it stops automatically when the
last name has been used in the name mas-
ter sheet or when the supply of paper
has become exhausted. It demands no
attention and needs no supervision. All
it requires is to be supplied with paper
filling the rack and the electric operator
does the rest.

For the Theatre Room
Table

Electricity, the fire insurance com-
panies' friend, again asserts its claim to
this title by the eliminating of the hazard-
ous open gas or oil flame which actors

CO8)IETIC HEATER

and actresses often use in heating their
cosmetics. The electrically heated cos-
metic receptacle affords a clean and
handy device for the make-up table and
is so small as not to be inconvenient to
pack and carry.
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Model Milk Depot

What a one -horsepower motor can ac-
complish in a properly equipped milk
depot is illustrated in the accompanying

MODEL

picture showing the milk being
ized and bottled.

From go to ioo gallons of milk are
taken care of each morning, being

MILK DEPOT

pasteur-

emptied iron -i the cans into the semi-
cylindrical tank at the left. It is then
pumped through the pasteurizer and
forced into the tank above the cooling
coils to be chilled in running over them
into the bottling tank. Twelve bottles
are filled at a time by operating the lever
which lifts them up against the filling
tubes. In the operation the motor (not
shown) by means of the jackshaft runs
all pumps including the one that forces
cold water from the ice tank through the
cooling coils. A cream separator, churn
and bottle cleaner are also motor -driven.

Handling Butter by Electricity

Over on South Water street, Chicago,
is a butter handling establishment where
2,000 pounds of butter a day is cut,
printed, wrapped and put up in small
cartons for distribution-all done by
electric driven machinery.

The butter is received in large boxes
or tubs and is placed upon the cutting
table where several knives all at once
slice it into slabs. These slabs are laid

ELECTRIC APPARATUS IN BUTTER HANDLING
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one at a time in a movable rack run by
a motor which passes the butter' under a
wooden roller and stamps the word "1Iol-
land" upon each pound. The stamped
blocks are then placed one at a time in
another motor -driven machine which
wraps each pound in wax paper and
drops it on a belt conveyer running
along the center of the table. As it passes
along, girls at each side place it in car -

4 tons ready for delivery.

Curling Feathers with an Electric
Toaster

The Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany, of Brooklyn, was compelled to
recognize the truth of the old proverb
"Necessity is the mother of invention"
when in receipt of a request from a mil-
linery establishment for a heating appli-
ance that might be used to curl feathers.
The company was equal to the occasion
and experimented with an electric
toaster. The device was enclosed in a

CURLING FEATHERS WITH AN ELECTRIC
TOASTER

wire screen so that the plumes might not
accidentally come in contact with the
coils. The arrangement was sent out and
proved so satisfactory that several
toasters are now being used.

Water Purified as Used

The electric filter for household use
here illustrated combines the method of

WATER PIIRIFIER

passing the water through close grained
stone, with the application of electricity
between two. aluminum plates within a
second small cylinder. The passage of
the current through the water produces
a chemical reaction which acts to purify
the water. As few as twelve dry cells
are used to operate the smallest filter,
though 1 to volts, either alternating or
direct, is usual. A distinct feature of the
device is a push button switch just
below the faucet, so arranged that in
turning the water on and off the switch
is operated by a metal finger attached to
the faucet handle, thus the current is

used only while the water is flowing.
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Fan Used as a Heater

The very latest in electric fan improve-
ments is the addition of a wire wound
circular heater placed directly in front of
the fan and protected by a brass hood as

A WARMING FAN

shown in the illustration. The heater
receives current from the fan circuit and
the air is warmed as it blows through the
coils. The heater can be purchased sep-
arate from the fan and is attachable to
any fan.

Sealing Up Canned Fruit

In fruit canning factories where hun-
dreds of cans are sealed up for storage
and shipment every day quick method,
are employed.

The picture shows a motor -driven
outfit consisting of a glycerizer ,for

SEALING UP CANNED FRUIT

softening the gaskets placed in the caps
of the jars, a vacuum pump and a
vacuumizer. The jars filled with fruit
and capped are placed in a box -like re-
ceptacle in the vacuumizer, the pump re-
moves the air which forces the cover on
using atmospheric pressure. Starting the
pump also automatically closes the door
to the vacuum chamber. By a foot pedal
the electric heater is applied to the cover
melting a gasket and effectively sealing
the can or jar. Releasing the foot pedal
the door opens and the can is replaced by
another.

Extension Cord Adjuster

It has always been -a hard task
to keep extension light cords in good
condition, because the cord must be
long enough to reach distant objects and

EXTENSION CORD ADJUSTER

also be serviceable for objects nearer at
hand. Consequently the unnecessary
cord is part of the time in the way, thus
becoming unnecessarily worn.

The picture illustrates an adjuster
upon the market which keeps the cord out
of the way. It consists of a metal shell
enclosing a spring controlled ratchet
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mechanism which operates cone -shaped
rolls on which the cord is wound.

When, after using, it is desired to wind
up the extension, the rolls or spools,
which are held under tension by the
spring, are released by pressing the push
button on the outside of the shell, thus
taking up the cord from both ends and
maintaining the adjuster in the middle
of the length of lamp cord at all times.

Turns Off Forgotten Lights

Not infrequently lights in the cellar,
pantry, toilet room, stock room and other
out-of-the-way places are neglected and

AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF FOR LIGHTS

left burning for hours, sometimes for all
day or all night.

The Dixon automatic cut-off is a small
device attachable to any drop light and
can be set to turn the light off after any
desired length of time from one minute
to three hours. The length of time re-
quired for air to escape from beneath
a piston in a cylinder determines the time
the light will 'burn before being turned
off. The escape of the air is controlled
by an adjustable valve cap and the de-
vice resets itself every time the light is
turned on.

Adjustable Electric Portable

This electric portable lamp is provided
with a ball joint which permits the lamp

ADJUSTABLE PORTABLE

to be adjusted at any angle. The reflector
is also adjustable. The base is slotted
so that the whole device may be hung
on the wall and used as a side light.

Watchmakers' Lathe Motor

This little motor, designed especially
for jewelers' work, will run on t to volt

WATCHMAKERS' LATHE MOTOR

current, either alternating or direct. It
is arranged for starting, stopping and
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controlling the speed by means of a foot
treadle. The Fidelity motor, as it is
called, comes complete, ready to fasten
to the bench, including reversing switch,
chain, belt and treadle, and plug and cord
to fasten to an ordinary lamp socket. A
double pole snap switch enables the oper-
ator to run the motor in either direction.

Forced Ventilation for Cars

A new hot-air heating and ventilating
system for cars embodies a small motor

and blower
mounted on top
of the heater.
The fan drives
the heated air
through a duct
extending the
length of the
car and be-
neath the ends
of the seats.
There is an
outlet under
each seat. The
little motor and
fan thus keep
the air in con-
stant circula-
tion.

ELECTRIC VENTILATING
AND HEATING FAN

An Electric Speed Indicator

To read a speed indication or the revo-
lutions per minute of a shaft from the
dial of a voltmeter is quite out of the
ordinary, yet this is what is done in using
the Hopkins electric tachometer. The

ELECTRIC SPEED INDICATOR

device consists of a small direct current
magneto, which is nothing more than a
little dynamo, enclosed in a case fitted
with a handle and applied to a shaft just
like an ordinary speed indicator. The
magneto runs at the same speed as the
shaft and generates a voltage propor-
tional to this speed. Connecting the mag-
neto by flexible leads to a voltmeter and
making a voltmeter scale to read in revo-
lutions per minute as well as volts, the
voltmeter needle moves over the scale
in direct proportion to the speed of the
magneto and machine being tested.

Rectifier for Charging Storage
Batteries

As simple as an electric bell and as
easily connected to a circuit as a cord and
attachment plug can make it, the Wag-
ner alternating current rectifier is a
handy device for the automobile owner.

RECTIFIER

He may connect the rectifier to his bat-
tery when he puts up his car, and from
the ammeter, which is mounted on the
board above the rectifier, can tell just
what current is going into the battery,
cutting it off at the end of an hour or
two hours, according to the condition of
the cells. The charging can all be done
while his car is not in use and without
the necessity of removing the battery
from the machine.
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An Old Tool in a New Guise

A soldering iron in a form quite un-
usual is shown in the accompanying il-
lustration and is designed for use in
shops where the articles worked upon are

STATIONARY SOLDERING IRON

THE PYRIBIL SAW

small and readily handled. The work is
held up to the iron under the eye of the
operator instead of being covered by the
iron itself.

Odd Swinging Saws

Wood -working establishments contain
some very interesting electrically oper-
ated tools, notably in the line of saws de-
signed with a view to rapidity of opera -

THE RELIANCE SAW

tion and safety to the operator. The Re-
liance saw swings from a vertical arm,
the motor being mounted on top and
driving the saw by a belt. By simply
swinging the carefully protected saw
it is drawn across the work.

The Pryibil saw. is also mounted on a
vertical arm, which is jointed to the me-
chanical system in such a manner as to
cause the saw to move in a line parallel
with the table. The upper part of the
carriage, which carries the belt pulley,
slides up and down in order to obtain
this horizontal motion of the saw.



Electrical Men of the Times
LOUIS B. MARKS

Do you recall the arc lamp of 20 years
ago, that glaring light of high intensity,
now hissing, now flaming and sputtering?
Do you remember how it flickered and
shifted its shadows and how it needed
recarboning every clay ? Then you may
also recall how a few years later there
came a change. A
small inner globe
softened and stead-
ied the light without
detracting from its
effectiveness and in-
stead of making
daily rounds, the
trimmer called only
once every week or
ten days. What had
happened? A young
man hardly out of
college had shown
arc lamp makers
that they could at
once overcome the
objectionable flicker-
ing, soften the glare
of the light, save a large part of the at-
tention needed by the lamp and reduce
their bills for the carbons. He had found
that by improving the quality of the car-
bons and using a simple gas checking de-
vice, these carbons could be burnt in an
atmosphere of carbon dioxide and car-
bon monoxide, gases automatically pro-
duced by the arc itself. Then the same
pair of carbons which would last only
eight hours in the open air, would burn
15o hours in this gas chamber, saving
over 90 per cent in the cost of the car-
bons.

IIow this "enclosed arc" lamp dis-
placed most open arc lamps, how it
greatly extended the field of electric
lighting and how it saved huge sums in

a single year in the cost of carbons and
attendance, is now a matter of history.
It is also a fine example of what can be
done by a man specializing in a given
field, for Louis B. Marks had paid par-
ticular attention to arc lighting even while
a student at Cornell University. Barely

of age when he left
there in 1890, he
soon presented the
first micro -photo-
graphs showing the
influence o f the
structure of the car-
bon upon its life and
its light -giving effi-
ciency. Then t h e
perfecting of both
carbons and lamps
came in rapid se-
quence and in moo
the Paris Exposition
awarded Mr. Marks
a gold medal for his
invention of the en-
closed arc 1 a m p,

which by that time had come into wide-
spread use.

Since then Mr. Marks has been promi.
nent as an expert in the lighting field,
and many fine examples of indoor light-
ing testify to his ability, súch as the new
Carnegie Libraries and the new postoffice
at the Pennsylvania Terminal, both in
New York. Seeing the time ripe for
concerted action toward improving all
classes of lighting, Mr. Marks issued the
call six years ago which led to the found-
ing of the Illuminating Engineering So-
ciety, of which he was the first presi-
dent, an organization already numbering
over 1,500 members scattered through-
out the United States and foreign coun-
tries. Besides speaking before this and
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other prominent technical societies, Mr.
Marks has lectured before the Interna-
tional Electrical Society in Paris, the
Royal Institution in London and the
Johns Hopkins University.

Edison's Cubic Foot of Copper

Thomas A. Edison made the remark a

O few months ago that he would like to see
a cubic foot of copper. In deference to
the wonderful impetus given to the cop-
per industry as a direct result of his in-
ventions, the presidents of a number of
the big copper companies decided to grat-
ify this little whim of the great inventor.
So they had a cubic foot of copper cast.
Half a dozen trials were necessary be-
fore a perfect casting was obtained. This
was engraved with Edison's name and
that of the presidents interested, together
with an appreciation from the latter. It
was presented to him recently at a din-
ner at the Waldorf in New York. He
remarked that it made the best paper
weight he had ever had. It weighed 548
pounds.

Customers Frequent the Bright Ways

"l'he value of good street lighting as a
means of attracting customers to a dis-
trict was strikingly shown in a large Can-
adian city. It is stated that in one of the
principal business streets the rental of
shops on one side was over 5o per cent
greater than on the other. The explana-
tion was that a much larger number of
people walked on that side of the street,
which was busier and more brilliantly
lighted than the other. Some of the more
enterprising shopkeepers on the "dark"
side realized this, and proceeded to ar-
range a special installation for their
block of shops. The new lighting at-
tracted customers, sales increased rap-
idly, and the cost of the new installation
was soon paid for out of the additional
profits. The ultimate result was a marked
improvement in the general lighting of
the whole street.

A Night Watchman for Sixty
Cents a Month

Eight candlepower porch lights are ad-
vertised under the above heading by the
Southern California, Edison Company,
Los Angeles, as providing protection
from burglars, night prowlers, porch
climbers, etc. In its advertisements for
this business the company reproduces
photographs of installations and states
that at the present rates charged by the
company it is possible to burn an eight
candlepower lamp ten hours a night for a
month for 6o cents.

NEW BOOKS
VEHICLES OF THE AIR. By Victor Lougheed,

Chicago: The Reilly and Britton Co. 1911.
514 pages with 270 illustrations. Price $2.50.
k modern book in every respect con-

taining comprehensive and not too tech-
nical descriptions of all the types of
aerial craft from the balloon to the most
modern aeroplane and hydro -aeroplane.

A HANDBOOK OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. By
J. Erskine -Murray. New York: D. Van
Nostrand Company. 1911. 380 pages, 194
illustrations. Price, $3.50.
This book is the third edition and is

thoroughly revised. It is intended for
the use of those who, for reasons of busi-
ness or pleasure, have already made
themselves acquainted with at least some
of the truths of the theory and practice
of wireless telegraphy, and to whom,
therefore, the ordinary technical terms
will convey something more concrete
than a mere definition in words.

Correction

In the November issue of POPULAR
ELECTRICITY a description was printed
of the Kunz self, -heating hot water bot-
tle. The description is in error, for the
heating element is described as being an
incandescent lamp, whereas it is a resist-
ance element encased in a tube which is
inserted in the bottle. This is regulated
by a switch so that three temperatures
may be obtained-low, medium or high.
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Mr. Arnold Illuminates the Elektron
Mrs. Fitzgerrell found herself very

busy and happy one bright day in the
early Fall, arranging for the second
meeting of The Elektron. Mr. Allen
Arnold, the new illuminating engineer
of the Consolidated Light and Power
Company, had consented to give several
illustrated talks before the club ; . and
after a conference with Mrs. Fitzgerrell
had decided upon "The Illumination of
the Home Beautiful" as his first address.

After her experience with th organi-
zation of the club Mrs. Fitzgerrell was
of the opinion that "The Luminous Effi-
ciency of the Incandescent Lamp" had
better be postponed until the scientific
sense of the club as a whole had been
subjected to some further cultivation
and development. Now if Mr. Arnold
could only work into his talk something
about Bridge, she was quite sure that he
could not only interest the ladies, but
hold their attention throughout his ad-
dress. Mr. Arnold agreed to try. He
was a bachelor, to be sure, and his train-
ing had been generally along the lines
calculated to fit him 'for predetermining
economical and efficient results, but still
he had given some thought to the soften -

The new illuminating engineer floundered a moment, then
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ing and embellishment of his hard prac-
tical work.

The original 25 ladies who had been
invited were all present at the second
meeting of The Elektron and there was
a subdued murmur of approval when Mr.
Arnold was officially introduced by Mrs.
Fitzgerrell to the Club.

"He is rather good looking," admitted
Mrs. Norman Van Ess after a careful! scrutiny through her diamond set
lorgnette.

"His father was a Navy officer, so I've
heard, said Miss Lindsey softly, who was
glad Mr. Arnold had found favor in the
eyes of her official chaperone.

"Where did he come from?" whis-
pered Mrs. Flannerty to Mrs. McGinnis.

"I think from Chicago."
"You don't say!"
"Yes, Mrs. Fitzgerrell told Mrs. Mar-

shall, who told me that it was quite the
thing now.for all the big light and power
companies to have an illuminating engi-
neer whose services are free to the
public."

"Well, I declare, what will they do
next !"

"Sh-sh-sh, he's going to begin !"

came to surface with the happy words, "Social Lights."

"Madame President and Ladies of
The Elektron : It is with pleasure that
I accept your kind invitation to address
a club consisting of so many bright and
shining " the new illuminating engi-
neer floundered a moment, then came to
the surface with these happy words,
"social lights 11

"That shows he has a nice sense of
values," whispered Mrs. Van Ess ap-
provingly to Miss Lindsey.

"And my only hope," continued the
speaker, following up his lucky thought,
"is that I may be able to say something
worthy of your earnest consideration."
With this subtle flattery the new illumi-
nating engineer won the hearts of The
Elektron, and from that moment his
success was practically assured.

"Illuminating engineering in the broad
sense of the term means the intelligent
use of artificial light. In using artificial
light intelligently, it does not simply

r.
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mean that it is to be used economically
and efficiently, but it further means that
the results obtained by such usage must
satisfy the eye as well as the pocketbook.
Illuminating engineering is not simply a
science, but an art as well. It is one of

Now if Mr. Arnold could work in something
about bridge

the branches of applied science that must
be thoroughly blended with applied art ;
otherwise results, as a rule, leave much
to be desired." At this moment the room
was darkened and the speaker, by means
of a lantern, threw upon a white canvas
curtain a cross section of the human eye.
Commencing at the front of the eye he
pointed out the various portions of the
eye, the cornea, the iris, the crystalline
lens and the retina, on which light rays
fall, the effect there produced passing
thence to the brain through the agency
of the optic nerve, where the sensation
of vision is produced.

"The eye is a camera and therefore
may be relatively compared with an ordi-
nary collapsible camera. The cap or shut-
ter used to exclude the light has its coun-
terpart in the lids which perform that
function for the eye. The shutter per-
forms one duty, while the lids of the eye
do at least several important ones,
namely, open for "seeing" and close for
rest ; assist in distributing water fluid
over the cornea for cleansing and mois-

tening purposes, and act as a protector
against the things from the outside."

Mr. Arnold worked out his simile of
the human eye as a camera in a most
interesting manner. He then took up
the effect of bright light sources coming
in the field of the camera and the eye,
the effect of direction of light on the
eye, and lastly, the use of unsteady or
flickering illuminants. These, he de-
clared, should be avoided because the
eye, when operating under such condi-
tions, is compelled to work the muscles
much more than is proper in its efforts
to adjust itself to the constantly chang-
ing condition ; and if subjected too long
to such conditions it will become very
tired and more or less injured.

"The principal considerations," said
the illuminating engineer, "affecting the
illumination of any interior room or area
are: First, the use of the room; second,
the selection of the kind of Lamp best
suited to that use; third, the proper
quantity of the light required for such
use as the room may be put to, either
specialized or general ; fourth, the loca-
tion of the outlets at such points that the
light will best perform its office; fifth,
the 'satisfaction of certain esthetic re-
quirements which are inherent in every
lighting problem, and sixth, the selection
of a fixture of such a type and nature
that it will properly perform its office as
a light carrier and also be designed along
lines which will be esthetically satisfac-
tory with regard to its environment. The
use of the room is profoundly important
in its relation to illumination.

"Naturally in the decoration of the
home the question arises, What consti-
tutes artistic illumination? Display win-
dows and show rooms require a pene-
trating white light, 'but the home does
not. A bright light thrown into the re-
motest corners quite destroys the variety
and picturesque effect of the room.
There must be some shadow, some light
and shade. Leave something to the
imagination in decoration and illumina-
tion of the home beautiful. Remember,
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the lights make for the joy and happi-
ness or peace and repose of the home.
The joys of home life, the family din-
ners, the impromptu dances in the music
room, the afternoon bridge parties, the
quiet reading hour in the library, all are
made or marred by the arrangement of
the lights.

"Life affords a vast amount of mate-
rial for art. To select the proper ele-
ments, to harmonize them, is the work
of the artistic homemaker. Almost
everyone would rather have a happy,
well -ordered home than anything else on
earth. The home is the stage upon
which the domestic drama is played.
Simplicity is the keynote of truest and
sincerest art. The real artist of the
home takes the elements or materials at
hand and, creates an atmosphere of artis-
tic beauty and harmony.

"In the social functions of the home,
consider how important a part the lights
play in a successful entertainment. A
very good example of this is found in
the ever popular bridge parties and re-
ceptions. Where is the hostess who en-
tertains with all the shades up and the
garish light of a bleak winter day drift-
ing in at the windows ? No! The shades
are drawn, the lights are turned on and
softly glow in tinted or frosted globes,
and the air is heavy with the fragrance
of blossoms. The eyes of the guests

shine with pleasure, the ornaments in
their hair glisten, their jewels sparkle
in the simulated sunshine and there is
a shimmer of silks and satin and the
warm glow of velvets. The joy of the

She felt that her efforts bad been rewarded

party is deepened and intensified by the
warm tond light and colors."

Enthusiastic applause filled the room
as Mr. Arnold sat down. There was
no doubt in Mrs. Fitzgerrell's mind but
that he had made a "decided hit" with
the ladies of The Elektron. She felt
that her efforts had been rewarded,. and
that the second meeting of the club was
a pronounced success. All the members
were now flocking around the illuminat-
ing engineer and Mrs. Fitzgerrell radiant
and triumphant presented to him person-
ally the various members of the Club.

YULETIDE

 "This is Yuletide ! Bring the holly boughs
Deck the old mansion with its berries red;
Bring in the mistletoe, that lovers' vows
Be sweetly sealed, the while it hangs o'erhead.
Pile on the logs, fresh gathered from the wood,
And let the firelight dance upon the walls,
The while we tell the stories of the good,
The brave, the noble, that the past recalls."



A Modern Christmas Masque
CHARACTERS.

WHICH SPEAK.)
OLD FATHER CHRISTMAS, Who Embodies the

Christmas Spirit.
YOUNG GRIMSBY, Amateur Wireless Operator.
RICHARD THE FIRST.
ROBIN HOOD.
HENRY VI.
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.
CHARLES II.
KING GEORGE III.

CHARACTERS.
WHICH Do NOT SPEAK BUT Do THE WORK

OF THE WORLD.)

VOLT-A forceful Italian.
OEM-A sturdy German.
AMPERE-A lively Frenchman.
WATT-A brawny Scott.

SCENE-Young Grimsby's wireless telephone
room on top floor of his home. He is seated
in front of apparatus.

YOUNG GRIMSBY. (Christmas Eve,
1911.) This morning I completed my
improved wireless telephone. It is the
most wonderful wireless telephone ever
invented, but strange to say, I have not
received any messages as yet. I wonder
why !' Maybe there was too much inter-
ference, or too much static Christmas
spirit in the air. I will try once more
before I go down stairs to decorate the
Christmas tree. (Puts on head phones,
adjusts detector, moves slide and listens.
A sudden joy illumines his face.) I
hear a voice! It is very faint. (Moves
slider again.) Now the voice is stronger.
I hear it better. What? Who is it?
(Excitedly.) Richard the First! Sur-
named Coeur de Lion ! Can it be possi-
ble? Am I dreaming? You wish to give
me Christmas greeting! Indeed, yes.

RICHARD THE FIRST.-
"Christmas is a time full honest;
Kyng Richard it honoured with gret

feste.
All his clerks and barouns
Were set in their pavylouns
And served with grete plente
Of mete and drink and each dainte."

YOUNG GRIMSBY. I am highly hon-
oured to get such a greeting from you,

King Richard. The spelling is a bit
queer and I don't quite know the mean-
ing of pavylouns, but I know you were a
great KING. I've always envied you
that wonder-working sword.

KING RICHARD. "The gude sword
Caliburne that Arthur luffed so well."

YOUNG GRIMSBY. Yes, and I remem-
ber it was you who developed tilts and
tournaments. I was always crazy to
see a tournament during the days of
chivalry, but say, for real excitement,
you ought to see the city championship
series between the Sox and the Cubs.
(Pause.) Who are the Sox and what
are the Cubs? Why-botheration-tuned
out !"

(The young operator is wild with ex-
citement. His eves glow. His cheeks
are aflame with emotion. He listens in-
tently.)

Another voice. Who? Robin Hood?
ROBIN HooD. I departed this life on

Christmas Eve in the year 1247. History
calls me a famous freebooter, but I suf-
fered no woman to be oppressed. Poor
men's goods I spared, abundantly reliev-
ing them with that which by theft I got
from the abbeys and the houses of rich
old earles."

YOUNG GRIMSBY. I was ever your
fervent admirer, Robin Hood, and when
I was a small boy I fully intended to be
a Robin Hood outlaw and follow your
illustrious example but I was diverted
and became a harmless Boy Scout ; and
then I graduated into a baseball fan and
a wireless operator. Gone ! But wasn't
it great to hear his voice just once!
(Pause.) Another voice. What, Henry
VI?

HENRY VI.
"Christmas is near:

And neither good cheer,
Mirth, fooling nor wit,
Nor any least fit
Of gambol or sport
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Will come all the Court,
If there be no money."

YOUNG GRIMSBY. That's the truth,
Henry. It's tough luck not to have any
money Christmas time. I remember that
you "borrowed your expenses" rather
than leave Christmas unobserved.
(Pause.)

(In great excitement.) Christopher
Columbus.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. On Christ-
mas Day, 1492, I, Christopher Columbus,
landed at a newly discovered port in
Cuba which I named Navidad because I
landed there on that day.

YOUNG GRIMSBY. I say, Chris, you
don't know what you did for us that
day. I have always wanted to thank you
personally for your wisdom in making
that remarkable discovery. Your cour-
age and your fortitude were wonderful
and-gone! (Listens intently.)

The "Merry Monarch" Charles II, the
so -long -fugitive Prince. Do I wish to
hear the sentiment of your merry boys?
I certainly do.

CHARLES II.
"Then here's a health to Charles our

King throughout the world ad-
mired,

Let us his great applauses sing, that we
so much desir'd,

And wished amonghst us for to reign,
when Oliver ruled here,

But since he's home returned again, come
fill some Christmas Beer."

YOUNG GRIMSBY. Another voice-
King George III.

KING GEORGE III. The first Christ-
mas of my reign there was high festival
at Court, when I, preceded by my her-
alds, went in state to the Chapel Royal
and heard a sermon preached by his
Grace the Archbishop of York; and it
being a collar day, the Knights of the
Garter, Thistle and Bath appeared in the
collars of their respective orders. After
the sermon was over I went into the
Chapel Royal and received the sacra-
ment from the hands of the Bishop of

Durham; and I offered a wedge of gold
in a purse, for the benefit of the poor,
and the royal family all made offerings.
I afterwards dined with my royal mother
and in the evening returned to St.
James's."

YOUNG GRIMSBY. Well, I guess that
is some improvement an the way Charles
II spent his time with his horse -racing
and ranting, roaring Boys. (Pause.)
Now what jovial voice is this on the
aerial ? Old Father Christmas! Will I
wait up for you? Most assuredly I will,
for I am Official Decorator of the family
Christmas Tree !

(ENTER OLD FATHER CHRISTMAS.
Young Grimsby greets him with hilarious
enthusiasm.)

YOUNG GRIMSBY. Good Father Christ-
mas, what have you in your pack this
year?

OLD FATHER CHRISTMAS. EVERY-
THING ELECTRICAL!

(Deposits pack on floor in front of
him and out hop little Volt; Ohm, Am-
pere and Watt. They dance an electric
jig.)

YOUNG GRIMSBY. Flow fine. You
keep up with the times, Old Father
Christmas!

OLD FATHER CHRISTMAS. Yes, the
spirit of Christmas is ever the same, but
the contents of my pack change from
year to year. As Official Decorator of
the family Christmas Tree I will leave
with you the gifts for all your family.

YOUNG GRIMSBY (eagerly). What
have you for father?

OLD FATHER CHRISTMAS (handing out
the parcels). An electric shaving mtig
and a cigar lighter.

YOUNG GRIMSBY. Good gifts, couldn't
be better. And for mother? She's a
mighty good mother, you know. I hope
you have something especially nice for
her.

OLD FATHER CHRISTMAS. A combi-
nation electrical dining set, coffee perco-
lator, tea pot, cereal cooker, egg boiler,
electric disk stove, all in burnished cop-
per. It was invented by Harry Weeks,
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now ,of Chicago, but formerly with a
great electric company in the near East.

YOUNG GRIMSBY. Oh, I have heard
of him. This electrical set is the best
present you could have brought mother.
She will be simply delighted with it.

OLD FATHER CHRISTMAS. This set iS
welcomed by all women. Harry Weeks
is also inventing something else of in-
terest to women which I will bring to
your mother next Christmas.

YOUNG GRIMSBY. What have you for
grandmother and grandfather?

OLD FATHER CHRISTMAS. A luminous
electric radiator for your grandfather
and an electric heating pad for grand-
mother.

YOUNG GRIMSBY. Thank Heaven,
then I won't have to fill the hot water
bottle any more. Now what for Sister
Sue?

OLD FATHER CHRISTMAS. An electric
curling iron complete with cord and plug.

YOUNG GRIMSBY. There's little Ben
and Baby Blue.

OLD FATHER CHRISTMAS. Well, here's
an electric toy for little Ben and a milk
bottle warmer for Baby Blue. Your
own gift you will find Christmas morn-
ing at the foot of the Christmas tree.

(A clock chimes the hour of twelve.)
I must be off. I .have many homes to
visit and many hearts to cheer. (Whis-
tles and Volt, Ohm, Ampere,'Watt hop
into sack.)

YOUNG GRIMSBY. Good-bye, Old
Father Christmas ; this has been the most
wonderful Christmas Eve of my life.
Thanks, thanks for EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.

(Curtain.)

Low Priced Electrical Devices

Every successful device or apparatus
placed upon the market is bound to call
forth a score of similar devices some of
which will have put into them the best
of workmanship and design and the best
of material, while other like devices will
be made with a view to reducing the

price. This latter course often places an
article under the suspicion of not having
the best material and skill provided in
its manufacture.

An instance of this kind occurred re-
cently in the sale of an electric pressing
iron at the low figure of $1.98. While
not attempting to pass upon the quality
of this particular low-priced iron atten-
tion is called to the fact that in buying
household electrical conveniences, as in
the case of other utensils, you get what
you pay for. If they are sold far below
the regular price without good reasons,
you have a right to question their serv-
iceability and their economy in current
consumption.

An "All -Round" Fan

Confirming the fact that even the most
common devices present opportunities
for making improvements or changes, a
Texas man has constructed a fan of novel
design which should quite evenly dis-

AN "ALL AROUND FAN

tribute a cooling breeze to a group of
people around a table for example. The
shaft of the motor is vertical and turns
the fan blades about the circumference
of a vertical frame in which they are
mounted.

The device measures about seven
inches in diameter; nine inches in height
and is entirely enclosed in a neatly fin-
ished wire meshing which is fastened to
the base, as shown in the drawing.
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Novel Treatment for Dark Halls and
Interiors

The decorator who follows closely the
essential principles which underlie the
natural manifestation of beauty in its
various phases is the one who creates
permanent satisfaction. 

The home is, primarily, a refuge, a
place of rest, a retreat from the excite-
ment au* distractions of life outside.

It should be something more than a
storehouse for the latest fad in furnish-
ing.

Not only the walls and draperies, but
every article of furniture should express
the refinement of good form and color.

First impressions of a home are usu-
ally created by the appearance of the
entrance or hall.

Modern halls are now more of a social
office or reception room than anything
else. Great care is taken with the fur-
nishings, and the color scheme is care-
fully selected with regard to the impres-
sion it may have upon the chance caller
as well as the family.

But notwithstanding the great im-
provement that has been made in
designing halls and vestibules, there still
remains in many city houses that long,
narrow, box -like passageway, having the
straight line of stairs ascending from
the front door on one side and the dimly
lighted parlors on the other.

Such halls are impressive features of
the home. Impressive because they con-
vey the idea of distance, a long, dreary
distance leading into darkness.

No matter how perfect the light at
the doorway, it cannot penetrate the
inevitable gloom at the extreme end of
the hall.

From the early colonial days to the
present every conceivable method of
lighting has been employed to overcome
these mysterious shadows, that lurk like
dusky foes in the dim distance, but most
of the efforts have been unavailing.

However, nothing is hopeless. A
modern decorator aided by electricity

conceived a new idea, and proceeded at
once to put it into execution. '

A large space was cut through the
side wall of the hall that opened into the
parlor; half of the opening was in the
front parlor and the other half in the
back parlor; both of these rooms were
quite dark.

The space was four feet high by six
long, the sides were cased in and it was
supplied with glass shelves for bric-a-
brac. . The sides were then closed with .
stained glass doors. The glass used in
the doors was in several shades of am-
ber, with touches of red and green.
When the glass cabinet was completed,
electric lights were placed inside which
could be turned on and off at will.

The effect of this arrangement was
most satisfactory, as it placed in both
parlors and the hall what appeared to
be a beautiful stained glass window with
the sunlight streaming through in golden
tones.

This slight alteration gave an entirely
new aspect to the whole interior of the
house; the hall no longer appeared dark
and dreary, the dismal parlors became
light and attractive.

There is no conflict between the day-
light and the artificial, for the stained
glass produces a perfect harmony in
illumination that is just as pleasing on
bright, cheerful days as when the sun is
obscured.

Stained glass, when carefully selected
in regard to color, may be used in con-
nection with electric lighting to great
advantage in many rooms that are hope-
lessly dark and dismal without it.

When selecting glass for this purpose
the color effects should be carefully
studied by placing lights behind the glass
before it is cut and leaded. Much of the
glass is exceedingly crude in color even
in daylight, and is absolutely intolerable
when dependent upon electric light
for illumination. The colors must cor-
respond and harmonize with the general
color scheme of furnishing, else a win-
dow such as described will be useless.



A Marvelous Electrical Christmas Tree
By MARGARET JOHNSON

Alfred Norton .had been in a brown
study for two days. A very wonderful
clock, the work of some mechanical
genius, had been on exhibition in the city
in which he lived. It played tunes, rung
chimes, moved figures and did all sorts
of interesting things. All this was very
fascinating to Alfred, and he made daily
visits to the clock while the exhibition
lasted. ' Then he had come home looking
thoughtful, and had had little to say.
He seemed to be trying to work out
something in his mind.

Tantalizing as these attacks were, Al-
fred's mother never questioned him while
they lasted. She knew that when the
time came he would tell her what the
problem was, and the failure or success
he had had in working it out.

This morning she had heard him
whistling in the bath room, which was
always a good sign, and, when in addi-
tion, he had come down to breakfast two
steps at a time, she had greeted him with
a look of eager inquiry.

"I've got it, mother !" he said gaily as
he entered the dining room. She and his
sister Edith were interested at once, and
his father looked over the top of his
newspaper to hear what the latest scheme
was.

"Something about electricity, I sup-
pose ?" said he. "Yes, and it is some-
thing great !"

Alfred stopped and looked at Edith.
"I can't tell you while Edith is here."
Edith looked almost ready to cry. She
was always so interested in his schemes.

"Never mind, Sis, you will know pretty
soon," said he, consolingly, as he finished
his breakfast and went out to feed the
chickens. Edith's school began earlier
than his, so she was gone when he came
back to the house, and he tried hard to
give his mother some idea of his plans
before it was time for him to start to
school.

"Mother," said he, as he opened the
door, "I am going to fix up an electric
Christmas tree for Edith. These things
that run by clockwork are clear out of
date. I know father will help me, and
all the little things for the tree we can
make on my new lathe." This turning
lathe was Alfred's idol. It was such a
fine one that tears had come into his
eyes when, after going to see it almost
every day of the exposition, and worship-
ing it from afar, so to speak, he was told
that it was to be his very own. Every
spare moment since had been spent in
his workshop, and he and his father had
made many little things for the house ;
but here was' something definite, some-
thing worth while they could do, and he
talked until his mother fairly had to drive
him off to school.

Once begun, it was the most absorbing
work either he or his father had ever
done. As week after week passed, each
one bringing some tempting idea to elab-
orate their original plan, it was almost
more than he could do to keep the
thoughts of the tree out of his mind
when he ought to be studying, and his
father even found thoughts of the tree

f
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THE WONDERFIIL ELECTRICAL CHRISTMAS TREE

obtruding themselves when he was busy
with the pages of his big ledger.

His mother, too, was pressed into serv-
ice, and so many were the demands made
upon her to dress dólls, make tiny cur-
tains and other articles of house furnish-
ing, that she finally had to beg to be
allowed time to do her own work.

Poor little Edith had a hard time.
There was so much mystery. This was
the first time she had been deprived of
the pleasure of helping, so for a while it
seemed there was danger of the work-
men enjoying the Christmas present
more than the little girl for whom it was
intended. As the time grew shorter the
mystery deepened. Some strange men
were busy downstairs. Then her meals
were served in the sitting room, and
every time she went anywhere something
was hustled out of sight. When Christ -
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mas eve came she declared that if Christ-
mas was more than one day off she
would burst ! She was glad when it was
time to go to bed, and was so sound
asleep when Alfred tiptoed in, that she
heard none of the final preparations.

Not a sound did she hear Christmas
morning till papa, mamma and Alfred,
fully dressed, called that Santa Claus had
been there and gone.

She never had dressed as quickly, yet
Alfred could hardly curb his impatience.
Then all went downstairs and the door
of the dining room was thrown open.
Edith screamed and clutched her father's
arm. The sight was so brilliant, so beau-
tiful that it frightened her. She scarcely
knew whether to laugh or to cry, but sen-
sibly concluded to laugh, then they all
went up to examine the tree.
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This was, in fact, eight large trees
placed across the end and along the sides
of the long, narrow room. From the
branches hung everything that could pos-
sibly be imagined in the way of tree orna-
ments-glass balls, chains, fishes, birds,
baskets, wheels, fans, stars, cornu-
copias -all the things that had ever been
seen on other Christmas trees, and be-
sides all these hundreds of gaily dressed

signal of danger. Back of the lake was
an electric waterfall, which rapidly
changed from color to color, showing all
the hues of the rainbow as it fell into the
lake. At its narrowest place this lake
was spanned by a bridge, across which a
horse and wagon passed slowly, being
warned by a sign that there was a fine
of $20 for riding or driving faster than
a walk.

THE ELECTRICALLY EQUIPPED VILLAGE BENEATH THE TREE

fairies, each one holding in her hand the
tiniest electric light. It looked like fairy-
land itself.

But that was not all. In the space
enclosed by the trees was a model village
and its suburbs. Across the front of the
enclosed space was a stream of water
which, passing through two canal locks
at the left, flowed into a small lake on
whose banks stood the boat house with
the sign "Boats to Hire." Canal boats
passed through the canal from lock to
lock, the gates opening to allow them to
pass through, then closing after them,
the water rising and falling exactly like
the water in a real canal. Back and
forth on the lake passed brilliantly
lighted electric launches stopping at the
boat house, then starting off again.
There was no danger at night, for the
most modern of lighthouses stood on the
bank, its revolving tower flashing out the

Back of the stream and the lake was
the village. This was regularly laid off
in streets with the coziest looking little
houses on each side. Some had the sign
"To Let" on them, while those which
were supposed to be occupied were bril-
liantly lighted by electricity. So were
the streets, and through them ran electric
cars, each one with a row of lights along
the top.

In the center of the village stood the
power house with the tiniest electric mo-
tor imaginable. One set of wires set
everything in motion, another set of
wires turned on the hundreds of lights
everywhere.

Alfred insisted upon Edith's taking a
little doll in each hand and walking them
over the village to see the sights. From
the merry-go-round a short walk took
them to the look -out tower. It was just
like the ones they have at all the exposi-
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tions. A man stood at the gate to admit
visitors. Edith seated the little dolls in
the elevator and they were carried up,
up to dizzy heights, whence they could
see all the surrounding country. Down
again they came, the man opened the
door, and Edith lifted the dolls out.

Then Edith took the dolls to see the
churches. All denominations were rep-
resented. There was even a tiny alabas-
ter temple from India through whose
transparent walls the light glowed in the
friendliest way. If, however, the dolls
were not in a devotional mood, they
could cross to the other side of the vil-
lage and see a balloon ascension. This
was always a great success. The man in
the car smiled continually, and never met
with any accidents, sc there was nothing
to make one nervous. From there Edith
continued the dolls' walk, taking them
to visit the flour mill, whose wheel almost
deafened them with the noise it made in
its revolutions.

Edith was afraid the. dolls were not
particularly interested in machinery, so
she took them over to the palace of .St.
Nicholas, which stood in another part of
the village. They were fortunate enough
to reach this just as the old gentleman
was climbing out of his chimney with a
pack of toys large enough to tire anyone
less strong and energetic than this benev-
olent old person. Off he went and they
waited to see him come back and go
down his chimney for a fresh supply.

Now Edith declared the dolls must be
tired. She said they should have a ride
on the railway which ran around the
outer edge of the enclosure. They could
take this train with the assurance that
nothing could possibly happen to them,
even in passing through the tunnels, for
the latest block system was in use on that
road, and they could see the signals

change from red to green as they passed
rapidly along. This train took them all
around the village, depositing them at the
head of the canal, where they could begin
their sightseeing afresh.

"No wonder you and papa have been
busy," said Edith, with a little catch in
her voice. "Just think ! All this for one
little girl. How could you know how to
do it, and how did you have patience
enough for all this?"

Alfred hardly knew. His completed
work had surprised him and his father.
It exceeded all their expectations.

Their delight equaled Edith's, so when
their mother, who thought it a shame
that one small girl should enjoy all this,
suggested inviting all the children they
could find to come and see it ; all agreed
it would be a fine scheme. Each day that
week the house was crowded with chil-
dren who had come to see the wonderful
tree of which they had heard such glow-
ing accounts. Sometimes it was their lit-
tle friends, sometimes the children from
orphan asylums or children's homes, and
Alfred had never been so proud as he
was when, standing by the tree, he ex-
plained all its wonders to the little ones
to whom the sight was one never to be
forgotten.

Even the grown people standing there
and seeing the boats moving from place
to place, the elevator passing up and
down in the tower, the street cars, the
trains, the balloon, the merry-go-round-
all the other things-each going its ap-
pointed way-the tiny lights flashing
from each, from the houses, from the
street corners, hanging by hundreds from
the tree, involuntarily drew a long
breath and felt that the wand of some
benef_cent fairy had been at work, in-
stead of a modern boy, who had chained
the mighty giant, Electricity, compelling
him to do his bidding.
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How One Boy Made a Telegraph
Transmitter

A candidate for a position in the civil
service list came across this question in
his examination : "A stream is to be
bridged as quickly as possible. The

ODD TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER

bridge must be of sufficient strength to
support heavy artillery. How would you
build it?"

Instead of drawing plans, giving
stress, wind pressure, etc., his answer
was : "With the best materials nearest
at hand." His answer received the full
percentage.

The maker of the instrument shown in
the illustration, a boy of fifteen must
have had that idea in his mind when he
constructed it.

Seeing the original instrument in a tel-
egraph office and not having enough
money to purchase one like it, he set
about making one from "the best mate-
rials nearest at hand."

The original is one of a type now on
the market designed to make the dots of

 the telegraph code with one movement of
the wrist and the dashes with another.
This is a great help to the operator, as
it prevents paralysis of the wrist, or as
it is known among operators, "glass
arm."

Note the unsoldered contacts, the
marks of the jack-knife and saw, and the
knot in the elastic band to increase the
tension. It is complete in detail and
operators who have tried it out say that
the strangest thing about it is that "it

orks" and works well.

Experiment Illustrating Electrolysis

You have probably heard the word
"electrolysis," but do not know just
what it means.

Place a thin sheet of lead cut as shown
in the illustration in a jar of water and
to it connect the positive pole of a dry
cell. Suspend another piece of lead in
the water and connect to it the negative
lead from the cell. In a short time the
water around the sheet of lead will as-
sume a gray color, due to small portions
of the lead being decomposed and car-
ried from the sheet with the passage of
current.

This action is called electrolysis and is
one of the things street railways have to
guard against. Street car systems with
a single overhead trolley wire use the
track rails as conductors for "the return
of the current to the power stations after
it has passed down the trolley through
the car motors and then to the track.

ILLUSTRATING ELECTROLYSIS

Where two rails come end to end a heavy
copper wire called a "bond wire" is con-
nected from one to the other for the re-
turn current to get from one rail to the
next.

But sometimes the bond wires become
loose and current leaks into the ground
and travels along a gás or water pipe for
a ways. When it jumps off the pipe to
the soil or to some other conductor it
carries small bits of the decomposed pipe
with it, and this action is called electroly-
sis. By running a wire from the pipe to
the rail or to a return wire the current
leaves the pipe on this and does not
decompose the pipe.
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Experimental Geissler Tube

Select a U-shaped tube about 33 or 34
inches high. Fill it with mercury, close
the ends with the fingers and insert it
into two cups of mercury. When the
fingers are removed the mercury will

VACUUM

WiRE, WIRE

.,,,...,,,.

/ lad IM

MERCURY

GEISSLER TUBE

fall a few inches, leaving a vacuum above
it, known as a Torricellian vacuum.

If wires from a spark coil are brought
in contact with the mercury in the two
cups, as shown, a luminous phenomenon
is produced in the upper section of the
tube. SPENCER M. GOWDY.

Telegraph Sounder from an Old Bell

If an old bell with the magnets held to
the yoke with screws can be secured, a
simple sounder can easily be made in the
following manner :

Remove the magnets from the bell and
screw them to a base in the position
shown in the drawing.

Next remove the soft iron armature
and take the spring off it. Solder to it a
brass strip (A) and fasten to the support
(B), which is a piece of wood held in
place by screws. The bridge (C) is made
of brass. It may be tapped to take a
small adjusting screw at (D), or if too
thin brass for tapping, a small nut may
be soldered on to take the screw. Drill
holes at (E E) and fasten the bridge
down with small screws in the position
shown. Connect one magnet wire to one
binding post and the other to the other
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binding post. By moving the adjustment
screw the stroke of the armature may be
altered and the best length of stroke se-
cured. S. V. COOKE.

Testing a Model Aeroplane

Boys who are building and experi-
menting with model aeroplanes will find
the electric fan a handy thing to try out
and test in various ways the flying quali-
ties of their air ships. By running the
fan at different speeds the balancing and
lifting power of an anchored model may
be studied with a good deal of pleasure
and profit.

TESTING A MODEL AEROPLANE



THE YOUNG EDISONS' CLUB
Under this heading will be published letters from readers of the Junior Department. These letters shoulddescribe briefly and accurately your experiences in the making and operation of elec-

trical devices and in the performing of electrical experiments. See how goodan "engineering report" you can make of your Investigations.

The Young Edisons' Club:
The motor here described I con-

structed at very little cost. The field (Y)
is a wagon bolt wound with six layers of
No. 22 magnet wire. The bolt is held to
the base (C) by means of a heavy tin

SIMPLE MOTOR

strap (T) about ¡q inch wide and placed
over the bolt in the position shown. A
small dent (R) made in the tin with a
nail will serve as a bearing for the shaft,
which can be made from a length of
wire. The armature (E) is a piece of
heavy soft iron bent as indicated and
wound with four or five layers of No.
28 cotton -covered wire. The ends of
the armature winding are connected one
to each segment of the commutator. At
the point (M) where the shaft goes
through the armature I flattened the
armature to make it easier to drill the
shaft hole. The brushes are made from
a sensitive watch spring or flattened cop-
per wire and are supported by (A) and
(D) so as to have a slight pressure upon
the commutator. To hold the shaft in
place a piece of copper plate or tin (G)
is nailed over the top of the frame, the
shaft passing through a hole in the plate

The commutator is a small wooded
roller which fits snugly on the shaft. A
piece of tin or lead is glued on the roller.

After it is dry the foil should be cut in
halves and a strip cut out to separate the
parts. Fasten the foil on the armature
by means of sealing wax or cotton
thread. Connection should be made as
illustrated. GEO. KOELKE.
ioo8 Twentieth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Young Edisons' Club:
As we have made several electrical

articles and have found them interesting
we describe them for other Young Edi-
sons. We constructed a wireless receiv-
ing set as follows, using an extra strong
battery, a good telephone receiver and a
needle. Connect the receiver as shown
in Fig. I. If a gas pipe is used for a
ground connect the wire to the street
side of the The positive (carbon)
pole is lead to the aerial. File a groove
in the carbon pole and lacy a needle in

FIG. 1-SIMPLE WIRELESS RECEIVING SET

this groove. Connect the needle to the
zinc pole by a wire and the set is com-
plete. The principle is, as the receiver
offers a high resistance, part of the cur-
rent will try to take the path through the
needle. When a wireless wave strikes
the needle through the aerial, the resist-
ance is lowered and less current travels
through the receiver.

When the wave ceases the resistance
is increased and more current goes
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through the receiver, thus causing the
clickings in the receiver that can be in-
terpreted through the Morse or Conti-
nental code. This set will receive up to

FIG. 2. SUBSTITUTE FOR SHOCKING COIL

3,000 feet under good conditions, with a
strong battery.

An electric shocking se*-a substitute
for a coil-we made by taking an elec-

tric bell and
connecting up
to it as shown
in Fig. 2. On
o n e occasion
w e connected
the wires of the
handles to table
knives and

and surprised everybody.
A rheostat was constructed as in Fig.

3 from the lead from a pencil. By placing
+contacts on a base and providing a
seven -point switch we were able to re-
duce 4o volts down to five.

HERBERT HEINLEIN,
3711 Bank St., Pittsburg, Pa.

MARTIN LUESSENHOP,
250 38th St., Pittsburg, Pa.

FIG. 3. RHEOSTAT

forks

The Young Edisons' Club:
While experimenting with chemicals I

put some hypo, which is used for photog-
raphy, and some sal -ammoniac in a test
tube, which I filled to near the top with
water, and dissolved the crystals. Then
I put some copper wires from a battery
into the solution, which was perfectly

clear. Soon the solution turned a dark
brown, and had a sulphurous smell. The
positive wire wore off and the negatives
got a coating of black substance. I tried
this in several solutions with the same
result.

I would be glad to find out from some
young Edison the cause of this change.

M. MERCER,
Walnut Mountain House.

Liberty, N. Y.

The Young Edisons' Club:
From a metal lamp of the round wick

variety a very nice study lamp can be
made as follows: Remove the wick and
burner. Connect a globe and socket to
one end of a length of lamp cord and run
the other end down through the lamp.
Fasten two binding posts, properly in -

STUDENTS' LAMP

sulated, to the outside edge of the base
Fasten the cord to these on the inside of
of the lamp about r/ inches apart.
base, drawing tight so as to make the
socket rigid. Connect a plug and length
of wire to the outside of the binding
posts and the lamp is complete.

WILLIAM M. SHERRILL.
Johnson City, Tenn.
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Illinois' Signal Corps Wireless Car

The Illinois Signal Corps of the Illi-
nois National Guard takes great pride in
its wireless equipped automobile which
took a prominent part in the military
tournament, at Grant Park, Chicago, last
summer. The car is a Studebaker -forty
with special body seating eight men. The
set used is a regular United States pack

The aerial is of the "umbrella" type. A
counterpoise of rubber -covered "cable
core" is used in place of a ground as
being more efficient in overcoming static
and being more quickly handled. Two
6-6o storage batteries are used for power
with a hand generator for emergencies.
It has been found impractical to use the
motor of the car for generating purposes
on account of delay in starting, as it is

ILLINOIS SIGNAL CORPS WIRELESS CAR

set with a radius of 3o to 5o miles over
land and 90 miles over water.

Sergeant H. A. McCauley, Acting
Master Signal Electrician of the Illinois
Signal Corps, describes the equipment as
follows :

"The mast used is carried in sections
and is raised a section at a time by hand;
height from 6o to So feet according to
number of sections used. While our mast
is more bulky to carry than that de-
scribed in your magazine (Oct. issue),
it is easily taken care of in racks provided
for it and is out of sight when not in use.

impossible to receive while engine is run-
ning. Instruments are used without re-
moving from the car, as it has been found
that the insulation provided by rubber
tires adds materially to the efficiency.

"Our method of handling affords con-
siderable saving of time in opening sta-
tion. The station is ready for business
within 3o to 35 seconds after the com-
mand 'Open station' has been given. Our
record is i8 seconds.

"The troop, which is at present located
at the Second Regiment Armory on Cur-
tis and Washington streets, Chicago, is
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now working upon a high power, perma-
nent station to work with that of the
Ohio Signal Corps, A troop, which has
already been installed."

Aerial Insulation on the Eiffel
Tower

This unusual picture was taken from
the top of the Eiffel Tower in Paris with

As will be seen, there are in all six por-
celain insulators interposed in each wire.

A Local Newspaper's Wireless
Scheme

We received a very interesting letter
recently from Mr. H. J. E. Knotts, editor
and publisher of the State Center -Rec-
ord, of Illiopolis, Ill. It contains among

VIEW FROM THE TOP OF THE EIFFEL TOWER

the camera pointed downward at the city

a thousand feet below. There is a wire-
less station operated in connection with
the tower and in the foreground of the
picture are shown some of the antenna
wires and the method of insulating them.

ARRANGEMENT FOR RAISING AND LOWERING
ANTENNA WIRES

other things a very good suggestion in
regard to the use of amateur wireless
outfits in furnishing news to local news-
papers. It is a plan which a great many
local newspapers might follow profitably,
and which would give many amateur
operators good practice in reporting.
His letter follows :

"Shortly after subscribing to POPULAR
ELECTRLCLTY, I became somewhat en-
thused over wireless telegraphy through
your columns and, not knowing the
requisites of joining the `Wireless Club,'
I asked for membership.

"In your reply, you stated that it was
necessary that I should have a wireless
outfit before being eligible to member-
ship. Since that time I have been
actually devouring every issue that came
and, in addition, have purchased and
studied A. P. Morgan's wonderful work
on the subject.
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"During the month of August, I of-
fered a special wireless sending and re-
ceiving outfit to the boy or girl bringing
in the most subscription money. With
this offer went the assurance that this
office would be equipped with an outfit.

"Neil Garvey, son of a wealthy farmer
living close to town, got the outfit and
immediately his chums Isked me to put
on another offer for September, which
I have done. These outfits send I! mile
and have an electrolytic detector, con-
denser and a 75 -ohm receiver.

"Already young Garvey's father has
had me order a one -inch spark coil for
the outfit and the boy who is lea -ling in
this month's contest assures me he will
get better equipment if he gets the out-
fit. So much for the success of `Wireless'
as a subscription getter.

"For the equipment of this office I
have a % K. W. transformer coil, two
pint leyden jars, helix, zinc spark gap,
high tension key ; electrolytic detector,
two -slide tuning coil, fixed and variable
condensers, r,000 ohm double -pole sin-
gle receiver, with headband.

"Leads to aerial and ground are No. 8
rubber covered wire, hung on high-
tension insulators. The lead to the aerial
is protected at the exit by a porcelain
rosette threaded with three ampere fuse.
On the outside of the window casing a
15 ampere double throw switch connects
either with the interior, or with a No. 6
copper wire grounded by an eight
foot zinc grounding. rod. One hundred
and fifteen volt, 25 cycle alternating cur-
rent will be used for the transformer.

"My aerial is composed of four strands
of No. 12 aluminum wire stretched from
a 4o foot pole, across lots to the rear
of the building of which we occupy the
second floor. The pole is grounded with
a No. 6 galvanized wire connected to an
eight foot zinc grounding rod.

"Mr. O. C. Little, first trick dispatcher
for this division of the Wabash, has as-
sured me that on the opening of the
equipment, he will come and send and
receive the first messages. We expect

to have a great time at the opening, with
lots of publicity.

"The boys who get the wireless sets
on the contest will agree to use them for
sending in the rural news to my publica-
tion and in turn their names will head the
columns of their news."

Uniform Sparking Distance

From time to time we hear of a new
form of spark gap pointing out some ad-
vantage over its previous one. The sta-
tionary, series, synchronous rotating,
non -synchronous rotating, and too, even
every combination of these have been de-
vised, but it is surprising that the fea-
tures pointed out in this article have
never before been made public, as I have
followed these for the past two years
with record results.

We know the source of power lies in
the spark gap, and that the ideal spark

ROTATING SPARK GAP

gap would be one which would insulate
perfectly while the condenser was charg-
ing and conduct perfectly while it was
discharging.

It is our aim to work for the highest
efficiency; then we must consider the fol-
lowing: Perfect insulation; frequency
produced; high frequency travels mostly
on 'the surface of the conductor; suf-
ficient surface; heating of electrodes.

Some are under the impression that as
long as the spark gap is mounted on a
well insulated base that more perfect in-
sulation cannot be obtained. The fact is,
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any object happening to be near may
cause a loss unnoticed to the eye. Such

objects should not come within at least
six inches of the spark gap, and it is well
to rest the base on four insulated legs or
suspend from the ceiling, insulating the
cord well.

The frequency at the spark gap de-

pends on the frequency of the alternating
current supply, but not entirely. It is
noticeable that the electrodes of almost
every spark gap are U shaped, and even
if they are perfectly flat when first used
they soon wear to this shape, the time
depending on the metal employed. The

cause is that high frequency current trav-
els mostly on the surface of the conduc-
tor. Then if holes (H) are cut, as. in

(E) and (F) in the drawing, the cur-
rent reaches the center of the electrodes
as well as the outside edge, and to check
the spark from creeping up the outside
the electrodes extend over the support-
ing legs and have their edges beveled.
They may need attention after long usage
to be kept in this condition.

When the discharge is passing, while
using the U shaped electrodes, one fre-
quency is produced at their opposite cen-
ters and a lower frequency at their oppo-
site outside edges, consequently we are
producing several different frequencies,
thereby producing rough signals at the
receiving station, which are probably not
noticeable, but with a uniform sparking
distance, which is the feature of this gap,
where the frequency must be equal and
constant there will be a surprising result
as the incoming signals will be clear,
smooth and have a higher pitch with a
pure musical note.

The electrodes (F) can be made
square, which will give more surface
than if cut round. For one and two K.
W., / inch square and 1-16 inch thick-
ness will be sufficient. (E) should be
14. inch in width, / inch thick for heat-
ing surface, and long enough to just
overlap two electrodes. Great care

should be exercised in forming the arc
so as to obtain equal distance from the

revolving electrodes to insure a uniform
sparking distance. (E) and (F) are
preferably made of zinc or aluminum.
Brass will answer the purpose for (K),
but should be square, so as to stir up
as much air as possible in order to keep
the gap cool.  Four and one-half inches
or five inches in diameter over all make
good dimensions for this gap.

These features work equally good in

any form of stationary spark gap. Zinc

electrodes should be avoided if the gap
be muffled unless a blower is attached.

We have said the spark frequency de-
pends on the alternating current supply

also. If this supply is not constant, not
much difference will be noticed when us-
ing a rotating gap, but with a stationary
gap the supply must be kept nearly con-
stant in order to produce clear, smooth
signals, but by employing the uniform
sparking distance method the signals

will be more distinct than when using
the U shaped electrodes.

The better the above can be fulfilled
the more efficiently will the spark gap
perform its duty.

A. L. PATSTONE.

How to Build a Variable Condenser

The following is a description of a
condenser which combines the large ca-
pacity of a fixed condenser with the
gradual variation of capacity as obtained
in the variable condenser. This con-
denser is of the "built-up" type and em-
ploys paper as a dielectric.

It is composed of eight separate units,
the second having a larger capacity than
the first, the third a larger capacity than
the second, etc. Seventy-two sheets of
tinfoil 11/2 inches wide and four inches
long are used in all. The paper is a good
grade of very thin linen and is carefully
prepared by dipping in a hot bath of
clean paraffin until all bubbles cease to

rise. It is hung up to dry and then cut
into strips 134 inches wide and four
inches long. The paper and tinfoil strips
in each unit are piled up alternately, al.
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lowing about 5-16 inch on each tinfoil
strip to project beyond the paper, as
shown in Fig. 3.

The first unit is composed of two
strips of tinfoil and three strips of paper,
8o strips of paper being employed in the
eight units. The second unit is com-
posed of four strips of tinfoil and five
strips of paper, and so on until the
eighth unit, which is composed of sixteen

Examination to Secure Wireless
Telegraph Operators

Many inquiries have been received
from readers interested in wireless tele-
graph regarding qualifications, salary,
examinations, etc., of wireless telegraph
operators.

An announcement of the United
States Civil Service Commission for an
examination held October 4, 1911, to fill

a vacancy in the position
of electrician and wire-
less telegraph operator
(male) in the lighthouse
service. Territory of
Hawaii, at $9oo per year,
and vacancies requiring
similar qualifications, an-
swers some of these
queries. Further the an-
nouncement states :

As considerable diffi-
culty has been experienced
in securing eligibles for
the position mentioned,
qualified persons a r e

urged to enter this examination.
The examination will consist of the

subjects mentioned below, weighed as
indicated :

Subjects.
1. Spelling (20 words of more than

age difficulty)
2. Arithmetic (fundamental rules, frac-

tions, percentage, interest, discount,
analysis, and statement of simple
accounts)

3. Penmanship (the handwriting of the
competitor in the subject of reportwriting will be considered with
special reference to the elements of
legibility, rapidity, neatness, general
appearance, etc.)

4. Report writing (test in writing in let-
ter form a report of from 150 to 200
words in length, summarizing and
arranging in logical order a series
of facts included in a given state-
ment of 400 or 500 words)

5. Copying and correcting manuscript
(test in making a smooth corrected
copy of a draft of manuscript which
includes erasures, misspelled words,
errors in syntax, etc.)

6. Practical questions
7. Practical experience as wireless tele-

graph operator
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strips of tinfoil and seventeen strips of
paper. A heated flatiron is now pressed
on the tops of each of the units until the
paraffin starts to melt. Upon cooling,
the units will be found compact and hard.

If a receiving cabinet is used the units
may be placed in the bottom of the cabi-
net and a switch arm of 1-16 inch hard
sheet brass, as shown in Fig. 1, or a hard
rubber handle may be used, as shown in
Fig. 2. The contacts as shown in Figs. 1
and 2 are turned out of 5-16 inch brass
rod and are threaded with an 8-32 die
at the lower end. They are % inch long
over all and 3-16 inch high above the top
of the case. If the condenser is not
mounted in a receiving cabinet, a small
box like the one shown in Fig. 2 can be
used. The units are all connected to-
gether at one end and then connected to
the switch arm, while at the other end
each unit is connected to a contact. Con-
nections are thus made so that the capac-
ity is gradually varied upon turning the
switch arm or handle. JESSE JAY.

Weights
aver-

s

5

5

5

10
20

50

Total 100
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Competitors who fail to attain an
average rating of at least 70 in the sixth
and seventh subjects, combined with the
relative weights given above, will not be
eligible for appointment, and the remain-
ing subjects of their examination will

not be considered. Applicants should
state specifically in answer to question
16 of Form 1800 what experience they
have had as wireless telegraph operators.
Applicants must have reached their
twenty-first but not their fortieth birth-
day on the date of the examination. This
examination is open to all citizens of the
United States who comply with the re-
quirements.

Easily Adjusted Silicon or Galena
Detector

The following is a. description of a de-
tector employing either galena or silicon
as crystals and possessing a quick and
sensitive adjustment of
simple design. All the
holes in brass are drilled
with a No. 23 drill and
tapped with an 8-32 tap.
All parts can be made by
hand with the exception
of the two cups (C C),
which can be turned out
on a lathe.

The base (B) , Fig. t,
may be /8 inch fibre or
'polished hard rubber, 5/
inches long and 27/8 inches
wide. The two posts (A A) are pieces
of ? z -inch brass rod, each I/ inches
long. A hole is drilled and tapped in
the bottom for the base screws and an-
other / inch deep in the center of the
top of each of these posts for the thumb-
screws (thumbscrews of binding posts
can be used). Two more holes are now
drilled through and tapped / inch down
from the top of the posts (A A) to re-
ceive the adjusting rods (D D).

The two cup3 (C C) are / inch out-
side diameter and / inch long, with a

inch hole drilled to a depth of 5-16

inch. A hole is now drilled and tapped
¡A inch deep in the center of the back of
each cup to receive the rods (D D), and
another hole is drilled and tapped
through the wall of each cup equidistant
from each end. The screws (E E) are
round -headed brass machine screws
inch long. The spring (K) is cut .from
either thin bronze or a steel clock spring,
two inches long and Y. inch wide, a hole
being punched 3-16 inch from one end to
receive the machine screw (L), and an-
other 3-16 inch from the -other end to
receive the brass headed tack (J). (F)
is s piece of 1-16 inch brass / inch wide
and 2/ inches long and is bent as shown
in the cut. A hole is now drilled and
tapped to take the adjusting screw (G),
which varies the tension of the spring
(K). (H H) are lead pellets, which are
cast in a plaster of Paris mould. The
mould is made by cutting a wooden plug
to fit the cups (C C) and then pressing

FIG. 1 -GALENA DETECTOR

it down /8 inch in wet plaster of Paris,
which is held in a mall cardboard box
one inch in depth. After the plaster of
Paris has become sufficiently hard the
plug is removed and a hole measuring
by % inch is formed. The pellets are
made by pouring this hole full of molten
lead and extracting same when hard. The
brass strip (F) is now soldered to a pel-
let, thus holding the spring in position.

A small piece of silicon or galena with
a flat -surface is now pressed into another
pellet before it has cooled. After solder-
ing a silicon crystal it is a good plan to
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FIG. 2 -DETAILS OF GALENA DETECTOR

grind its surface flat on an emery wheel,
as this affords quicker adjustment. It is
also well to mount a number of crystals
so as to change from one to another
until the most sensitive one is found.
(I I) are brass washers one inch in
diameter and having a hole in the cen-
ter sufficiently large to allow an 8-32 ma-
chine screw to slide through. The ad-
justing rods (D D) are 2Y2 inches long
and are threaded their full length with
an 8-32 die. (N N) are hard rubber
handles which can be obtained at any
electrical supply house. Two binding
posts are put in place and the detector
assembled.

JESSE JAY.

Wireless Interference Preventer

The average experimenter seems to
find the adjustment of tension on receiv-
ing detectors for wireless telegraph com-
munication the chief trouble. It is neces-
sary before describing the construction
of the above apparatus to note that the
sensitiveness of the receiving apparatus
does not depend alone upon the kind of
detector used, but also largely upon the
telephone receivers used in conjunction
with the receiving detector.

The sensitiveness varies with the re-
sistance and winding of wireless tele-
phone receivers, also with the thickness
and composition of the diaphragm..

The feature of the interference pre -
venter is a simple variation of the dis-
tance of space between the diaphragm
and the magnets. Any telephone receiver
can be converted into an interference
preventer. There are various ways of
obtaining the regulation of the space dis-
tance between the diaphragm and mag-

ADJUSTABLE RECEIVER

nets. Either of the following methods
may be employed : By regulating the mag-
nets with a thumb screw, to make them
move toward or from the diaphragm
within the receiver case, or by adjusting
the receiver cap to which the diaphragm
is pasted, so that by regulating the cap
the distance is regulated as shown in the
cut. (A) (B) (C) and (E) repre-
sent two rubber rings one on each side of
the diaphragm. By carefully screwing
and unscrewing the cap the diaphragm
may be moved toward or 'from the mag-
net poles a very small amount but suf-
ficient to do the work.

During recent experiments with the in-
terference preventer the best results have
been obtained by having the diaphragm
away some distance from the mag-
nets. By so doing the loud incoming
signals have been cut down to a lesser
efficiency and weak signals cut out alto-
gether. If two or three in -coming sig-
nals only were heard it often enabled the
operator to cut out so as to copy each
signal separately. ISIDOR WOLFF.
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Enameled Wire
By PHILIP EDELMAN

When enameled wire was first intro-
duced, some three or four years ago,
great qualities were claimed for it. Here
at last was a perfect insulation for wires!
It possessed a high degree of insulation
and great heat and chemical resisting
qualities. It could safely stand a tem-
perature which would char cotton or silk

insulation. Like rubber, it resisted the
action of acid fumes. In addition to all
these, it actually occupied less space than
single silk insulation.

At first thought it would seem that
this was indeed a perfect insulation.
Then why did it trot come into general
use to the exclusion of all other insula-
tions? It was tried for innumerable pur-
poses and gradually came into extensive
use. But its limits were soon found and
its weaknesses became apparent. No
doubt many have wondered why it was
abandoned for use in fine telephone re-
ceivers. Others may wish to know why
it was found impractical for large sizes
of wires. It is only fair to say that in
spite of its impracticability for some pur-
poses, great quantities are now used
and that for many other purposes it is

unequalled. The reasons will appear or
be suggested in the following:

The first enameled wire was all black
and came to be known as "black enam-
eled wire." The enamel itself has no re-
lation to the enamel sold in paint stores,
as many suppose. It consists essentially
of cellulose acetate. This cellulose ace-
tate is a solid transparent jelly. It is
prepared by mixing together in a knead-

ing machine cellulose and magnesium
acetate in the proportion of 25.39 ounces
of cellulose to 21.87 ounces of magne-
sium acetate, with 27.57 ounces of acetyl
chloride and 15.87 ounces of anhydrous
acetic acid and heating the mixture.
When the interaction starts 4.65 quarts
of nitrobenzol are added slowly in small
portions. The mixing and heating is
then continued for three hours. A thin
fluid containing traces of uncharged cel-
lulose and acetates is then obtained.

This warm solution is poured into al-
cohol (23.76 quarts) and the precipitated
acetate separated by filtering the fluid.
This mass is then washed with warm
alcohol, subjected to heavy pressure,
mixed with water and boiled until all the
solvent has been removed. It is again
filtered, washed, compressed and finally
dried. Upon dissolving in nitrobenzol
and then being cooled it finally results in
a perfectly clear jelly.. This is known as
the "Henckel-Donnersmark" process.

The cellulose acetate combination thus
formed is a better insulator than rubber
or guttapercha. It is non -inflammable
and softens only at about 30o degrees F.
Unfortunately, as is readily explained by
the foregoing, this cellulose acetate is
quite expensive. This fact alone pro-
hibits its use for many purposes, as, for
instance, for distribution wires.

The. actual covering of the wire and
application to the various sizes is another
interesting step. Contrary to common
belief, the covering does not consist of
a single coat of the material, but of sev-
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eral coats (usually six). This is a very
critical part of the operation. In the
early days great difficulty was expe-
rienced by the cracking of the enamel on
the final product. Sometimes one batch
was good and then again the next batch
would be useless. Without doubt this
unreliability caused many manufacturers
to become prejudiced against its use. The
material was always colored black. Now
the very success of enameled wire de-
pends on the obtaining of an elastic coat-
ing on the wire. If the coating is brittle
the enamel will crack or peel off. It
was found that this elasticity or brittle-
ness of the enamel coating depended
upon the temperature at which it was
worked and cooled.

In practice the bare wire is passed
through the hot enamel and then cooled.
It then passes on through the enamel
again and is again cooled, forming the
second coat. This is continued for six
coats.

If the enamel is too suddenly or too
slowly cooled each time before applying
the next coat of enamel, the covering be-
comes brittle and cracks easily. The
whole difficulty then was to work it at
the proper temperature. With black
enamel there is no apparent difference,
as far as appearance is concerned,
whether the coating is elastic or brittle.
However, by coloring the cellulose ace-
tate red instead of black the difference is
visible and it has become possible to
obtain uniform results. This has re-
sulted in "red enameled wire" being
placed on the márket. While there is but
little difference between red or black en-
ameled wire except as to color, the red
is preferable for the foregoing reason.
Black enameled wire is more desirable
for some apparatus because of its more
pleasing appearance, but the red is more
liable to be uniform.

Enameled wire, on account of its many
good qualities, has come into a great and
varied use. It is particularly suitable for
all kinds of magnets, bells, sounders, re-
lays, coils, instruments and wireless ap-

paratus, as well as many less common
uses. Unfortunately its cost is quite
high, though it is cheaper than single silk
covered wire. The enamel takes up very
little room, which allows for a maximum
number of turns in a given space. It is
a very good non -inflammable moisture
and acid proof insulator, and when prop-
erly applied to the wire it does not peel
off. It is very neat in appearance and is
unequalled for exposed coils of all kinds.
On account of its high electrostatic qual-
ities it is unsuited for cables, wireless tel-
ephone receivers, fine non -inductive in-
struments and the like. For induction
coils and transformer secondaries, as
well as for small motors, enameled wire
has no equal.

Machine for Winding Ring Armatures

In winding small ring armatures with
wire not to exceed No. i8 in size, con-
siderable speed may be obtained by using
the machine shown in the drawings.

The frame, cut from two pieces of
inch oak about 12 by i6 inches, is glued
and screwed together to prevent warping.

The winding ring, about eight inches
outside diameter and five inches inside, is
made preferably of two thicknesses of
3,Z inch hard fibre, but may also be made
of oak with the grain crossed. This is
made in two halves, and held in place
by bolts with thumbscrews. A square
groove, / inch deep by / inch wide, is
cut around the circumference to take the
idlers and the driving wheel as shown.

A wooden spool (S) designed to hold
the right amount of wire for each coil-
or for two coils, if desired-is situated at
some convenient point on the, ring. A
coiled spring under a thumbscrew and
pressing against the spool can be adjusted
to give the wire the required tension. It
will be found convenient to have a num-
ber of these spools on hand, ready
wound.

The idlers, which may be 2/ inches in
diameter, of hard fibre, are arranged in
adjustable bearings and locked to the
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MACHINE FOR WINDING RING ARMATURES

frame with thumbscrews. These serve
as a runway for the ring and are only
lifted out of position to allow its removal
when beginning or finishing the winding.

A clamp for holding the work is made
of an oak block (A), six inches long,
shaped to fit the armature. The width of
this block must be such as will take the
armature with its finished coils when
that point of the winding is reached
where the already wound coils come
within the clamp. Two hard fibre pieces
(B) of / inch material are used as side
pieces for this block. One of these, in
which three square head bolts are coun-
tersunk, is made fast to the block. These
bolts, provided on their other ends with
thumbscrews to facilitate shifting the ar-
mature at the winding of each new coil,
pass through the other side piece and
thus clamp the armature in position.

i:)0

The clamp is made secure to a shaft
fitted with suitable bearings and pro-
vided on one end with a gear wheel oper-
ated by the screw (C) . Motion imparted
to the hand wheel (D) tips the armature
back and forth while the winding wheel
is turning through the armature. The
bobbin feed used on the Singer sewing
machine makes a splendid gear for this
purpose.

The operation of the machine is as fol-
lows: Motion from a small electric mo-
tor imparted to the driving wheel re-
volves the winding ring with its spool of
wire through the armature. The arma-
ture is swung back and forth by the hand
feed as the wire is wound on.

To insure accuracy and speed all re-
volving parts must be turned true in a
lathe and snugly fitted to prevent lost
motion. C. K. THEOBALD.
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Making a Simple Arc Lamp

Many amateurs wish an arc lanip for
various purposes, but not wish to make
the difficult and costly solenoid type. I
have built and operated a hand feed lamp

A SIMPLE ARC LAMP

which will run for a considerable time
without adjusting, and is easy on the
meter.

The base is of wood, or preferably of
asbestos board, 4 by 7/ inches, with a
thickness of not less than I/ inches. A
wooden upright (B), 1% by 9/ by M.
inches, is made as shown in the cut. Two
arms are next cut from asbestos board.
One is 6/ by I inch, the other 8 by I
inch. The shorter is screwed or bolted
to the top of the upright, while the lon-
ger is pivoted about two inches from the
base on the same upright. The arms
should have the same length on one side,
while on the other side (D) extends a/
inches from the upright.

The adjusting screw and nut are taken
from a woodworker's clamp. In order
to obtain a seat for the end of the screw,
bolt several thicknesses of asbestos board
on at (K). The strips (F) are cut from
copper and are M. inch wide by three

inches long, plus three times the diameter
of the carbon. When the bolts (L) are
tightened the carbons are held securely
in place. Connections are made with
asbestos covered wire held in place by
small metal clips (M) . To operate the
lamp have arms (A) and (D) parallel
with the carbons just touching. Sepa-
rate the carbons, turn on the current,
then touch the carbons and quickly sepa-
rate them. It requires some experiment-
ing to find the right distance to separate
them, but good results can be obtained
with a little experimenting.

HAROLD L. KESSLER.

How an Automobile Electric Horn
Operates

You have no doubt often wondered
how the automobile horn, controlled by
a push button, really operated.

The inside workings of two different
types are here described and illustrated.
One type, perhaps the oldest of the elec-
tric automobile horn family, is made in
four sizes, ranging in price from $25 to
$50. This horn is operated by a small
battery motor concealed within the drum
(A) in Fig. I. This motor has a pulley,
or flywheel attached to the shaft, on the
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PARTS OF AN ELECTRIC AUTO HORN

outside of which is a raised ratchet
(Fig. 2.) This ratchet, passing rapidly
over the small pin which taps on the dia-
phragm, inclosed in (B) Fig. I, causes
a startling shriek. The diaphragm is
similar to those used in telephone ap-

O'
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paratus, although it is nearly five inches
in diameter. The wiring of this horn is
simple, being merely from battery to
push botton, or switch, switch to motor,
motor to battery, the circuit closing
through the switch and starting the
motor. The horn (C) in Fig. i is used
to concentrate and throw the sound and
is really nothing but a miniature mega-
phone.

The second type of horn is constructed
on the principle of the electric bell, Fig.
3: An armature, to which a spring is
attached, is caused to vibrate rapidly by
a pair of electro -magnets. The vibrating
armature, striking rapidly the diaphragm
pin, causes the horn to utter its warning
cry. This horn is made only in one size, at
$25. It can be used in two different
tones; a moderate tone for regular use
and a loud tone for emergency. The dif-
ference in tone is caused by the pressure
applied to the push button.

GEO. Í. PETERSON.

Making the Telephone More
Convenient

The accompanying diagram will show
how an ordinary telephone, when the bat-
teries are in the same box, can be moved
instantly from one place to another, as
from the parlor in the day time to the
bedroom at night, or out in the barn or
workshop when more convenient.

Procure six pieces of brass i by 3
inches and about / inch thick and fit
four of them up as. follows. Solder a
binding screw to one end, then drill a
3 -16 -inch hole, about an inch from the
other end and put in a close -fitting round -
headed brass wood screw, leaving the
head out a trifle more than the thickness
of the brass pieces and solder it in the

hole. Then drill and countersink a hole
for a flat beaded wood screw dose to the
binding screw and between it and the
other screw.

Take the other two pieces and drill a
hole in each, about one inch from the
end, large enough to allow the head of

the brass screw to go through, and cut
a slot about / inch wide, from the hole
to within / inch of the end, then drill
and countersink at the other end for a
flat headed wood screw, which should be
long enough to go nearly through the

LINE WIRES LINE WIRE

MOD SCREW

BRASS SCREW

STOVE BOLT

TELEPHONE
REMOVED

:;ii61V111.1

FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW
TELEPHONE IN PLACE

MAKING THE TELEPHONE MORE CONVENIENT

baseboard of the telephone box. Screw
the pieces to the upper corners of the
baseboard with the slot pointing upward,
leaving the round hole a trifle above the
top of the baseboard. Then drill a hole.
for a 3 -16 -inch stove bolt through both
brass and baseboard, and countersink the
brass and put in a flat -headed stove bolt
long enough for two washers and the nut
on the front of the board, which makes a
binding post, and run a wire from this to
the regular binding post of the telephone.
Place the telephone where you want it
and mark the exact center of the slots at
the top and make a hole with a brad awl
and set the brass screws of the wall
pieces in the holes and put in the wood
screws. If the brass screws are in the
right place you can hang the telephone
on them, and it will cause the screws to
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slide into the slots, locking it on the wall
and making a good electrical contact.

Put up the other two pieces at the other
location and connect up the line the same
as a regular bridge telephone system.

As many locations as desired may be
fitted up, because when the telephone is
removed it breaks the connection.

Put a lightning arrester and fuse block
between the line and first location of the
instrument. B. J. CHENEY.

How to Make a Telephone
Transmitter

While telephone transmitters can be
purchased at small cost, amateurs who
would like to make such a device may
find the following description of interest :

The parts for transmitting the sound
are encased in a covering (H) made

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER

from a gong of an old electric bell. A
round button (D) is turned or filed from
a carbon electrode of an old dry cell and
a hole drilled through the center to fit
the binding post taken from the same
cell. This button must be carefully insu-
lated from the shell (H) by running the
binding post through a small rubber tube,
where it passes through the hole and
placing a rubber or paper washer (F)
under the carbon button and an insulat-
ing washer under the nut on the outside.
This will provide one of the terminals of
the instrument.

Construct a paper tube having the
same diameter as the button with a

length equal to the depth of the bell case
less / inch. Glue or paste this tube to
the button so it will form a paper cup
with the carbon button as the bottom.

The diaphragm (B) , which is the es-
sential part of the instrument, should be
made as carefully as possible from ferro-
type tin, commonly called tintype tin.
Cut a circular piece from this metal the
exact size of the outside of the shell. A
hole is made in the center of the disk a
little larger than a binding post that is
taken from another old cell.

The second electrode (C) is made the
same as (D) and fastened to the tin dia-
phragm with the binding post without
any insulating. A third binding post (G)
is fastened to the shell through a drilled
hole for the other terminal. The mouth-
piece (A) may be turned from wood in
any shape desired, but should have a
flange on the back side that will make a
tight fit with the outside of the shell.

Fill the paper tube with powdered car-
, can made by pound-

ing and breaking up pieces of carbon to
about the size of pinheads. Powdered
carbon can be purchased, but if home-
made be sure to sift out all the very fine
particles. Assemble the parts as shown,
and the transmitter is ready for use. If
speech is not heard distinctly, put in a
little more carbon or remove some of it
and try until you get the instrument
working correctly. SAMUEL COHEN.

See it Churned

One of the customers of the New York
Edison Company has a very up-to-date
grocery store and has recently added to
his list of electrically driven appliances
a I/ -horsepower motor for driving a
churn. His patrons purchase cream at
the store and for a small charge have it
made into butter on the spot. The method
is not only an excellent advertisement
for the grocer, but is also instructive
for the children and others in the neigh-
borhood.
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Odd But Effective Reflector

Could you find a simpler or more ef-
fective reflector than that shown in the
sketch? This shade for an electric light
was used by a contractor working a crew

ODD REFLECTOR

of men in a deep ditch at night. A hole
was punched through the bottom of an
ordinary tin basin, the wires attached and
the current turned on. The device was
rigged up in a moment and was as good
as anything could be for the work re-
quired.

Insulating a Terminal on Metal

The placing of a wire terminal in a
metal casing and insulated from it may
be accomplished as follows : Provide a
piece of hard rubber tubing to go over
the shank of the screw and two fibre
washers having the same sized hole as
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METAL

INSULATED TERMINAL

the diameter of the tubing. Drill a hole
in the casing large enough to allow the
tubing to be forced in. Place two metal
washers, a small rubber washer and a
large one on the bolt and after crowding
it through the tube arrange in the same

way on the inside. I have found such an
arrangement effective on high voltage by
increasing the weight of the insulatión
accordingly. Small rubber tubing i-16
inch on the inside is almost indispensable
in repairing small motors. A drop of
thick shellac on a bunch of silk or cotton
wound wires meeting in a confined place
will become solid and do much to prevent
accidental short circuits. Taped joints
in hot places may be wound with hard
twine or silk to avoid loosening of the
tape by heat. LEO J. WERNER.

Electro -Plated Letters

An easy way to make copper or nickel -
plated numbers for houses, etc., is as fol-
lows: Procure a piece of soft wood of
the thickness of the number or letter it is
desired to make, and after drawing the
letter on it cut out with a fret -saw. Sand-
paper till the wood is smooth all over.
Next dip the wooden letter for a moment
in melted beeswax and while the wax is
still warm, powdered bronze or tin should
be applied with a soft brush all over it.

Stick a pin into the top of the letter
and wind the bare end of an insulated
wire around it. Dip the joint in beeswax
to insulate it, leaving only a small part
of the pin bare, next to the letter, so as
to start the plating.

Suspend in an ordinary copper or
nickel plating bath in the usual way till
the letter is well plated, then remove and
polish and you will have a quite solid
meta! letter. - S. V. COOKE.

Aluminum on Switchboards

Aluminum is being widely used in
Germany for switchboards, busbars, etc.,
the cost being less than copper. The
connections are made by binding screws.*
] f aluminum and copper have to be
brought into contact the copper should be
tinned and all contacts must be protected
from damp by enamel varnish or some
other effectual means.



We take pleasure in introducing to the
readers of POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGA-

ZINE, especially to the
many women who pay
us the compliment of

reading its pages, the new editor of the
Household Department-Miss Grace T.
Hadley. Beginning with this issue she
will have complete charge of this depart-
ment which will be enlarged and im-
proved as a result of her efforts.

Miss Hadley is well qualified to un-
dertake this work. As a special student
in English at Leland Stanford, Jr., Uni-
versity, she studied under Professor

Editorial
Announcement

GRACE T. HADLEY

William Henry Hudson, an Englishman
and a scholar, at one time private secre-
tary to Herbert Spencer. Added to this
qualification, she is an authoress of
ability, a newspaper woman and a student
of electricity. Her 1=__owledge in the last

' named field has been gained through
downright hard work-constant reading,
observation and questioning of experts
in the engineering line. In evidence of
the fact that this study has not been
superficial, it may be said that she has

Writing
for
Catalogues

contributed to such highly technical pub-
lications as the Electrical World and the
Electrical Review and Western Elec-
trician.

It was while in St. Louis doing special
newspaper work that she became im-
pressed with the gr'-at importance of
electricity in everyday affairs and her in-
terest once aroused, she made such a
careful study of the subject that she was
able to assume the -esponsibilities of as-
sociate editor of the Electric St. Louis
Magazine in which work her ability to
write of technical subjects in everyday
English at once became manifest.

As Miss Hadley expressed it, however,
she "had an eye on Chicago" and as a
consequence we are permitted with pleas-
ure to make the announcement of her
connection with this magazine.

A good point to remember when writ-
ing to a manufacturer for catalogues is

to specify as nearly as
possible the particular de-
vice or line of devices in
which you are interested.

Most electrical concerns manufacture
many lines of apparatus. Sometimes run-
ning up into the hundreds. A general
catalogue covering all of them would be
impracticable and experience has demon-
strated that a special bulletin on each
subject is a better method of distributing
information, therefore, if you write and
simply say : "Send me your catalogue,"
the manufacturer must either send you
a great mass of literature covering all
the lines, most of which may not interest
you, or else write you a letter asking in
what particular line you are interested.
The former procedure is expensive, the
latter wastes time. In a great many ad-
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vertisements you will find that you are
asked to send for a particular bulletin or
booklet. In answering such an advertise-
ment be sure to ask for that particular
piece of literure. If in addition you
wish information on other lines your re-
quirements should be stated specifically.

Here is a heart throb, sent in for pub-
lication by a switchboard operator. His

attitude toward his work
may not be altogether com-
mendable, but at any rate
his views are interesting.

"Very few know much about the switch-
board operator. His is a business so different
from others. Most people think it is an easy
matter to operate a switchboard in a central
station or sub -station. The graduate of the
technical school always thinks it is simple,
but he soon finds his mistake. He finds it
difficult to put his theories into practice.

"The switchboard operator must be quick,
not easily excited, and very careful. A mis-
take on his part may be dangerous not only
to his own life, but to the life of others.
Careless operating may ruin valuable equip-
ment or render it inoperative for a time, which
means good money out of the company's cof-
fers. Good service is not noticed by the con-
sumers, but let them be deprived of it for
awhile and you will hear from them. If the
company we are considering has competitors
poor service is dangerous.

"Please do not get the idea that the oper-
ator has an easy time. Although he has but
little manual labor to perform, he must be at
his post nearly every day in the year, he usu-
ally has long hours and much night work.
While other people are having a holiday he
is working hardest. If his is a railway load
it is always heavy on holidays. If he has a
power load, and some of the machines are idle
he finds repairs to make.

"We find the operator is nearly always at
one of the two extremes in weight. He is
either too  light to do heavy work or too
heavy to do any thing but light work.

"He is a man who comes and goes. Most
of them have seen the United States, and many
of them have seen other countries.

"There is a reason for this roving disposi-
tion. He is poorly paid for his services. The
average salary of a good operator is about
$75 per month, for.365 days a year. He works
for these small wages long enough to save
money to purchase transportation to another
city. He is a builder of air castles. He
thinks he will surely get better wages farther
on.

"The corporations are slow to learn the
true value of a good operator. They know

there are many operators to supply the de-
mand.

"Conditions must change some day. The
corporations will learn the real value of a
good operator, and pay him reasonable wages
at least"

It is quite true, that $75 a month is
not a munificent salary. But, as our
friend says, there are many operators to
supply the demand. Almost any careful
conscientious man with a level head can
learn to operate a switchboard and after
a time have as few errors chalked up to
him as the best trained technical grad-
uate. But there his advancement will
stop and there a level stretch in, his
salary curve will appear if he does not
by study and self improvement and con-
stant push advance himself beyond that
point. His roving disposition is not the
result of poor pay. The pay and the
position which he holds are the result of
his roving disposition.

Great corporations may be cold, dis-
passionate, but almost universally they
do recognize ability and persistent work.
Efficiency and economy of production
are their watchwords and the men who
will stick and help increase these are
generally given pretty nearly the ad-
vancement that the results of their work
warrant. Men have risen to the top of
the engineering profession from a switch-
board start. But among them you will
not find the rovers.

The 1911 edition of the National Elec-
trical Code, which is the standard for

rules regarding electrical
construction in more than
zoo large cities of the
United States, is now ready
for distribution. It is

issued as one volume instead of two,
as was the 1909 edition. The book con-
tains [90 pages and has been more elabo-
rately indexed. Inquiries for copies
should be addressed to the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, 135 Will-
iam street, New York City, or to the
nearest underwriters' board.

National
Electrical
Code for
1911



"Have you any ancestors, Mrs. Kelly?"
asked Mrs. O'Brien.

"And phwat's ancistors?"
"Why, people you sphrung from."
"Listen to me, Mrs. O'Brien," said Mrs.

Kelly, impressively. "Oi come from the rale
sthock av Donahues that sphring from nobody.
They sphring at thim."

* * *

"Is this your family or a picnic?" remarked
the conductor to the lady with a bunch of
children.

"This is my family and it's no picnic," re-
plied the lady.

* * *

"What do you do for a living, Mose?"
"I'se de manager ob a laundry."
"What's the name of tins laundry?"
"Eliza Ann."

* * *

A lady who was not posted on geography
said to the captain, "Please show me the
equator." "Certainly," answered the captain,
who was a red-headed Scotchman. He took
a spy glass, adjusted it carefully and then
handed it to the lady and told her where to
look. Meantime, he pulled a hair out of his
head and held it in front of the glass. "Oh,
yes," cried the lady, "I can see the equator
plainly. And isn't it queer, there's a camel
walking on it!"

* * *

"Something's wrong!" cried a lover most sad,
To a maiden, while flying from dad;

"We are falling, I fear!"
Quoth the maiden, "Oh, dear!

But how lucky for me that I pad."
* * *

"How many candles did Miss Elderly have
on her birthday cake?"

"There wasn't room on the cake for them
all, so we stuck in a 32 candlepower incan-
descent."

* * *

Olaf Larson, working in a warehouse,
hacked into an elevator shaft and fell down
five stories with a load of boxes. Horror
stricken, the other employes rushed down the
stairs, only to find him picking himself un-
harmed out of the rubbish.

"Ess de boss mad?" he whispered cautiously.
"Tal" 'em Ay had to come down for nails
annyway."

Nurse Girl-Oh, ma'am, what shall I do?
The twins have fallen down the well!

Fond parent-Dear me! how annoying!
just go into the library and get the last num-
ber of The Modern Mother's Magazine; it
contains an article on "How to Bring Up Chil-
dren."

* * *

"I understand they have a family skeleton."
"Yes, she was in the surf this morning."

* * *

The proofreader on a small Middle -West-
ern daily was a woman of great precision and
extreme propriety. One day a reporter suc-
ceeded in getting into type an item about "Wil-
lie Brown, the boy who was burned in the
West End by a live wire."

On the following day the reporter found
on his desk a frigid note asking, "Which is
the west end of a boy?"

It took only an instant to reply: "The end
the son sets on, of course."

* * *

Chinaman-You telly me where railload
depot?

White-What's the matter, John ; are you
lost?

Chinaman-No, me here, all -light; depot
lost.

* * *

She-And knowing my sentiments on the
subject, did that odious Mr. Binks insult you
by offering you a drink?

He-That's what Mr. Binks did.
She-And how did you resent it?
He (meekly)-I swallowed the insult.

* * *

"Will you allow me to ask you a question?"
interrupted. a man in the audience.

"Certainly, sir," said the lecturer.
"You have given us a lot of figures about

immigration, increase of wealth, the growth of
trusts, and all that," said the man. "Let's
see what you know about figures yourself.
How do you find the greatest common di-
visor?"

Slowly and deliberately the orator took a
glass of water.

Then he pointed his finger straight at the
questioner. Lightning flashed from his eyes,
and he replied, in a voice that made the gas
jets quiver:

"Advertise for it, you ignoramus!"
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Common Electrical Terms Defined
In this age of electricity everyone should be versed in its phraseology. By Studying this page from month

to month a working knowledge of the most commonly employed electrical terms may be obtained.

FRYING.-The noise emitted by an electric
arc lamp when the cartons get too close tq-
gether.

FULLER'S BATTERY.-See Battery, Fuller's.
FusE BLOCK.-A block usually of slate or

porcelain upon which are placed the fuses nec-
essary to open the circuit in case too much
current for the carrying capacity of the wires
flows over them.
..FUSE LINKS.-LOW melting metal in the
form of wire or strips having copper terminals
for securing the strips on a fuse block. These
protect wires connected to the block by melt-
ing and opening the circuit in case too much
current flows.

GAINS.-The spaces cut in the face of a tele-
graph pole and into which the cross -arms are
set.

GALVANIC BATTERY.-See Battery, Volta's.
GALVANOMETER.-An instrument for measur-

ing current flow. A magnetic needle is sus-
pended within a flat coil of fine wire. Cur-
rent flowing through the coil sets up lines of
force with which the needle tries to place it-
self parallel. The deflection of the needle will
be próportional to the strength of the current.

GASSING.-In charging a storage battery the
electrolyte will assume a milky appearance
often referred to as "gassing" or "boiling."
Gassing occurs because the lead sulphate on
the positive plate is nearly all converted to
lead peroxide, thus gradually diminishing the
material in the plate to be acted upon. Con-
sequently the' current proceeds to decompose
the water, the rising of the gas bubbles being
termed gassing. Gassing does no harm unless
the paste is loose, when the agitation may re-
move some of it.

GASTROSCOPE.-A device for lighting up the
interior of the stomach, using an incandescent
lamp and then by prisms reflecting the rays
of light so that the walls may be seen.

GAUSS.-The name - of the unit of flux
density.

GEISSLER TUBE-A tube of glass from
which the air has been exhausted and rarified

gases substituted. Into
each end of the tube is
sealed a platinum termi-
nal. When connected

Geissler Tube across a source of static
electricity very beautiful luminous effects are
produced, varying in color according to the
kind of gas in the tube. (See cut.)

GERMAN SILVER.-An alloy of copper, two
parts, nickel, one part, and zinc. one part. Wire
made of this alloy is much used in electrical

,,
,.

apparatus because of its high resistance, low
cost and slight variation in resistance with a
change in temperature.

GILBERT.-The unit of magneto -motive force.
GILDING METAL.-Brass having a large pro-

portion of copper in it, used to make objects
which are to be electroplated.

GOLD BATH.-A solution of gold used in
electroplating.

GOLD LEAF ELECTROSCOPE-See Electro-
scope.

GRAPHITE-A variety of carbon used for
commutator brushes, far preparing surfaces
to be plated and for mixing with the man-
ganese powder in Leclauché cells.

GREEN VITRIOL.-A trade name for ferrous
sulphate.

GRID.-The perforated or ridged lead plate
employed to support the active material or
paste in storage cells.

GRouND.-Commonly employed to mean the
connecting of an electrical conductor to earth
either intentionally or accidentally.

GROUNDED CIRCUIT._A conductor having a
connection with the ground or earth.

GROUND PLATE.-Usually applied to the
buried copper plate or metal to which the
ground wire from a lightning arrester is con-
nected.

GROUND WIRE.-The wire from a lightning
arrester, detector or other electrical apparatus
to a ground plate or rod.

GUTTA PERCHA.-The gum from a tropical
tree so prepared that it is serviceable as an
electric insulator óf high quality.

H ARMATURE. - The first
armature built by Siemen, the
name arising from the shape
of the core, a cross-section of
which resembles the letter H.
(See cut.)

HAND HOLE.-See Distribut-
ing Box.

HAND RULE.-See Fleming's Hand Rule.
HANGER BOARD.-A board of noncombustible

material placed on the ceiling from which to
suspend an arc lamp. Mounted on the board
are two terminals, a suspending hook and
often a switch.

411P

Hedgehog
Transformer

H Armature

HEDGEHOG TRANSFORMER.-A
transformer made in the form
of an induction coil, the core
being a bundle of iron wires
which project beyond the coil
windings at each end and are
spread out, hence the name,
and turned back to increase the
efficiency. (See cut.)
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Popping corn on the living room table. An ordinary tencent
corn popper just fits the ToasterStove. Use on stove

without toaster grid or steel plate

Making griddle cakes on side table. Two good sized griddle cakes
can be baked at once. Use steel plate, top side up. The

cake turner in foreground is part of the outfit

Here's the Only Real Electric Table Stove on the Market

Westinghouse Electric
Toaster -Stove

This is not limited to making toast.
It will prepare anything you need for a hot breakfast or lunch.
Coffee, griddle cakes, bacon, chops, and the toast too.
Eggs in a dozen ways. Grilled sweet potatoes. A small steak.

Corn oysters. Chicken a la King. Tea-and toast.
All these things and many more you can prepare to the Queen's

taste on the genuine Westinghouse Toaster-Stove.
Size of cooking surface 9 x 5% inches. Outfit consists of stove with two tops,

tray, cake turner, plug and cord. Attach to any electric outlet and it is ready for
use. It will last for years. Send for booklet giving full description and prices to
Publicity Department F, East Pittsburgh.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
Offices in 40 American Cities PITTSBURGH Representatives All Over:the World

Making coffee and toast at the same time. Turn toaster grid
upside down and around and set coffee pot on stove

top without using steel plate

Four pieces of toast being made on the toaster grid of the Electric
Toaster -Stove. The toast is always in view and you

can take it off at just the right instant

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The world makes way
IN this age of efficiency you can't guess, or

suppose or think a thing is right-you
í á must know. The man who does know

, is the man who is marked for success-
N he is the man the good job seeks-:- he is the man who gets the money

i -he is paid for what he knows-
} -not for what he does.

The American School of Corre-
spondence publishes fourteen Cyclo-

pedias, comprising over ninety complete volumes,
covering the entire field of Business, Engineering
and Law.

What these Cyclopedias are: These great
Cyclopedias are not collections of theories, but
complete reviews of the actual, tried and tested
experiences of the greatest engineers, business
men, and law experts in the world. The books
are not dictionaries of disjointed facts-not dry
technical works, but clear and simple explanations
of every phase and every branch of Engineering,

Business and Law. They are books that every
man needs in his library-books that will in-
crease your salary by increasing your knowledge.

Reference value guaranteed by the fact that
- the books are compiled from the textbooks used

in the correspondence courses of the American School of Correspon-
dence. These practical lessons are arranged for quick reference, and
the new cross index enables you to turn to any subject in an instant.

We prove their value to you by sending the set you select on
approval.e books are not all we claim them to be-and more-
do you think we could afford to take this chance?

No chance for you to lose-no deposit required-no transportation
to advance-noting to pay unless the books are just what you want.

Another Great Free Offer
With each set we include a Consulting Membership entitling you to the advice

of our Engineering, Business, and Law experts absolutely free of charge. This
will give you practical help in handling problems which are too specific to be
taken up in detail in the Cyclopedia. There will be no limit to this service. A
single problem solved for you might be worth more than the first cost of *tie
books. Order the books you need now. Don't wait until you actually need them,
then it's too late. These books answer every question in Engineering, Business
and Law-quickly and accurately.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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for the man who knows
Remember - It

costs you nothing
to examine the
books-you will
save money own-
ing them. Mail the
coupon-make
your final decision
with the books
before you.
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Engineering, Business and Law
Cyclopedia of

American Law and Practice (ready Jan. 1st) . 12 vols. $39.80,
Commerce, Accountancy and Business . . . 10 vols. 24.80
Architecture, Carpentry and Building . . . 10 vols. 24.80
Civil Engineering 8 vols. 19.80
Applied Electricity 7 vols. 19.80
Mechanical Engineering 7 vols. 19.80
Engineering 7 vols. 19.80'
Automobile Engineering 4 vols. 12.80
Fire Insurance ...........4 vols. 15.80
Motion Picture Work 2 vols. 9.80

Don't let a few cents a week stand between you and the books you
need every day. Pick out the cyclopedia you want, fill in and mail the coupon.
We'll send you the complete set free of charge. You can keep the books a
week and examine them at your leisure. We
will do all this just to prove to you the
superiority of the American School's Cyclo-
pedias over all others. We want you to exam-
ine the books thoroughly, critically; subject
every formula and problem to the severest test
you know. Then, if you are satisfied the
books are just what you want, send us the first
payment of $2.80 and $2.00 (Law $3.00) a
month until you have paid the special price
mentioned above.

When filling in the coupon be sure and
mention the Cyclopedia wanted.

* * * * * * **v* vvv v
 FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
* American School of Correspondence, Chicago, U.S.A

Please send me set of Cyclopedia of

-It for 7 DAYS' FREE examination. I will examine the
* books thoroughly and if satisfied, will send $2.80

within 7 days and $2.00 (Law $3.00) each month until

* 1 have paid the special price of $
If I decide not to keep the books. I will notify you at

* once and hold the books subject to your order. Title
* not to pass to me until the books are fully paid for.

**

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A. *

*

NAME

ADDRESS

EMPLOYER

REFERENCES
P. E.t2-u

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser&
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Electric Light Is Now Cheaper
Have you all the light you need? Have you the

kind of light to make your evenings pleasant and
profitable ?

The Mazda electric lamp is a wonderful new elec-
tric incandescent lamp which turns night into day with
a soft, white, restful, cheerful light. It is the light which
never fails to instill zest and comfort into work or play.

This lamp gives 24 times as much light for the same amount
of electric current as the old style electric lamp; because its light
giving wires are more efficient in the new lamp-they give more
light for the same amount of electricity. Mazda light is now the
most economical light; electric light is within the reach of everyone.

The Mazda Lamp is sold everywhere. See opposite page.

National Elrrtrir ralitp AssDrtatiDn

CLEVELAND

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writirg to Advertisers.
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The Mazda Lamp
Inexpensive

Electric Light

More Light for Your Money
The Mazda lamp is the lamp of modern

lighting.
It gives the better light and more light

for same amount of current than any other
electric incandescent lamp.

The Mazda Lamp
Best Quality

of Light

Mazda Lamps are sold by the following member companies
of the National Electric Lamp Association and their dealers
everywhere.
Ask to see them demonstrated at any electrical shop.

THE BANNER ELECTRIC CO., THE FOSTORIA INC. LAMP CO.,
YOUNGSTOWN, O. FOSTORIA, O.

THE BRILLIANT ELECTRIC CO., THE GENERAL INCANDESCENT
CLEVELAND, O. LAMP CO., CLEVELAND, O.

THE BRYAN -MARSH COMPANY, THE MONARCH INCANDESCENT
CENTRAL FALLS, R. I. LAMP CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BRYAN -MARSH COMPANY, NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY,
CHICAGO, ILL. WARREN, O.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., THE SHELBY ELECTRIC CO.,
CLEVELAND, O. SHELBY, O.

THE BUCKEYE ELEC. LAMP CO., THE STANDARD ELECTRICAL
MEXICO CITY, MEX.

THE COLONIAL ELECTRIC CO.,
WARREN, O.

MFG. CO., WARREN, O.

SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT
LAMP CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE COLUMBIA INC. LAMP CO., SUNBEAM INCANDESCENT
ST. LOUIS, MO. LAMP CO., NEW YORK CITY.

FEDERAL MIN. LAMP CO., THE STERLING ELECTRICAL
CLEVELAND, O. MFG. CO., WARREN, O.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO.,
WARREN, O.

National. Elrrtric Vamp Association

CLEVELAND

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Classified
Advertisements
The cost of advertising in this section is 5 cents per word
for one insertion, with

5% discount for 3 insertions
10% discount for 6 insertions
15% discount for 9 insertions
20% discount for 12 insertions

within one year.
Remittance must accompany order, or advertisement will not
be inserted. Forms for the January issue close on Dec. 1st.

AERONAUTICS

COMPLETE PLAN DRAWN TO SCALE
with full instructions for building the only
Wright 3 -ft. Bi-plane Model that positively flies.
25 cents postpaid. Drawing and directions for
three-foot model Bleriot Monoplane, 15 cents.
Stamp brings most complete, interesting and in-
structive catalogue published. Ideal Aeroplane
& Supply Co., 861/2 W. Broadway, New York
City.

AGENTS

2-TICLE-U, 3c. STIX, STOCKTON, CAL.
SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -

writers." ATCHISON.
AGENTS-EMBOSSED GOLD SIGN LET-

ters. Immensely profitable proposition. Sample
free. E. Johnston Co., Quincy, Ill.

PERFECTION POCKET ADDING MA-
chine-lightning seller. Agents wanted. Cincin-
nati Specialty Mfg. Co., Dept. E, Cincinnati, Ohio.

GOOD AGENTS WANTED FOR THE
Self -Indicating Adder. Price $3.50. Particulars
free. P. Bassett, 5921 Indiana Ave., Chicago.

AGENTS-ONE IN EVERY SHOP AND
office. Legitimate. Address Dr. A. I. Clarke,
1840 Hammond St., Chicago.

AGENTS MAKE $30.00 WEEKLY SELL-
ing our 500 Handy Household Articles; catalogue
free. Scheff Company, 1631 Wells St., Chicago.

AGENTS-NEW HOUSEHOLD NECES-
sity. Every woman buys. 140 per cent profit.
Sample, 12 cents. H. Hamblett, 8 Ellingsburg
St., Lowell, Mass.

350 MONEY MAKERS. INVALUABLE
book for agents and others. Complete instruc-
tions. Only 15c. Barstow Co., 514 23d St.,
Oakland, Calif.

I MADE $18,000 IN THREE YEARS IN
mail order business. Began small. Send for free
booklet; tells how. No "outfit" scheme. H.
System, Marion, Ky.

AGENTS WANTED TO INTRODUCE
Matchless Gaslighters. Light nothing but gas.
Sample 15c. Particulars free. A. Elwell -Shaver
& Co., Dunkirk, N. Y.

$ DOLLAR $ ADDER-POCKET ADDING
Machine. Wonderful seller. Guaranteed. $1.00
postpaid. Globe Sales Co., W1711 Leavenworth,
Qmaha, Neb,

AGENTS

GET BUSY-LEARN TO MAKE NAME -
plates, house numbers, etc. Make $15 a day.
Send for free booklet, sixty illustrations. E. E.
Palmer, Wooster, Ohio.

WANTED-AGENTS-7 CENTS PROFIT
each 10 cent sale; best little article ever offered;
sample 3 cents in stamps. Rawlings, Box 945,
St. Louis, Mo.

DON'T ACCEPT AN AGENCY UNTIL
you get my samples and particulars. Money
makers. Address, SAYMAN, 706 Sayman Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.

AGENTS, PORTRAITS 35c, FRAMES 15c,
Sheet Pictures lc. Stereoscopes 25c. Views lc.
30 days' credit. Samples and catalogue free.
Consolidated Portrait Co., Dept. 1409, 1027 W.
Adams St., Chicago.

AGENTS - EITHER SEX - WORK FOR
yourselves and make money. $1.00 total invest-
ment starts many $$$ your way. Clean, legiti-
mate mail order combination. Benson, 3515
Adams, Chicago.

AGENTS MAKE $20 PER DAY SELLING
the All -Purpose Wrench. Every Wrench in One.
Indispensable to mechanics. A Red -Hot seller.
Write at once. The Universal Wrench Co., Den-
ver, Colo.

BOKARA DIAMONDS-AGENTS, EVERY
one wanted to wear and sell these Famous Gems.
Big profits. Samples, offer and catalogue free.
Northwestern Jewelry Co., Chicago.

AGENTS TO SELL THE BEST ELECTRIC
Vacuum Cleaner on the market. Retails at
$25.00. Good profits to agents. Write at once
to get agency and territory. Clements Mfg. Co.,
427 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.

YOU CAN MAKE $$$$ AS OUR GEN-
eral or local agent. Household necessity;
saves 80 per cent. Permanent business; big
profits; exclusive territory; free sample. Pit -
kin & Company, 96 Pitkin Block, Newark,
N. Y.

MAKE $50 WEEKLY CONDUCTING
scientifically local specialty sales agency. Mar-
velous possibilities. Dandy instruction booklet
10c. Send today. "Health -Wealth" Pub. House,
85 Bennington St., Lawrence, Mass.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING
our new gold letters for office windows, store
fronts and glass signs. Any one can put them
on. Write today for a free sample and full par-
ticulars. Metallic Sign Letter Co., 400 N. Clark
St., Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS AND SIGN PAINTERS. STEADY
income, pleasant work, easy hours, your own
boss selling Embossed Metallic Window Letters,
ready prepared to be put up with benzine and a
roller. Experience only increases speed. Can
be put up for less money than any kind of hand
painting. Average cost under 2c. Sells up to
35c. Profit always good. Demand enormous.
Complete outfit and guarantee cards free. Money
back if dissatisfied. Embossed Letter Co., 2613
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago.
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AGENTS

PEERLESS AUTOMATIC DRAFT REGU-
lator puts on draft while you sleep insures warm
house when you arise. Price $5.00. Write for
circular D. Liberal Discount to agents. O. K.
Landis, 423 Charlotte St., Lancaster, Pa.

MAKE $20.00 DAILY OPERATING OUR
Minute Picture Machines. Experience unneces-
sary. Small investment; large profits. Free
book, testimonials, etc. Write, American Minute
Photo Co., Dept. 37, Chicago, Ill.

SIGN LETTER AGENTS, PAINTERS.
Something new and better. Attracto Gold or Sil -

1, ver Letters. Look like sign -writer's work, cost
less, wear better. Anyone can apply them. Big
Money lettering store windows - making glass
signs. Samples free. Attracto Sign Co., 2325
Orchard, Chicago.

MANUFACTURER, ESTABLISHED TEN
years, wants Sales Manager to organize state
selling force. Patented article universally used.
Not sold in stores, agents only. Handsome in-
come assured. $500 capital required. Sheer -Cut
Shear Co., 933 Women's Temple, Chicago.

ELECTRIC SIDEWALK SIGNS. GET A
business. $6.00 will do it. $4.00 profit on each
sale. Every business wants it. If you can't
make $48.00 per week, we don't want you. Ad-
vertising matter free. New York Engravers'
Supply, 103-5 Mott St., New York.

BIG WINNER FOR AGENTS -7 -IN -1 COM-
bination Tool Key -Ring; made of steel, nickel -
plated; seven different useful tools combined in
a neat key -ring; its sales thus far have been un-
precedented. Sample postpaid 10c. Joseph Mat-
thieu, 203 Court St., Brockton, Mass.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED-HUSTLERS
to handle our attractive 1912 combination pack-
ages of soap and toilet articles with valuable
premiums. One Michigan agent made $65 in
47 hrs., another $21 in 8 hrs., another $22.50 in
10 hrs. Write today. Davis Soap Works, 263
Davis Building, 1429 Carroll Ave., Chicago.

WANTED: BOTH SEX TO SELL
Nickel -Aluminum Nameplates. No experience
necessary, 100 per cent profit. Public demands
them over every door bell. Price and style will
sell thousands. Your name on sample with par-
ticulars, 20c. Clarence Hardage, Mfr., Syracuse,
N. Y.

10,000,000 U. S. HOMES NEED THE
Aladdin Mantle Lamp because they burn kero-
sene. Using less oil than ordinary lamps, the
Aladdin outshines gas or electricity. Sells itself
on overnight trial. Ball sold 850 on money back
guarantee. Not one returned. Sample lamp fur-
nished. Write quick for agency proposition.
Mantle Lamp Company. 141-P, Chicago.

QUIT HARD WORK AND IMPOSSIBLE
propositions! Start a business of your own and
make more money; get away from wage slavery.
The "Twentieth Century Bargain Bulletin" will
show you how ; contains all the best money mak-
ers in the world; all new and good for a life's
income. Write for free copy. ' O. N. Ross, 11
Walker St., North Adams, Mass.

AGENTS

BE INDEPENDENT! START A MAIL
order business in your own home. We tell
you how and furnish everything needed
wholesale. An honorable and profitable busi-
ness for man or woman. Particulars free.
Many make $3,000 a year. Murphy Mfg. Co.,
South Norwalk, Conn.

WE MANUFACTURE GLASS PAPER.
Plain glass windows made to look like real
stained glass. Easily applied and beautifies the
home. Something new for agents. Two sheets
of this glass paper sent as a sample with cata-
logue in colors and complete instructions on
receipt of 10c. S. H. Parrish & Co., 202 S.
Clark St., Chicago.

GENERAL AND LOCAL AGENTS, HERE
is your opportunity. Energetic men can make
$2,500 yearly and up. THE IMPROVED CAN -
CHESTER KEROSENE MANTLE LAMP
revolutionizes old methods. Far superior to elec-
tricity, gas, acetylene or gasoline at 1/10 the cost.
BURNER FITS ALL LAMPS. Safe, clear,
odorless. BURNS WITH OR WITHOUT
MANTLE. Tested and pronounced by state of
Pennsylvania. "Most efficient light found."
Greatest seller known. WE WANT A FEW
MORE LIVE MEN IN OPEN TERRITORY.
Canchester Light Company, Dept. P. E., 204 N.
State St., Chicago.

AUTOMOE':ILES

FORD 1910 5 -PASSENGER TOURING,
full equipment, good as new, must sell at once.
$325.00. King, 2230 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.

CADILLAC 5 -PASSENGER TOURING
car, perfect condition; first $110.00 takes it. Mc-
Donough, 147 Morn:ngside Ave., New York City.

REO 5 -PASSENGER TOURING; PER-
fect in every way; $175.00. Room 79, 219 West
125th St., New York City..

WANTED-AUTOMOBILES, ANY MAKE,
year or condition; what have you? Room 73, 211
West 125th St., New York City.

FORD -4 -CYLINDER RUNABOUT, RUNS
and looks like new, $150; photo. Shonnard, 114
Fifth Ave., New York City.

BUICK-5-PASSENGER TOURING; FINE-
ly equipped, $175. Picture. H. W. S., 17 Wash-
ington St., East Orange, N. J.

BUICK 5 -PASSENGER TOURING CAR;
top, full equipment. Excellent condition, $150.00.
Spillane, 248 East 119th St., New York City.

$100 SINGLE CYLINDER RUNABOUTS-
Cadiílacs, Oldsmobiles, Reos, etc.; $60.00 each.
King, 217 West 125th St., New York City.

FORD 1910 TOURING, FOUR -CYLINDER,
twenty-two horsepower. Completely and ele-
gantly equipped. Positively like new. Must sell,
$350. Photo supplied. The "Theresa," Suite 18,
117 West 129th St., New York City.
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AUTOMOBILES
FORD 4 -CYLINDER RUNABOUT, ELE-

gant condition; fully equipped $125.00. C.
Kokesch, 2537 Belmont Ave., Bronx, New York
City.

AUTOMOBILES-SAVE DEALERS' PROF -
its; buy direct from the owners. I have all makes
runabouts from $50.00 up. Touring cars from
$100.00. Don't purchase any car until you get my
orices; all guaranteed for one year. King, Auto-
mobile Broker, 213-217 West 125th St., N. Y. City.

AUTO CASES AND TUBES GUARAN-
teed 28x3, $9.50, tube $3.03. 30x3, $10.00, tube
$3.10. 30x31/2, $14.25, tube, $3.75. 32x3%, $14.75,
tube, $4.25. Prices are for tubes by mail. Send
for complete list. I ship allow examination on
receipt of 10 per cent of order. Try them. Many
have reordered. Vanderpool's, Springfield, Ohio.

TIRE BARGAINS! A. C. C. A. PRICES
Talk! Diamond-Goodrichs and other standard
makes; guaranteed. Every size for every rim -
28x3, $6.00; 32x3, $8.00; 28x3%, $9.25; 30x3,
$7.00; 34x3, $9.00; 29x3%, $10.00. All other sizes
and tubes proportionately low. Shipped on ap-
proval; write today for price list. The Automo-
bile and Cycle Company of America, Dept. II,
1769 to 1787 Broadway, New York City.

A. C. C. A. PRICES TALK!-GREAT OP-
portunity for dealers to stock up! Hundreds of
Runabouts, Roadsters, Touring Cars, Limousines
Sacrificed! Here's some Bargains Offered! (50)
Runabouts-Reos, Oldsmobiles, Fords, Cadillacs,
Northern Long Distance, $50. (10) Light five -
passenger touring Reos,
Maxwells, Autocars, White Steamers, Ramblers,
Jacksons, $100 to $175. (26) Three and four -
passenger Roadsters and Speedsters-Buicks,
Fords, Stoddard-Daytons, Thomas, Pierce -Ar-
rows, $200 upward. (14) Five and seven -pas-
senger touring cars, most of tLem leading French
and German makes, $500 upward. (21) Limou-
sines, Landaulets and miscellaneous taxi -cabs at
your own price. We guarantee every car! We
prepay freight! Write today for our latest illus-
trated catalog, the largest and most complete price
list of its kind ever published! THE AUTOMO-
BILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF AMER-
ICA, Dept. FF, 1769-1787 Broadway, New York

. City.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -

writers." ATCHISON.
500 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY, 25c POST -

paid. R. O. Rudolph, 223 W. Chicago Ave., Chi
cago, Ill. Reference, Bradstreet's.

FORM A CORPORATION - CON-
GRESS LAW for D. C. and all Sates; cheap.
Raise money easily; advice free. U. S. Legal
Corporation, Washington, D. C. Represent-
ing $1,225,000,000.

YOU CAN GET A RELIABLE WATCH OF
me for only $2.40. Agents wanted. My profit
sharing plan makes selling easy. No canvassing
necessary. Big money in it for you. Jno. F.
Nieman, Woodville, Ohio.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FREE-SEND FOR MY CIRCULARS
that will put you on the right road to success.
Free. Frank Cote, K., Saco, Maine.

MECHANICAL BOOKS, ALL TRADES,
catalogue for stamp. Crescent Book Store, 329
S. Halsted St., Chicago.

ROADMAN'S GUIDE. 100 PLANS TO
make money easy and quick. $1.00 book 50c.
Circular for stamp. Hamblett, 8 Ellingsburg St.,
Lowell, Mass.

LEARN THE TRUTH ABOUT MAIL OR -
der business before buying "outfits." Important
information and particulars sent free. Mail Or-
der Library, D., Tompkinsville, New York.

GET WISE. $1 BUYS SEVERANCE'S
System of Rapid Methods in Arithmetic, bound
in limp cloth, 192 pages, 71/2x5%. D. N. Sever-
ance, 112 W. Oak St., Chicago, Ill.

TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO
Find Them, and Construction Cost -Units, new
1911 edition; price, 25c. Hyde Pub. Co., Tele-
phone Bldg., 183 Fifth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

$100 MONTHLY AND EXPENSES TO
trustworthy men and women to travel and dis-
tribute samples; big manufacturer. Steady work.
S. Scheffer, Treasurer, M. W., Chicago.

COLLECT MONEY BY A SURE, SIMPLE
system. Income $1,000 to $5,000 a year. Quick
results. No capital required. Instructive book-
let, "Skillful Collecting," free. National Collec-
tors Ass'n, 84 Park Place, Newark, Ohio.

I MADE $18,000 IN THREE YEARS IN
mail order business. Began small. Send for free
booklet; tells how. No "outfit" scheme. H.
System, Marion, Ky.

GO INTO THE MOVING PICTURE BUSI-
ness. You can get an entire outfit for a small
capital on the installment plan. Write for cata-
logue. Dearborn Novelty Co., Dept. R, 634 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago.

ENCYCLOPEDIA BUSINESS OPPOR-
tunities and trade secrets. 3 volumes containing
2,716 rare formulas, 360 new schemes, etc. Price
$3.00, yours for $1.00. Booklet free. P. E. Newn-
ham, Waukegan, Ill.

EARN $10 A MONTH ON $10 INVEST-
ment. Use all your time or spare time. No lot-
tery. No gambling. Strictly legitimate prop-
osition. Nothing to sell but plan. Get booklet
and full particulars. Thos. A. Hill, 3302 Quivas,
Denver, Colo.

BE INDEPENDENT-START MONEY
Making. Mail Order Business at Home. New
Plans. Everything furnished. Only small capi-
tal required. Free Booklet and Particulars tell
how. W. E. Miller Co., Box 254, Muskegon,
Mich

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, FUR-
nishing everything; positively $30.00 to $200.00
weekly operating our celebrated "New System
Specialty Candy Factories" home anywhere. Op-
portunity lifetime, men and women: booklet
free. H. Ragsdale Co., East Orange, N. J.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES BOOKS

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, FILM
Views Magic Lanterns, Slides and similar Won-
ders for Sale. Catalogue free. We also buy
Magic Machines, Films, Slides, etc. Harbach
& Co., 809 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAKE YORE MONEY! START MAIL
business; operate "Silent Salesman" system;
spare time; possibilties unlimited. Get away
from wage slavery! "Booster" starts you in
business for yourself with small investment; will
put you next to the best money making proposi-
tions on earth. Send 10c for two months' trial.
Booster Magazine, 365 Northwestern Bldg., Chi-
cago.

MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME. BIG PROF -
its with little outlay. One 18x36 in. mirror costs
$2.00 to $5.00. You can silver a glass this size for
20c. Send $1.00 in stamps 'or money order and
we will send you EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS
how to do it; also how to emboss, grind, foil,
gold leaf, frost chip, and make imitation stained
glass. How to transfer photos on glass, bore
holes in glass and cut skylights. George L.
Patterson & Co., Dept. 4, Brooksville, Ky.

PATENTS PROCURED AND POSITIVELY
sold if the idea has merit; all countries; satisfied
clients my best references; a good invention
properly protected by patent should prove very
profitable to the inventor; protect your business
against competition by patenting any new manu-
facture, formula or article associated with it;
capitalize your ideas ; perfect, patent and
your ideas; send sketch today; book free. H.

Saunders, Crilly Building, Chicago, Ill.

START A NEW BUSINESS. THE "AMER-
ican" razor honing and safety blade sharpening
machine earns $5 to $10 a day. We furnish the
outfit and teach you how. No previous expe-
rience required. Illinois Cutlery Co. Dept. 4,

184 Washington St., Chicago. Note the "Ameri-
can" is the only machine that sharpens, hones
and strops. Saftey razor blades sharpened, 2%
cents each. Razors honed, 15 cents; work guar-
anteed. Inclose return postage.

THERE'S A WAY FOR YOU TO MAKE
money selling a good article by mail ; the mail
order business has no boundaries; our new prop-
osition is a short cut, avoiding heavy advertising
bills, providing a clean-cut, protected article of
unusual merit; business can be established on
trifling investment; appeals to wide market; sells
at popular price but large profit to you. Write
me today, enclose 10 cents and find out all about
it. I. T. Lohr, 1204 McCleary St., McKees-
port, Pa.

LET US EXPLAIN HOW WE WILL ES -
tallish you ill a business of your own, selling our

e mail order specialties. We furnish advertising
assistance, supplies and high class merchandise;
show you how to operate and supply goods that
are sold under copyright protection. We require
more representatives and will make an excep-
tional proposition to connect with you if you
have a mail order ambition. Write us at once for
proposition. Lowry B. Grimm & Co., 106 E.
Perry St., New York.

ANY BOOK IN PRINT. STATE SUBJECT
wanted. Antlers, 1707 Tremont St., Denver, Colo.

CLASSY BOOKS !-CATALOGUE FOR
stamp. Paul Duff, E., 2713 Mozart St., Chicago.

BOOKS, ANY KIND PUBLISHED. CAT-
alogues free. Reese Publishing Co., Mount
Pleasant, Pa.

3,000 RECIPES, FORMULAS AND TRADE
secrets, 368 pages, 25c. Book catalog on me-
chanics, engineering, electricity, trades, etc., free.
Desk K, Scientific Book Shop, Syracuse, N. Y.

"STAR ELECTRICIAN" TELLS HOW TO
make batteries, dynamos, motors, telephones,
"wireless" outfits, etc. Illustrated. Price 10c.
E. Star Company, Bristol, Ind.

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY. BOOK COV-
ering entire subject, including wireless, 272 pages,
110 illustrations, prepaid 30 cents. A. Reed, 1416
Dearborn Ave., Chicago.

VALUABLE BOOKS. MODERN SHOW
card lettering, designing, etc., 400 illustrations,
2,000 advertising phrases. Jewelers' show card
instructor, make your show cards and price tick-
ets, each book 144 pages. $1.00 prepaid, circulars
free. Scientific Book Shop, Syracuse, N. Y.

LEARN MODERN SHOW CARD LETTER-
ing, Designing, etc. New book of 400 illustra-
tions, 2000 advertising phrases, pages 6x9 giving
practical common sense instruction, $1.00 pre-
paid. Clarence E. Hardage, Syracuse, N. Y.

BOOKS-I. C. S. and A. S. C. SETS, TECH-
nical books of all sorts-shopwork, electrical,
mechanical, wireless, encyclopedias, diction-
aries, medical, law, and standard fiction. New
and second-hand. Get my prices. Geo. F.
Williams, Box 408, New Orleans, La.

OSTEOPATHY MADE PLAIN. A BOOK
of 335 pages, 108 photo -engravings. Masseurs,
Mechano-Therapists, Nurses and Mothers find it
and best. Easily understood. Circulars sent.
Address Murray Publishers, Elgin, Ill.

NINE DEGREE COURSE IN HYPNO-
tism---sold originally for $5-sent prepaid with
year's subscription to Wheel of Life, the great
"Cheer Up" monthly for 25c. Life Pub. Co.,
St. Louis.

DON'T BUY THAT BOOK! WE LOAN
by Mail the very best standard books on Suc-
cess, Business, Recreation, Health, Home, Social
and Political Problems, Religion, Occultism, New
Thought, etc. Prompt service. No security or
tiresome rules. Full lists and Bi-Weekly Critic
on request. Oriental Esoteric Library, 220,
Washington, D. C.

COINS AND STAMPS

FOREIGN STAMPS FREE. 105 ALL DIF-
ferent. (Cat. $2) including Japan, China, West-
ern Australia, etc. Send 4c postage, mention
gift B. 245 "ABC" priced catalogue, fully illus-
trated, 812 pp., 70c, post free. Bright & Son,
164 Strand, London, Eng.
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COINS AND STAMPS FOR SALE
25 VARIETY FOREIGN STAMPS 5 CENTS. FOR SALE-MOVING PICTURE FILM, lc.100 variety 15 cents. 1,000 mixed 25 cents. W. foot. H. Davies, Watertown, Wis.

L. Barrows, Box 12, Hartford, Conn.
100 MONEY MAKING IDEAS, ETC., EV-

15 FOREIGN COINS AND ILLUSTRATED ery issue. Six months' subscription 10c. Digest,Coin Book, 25c postpaid. Arnold, 124 Washing- Grand Rapids, Mich.
ton, Providence, R. I.

VERTICAL STEAM ENGINES, 2 TO 25 HP.STAMPS, 100 ALL DIFFERENT, FREE. Send for circular. E. T. Frank & Son, 642 W.Postage 2c. Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Pratt St., Baltimore, Md.
Co., Toledo, Ohio. "TEN THOUSAND TA INCH SAFETY

FREE GIFT -200 FOREIGN STAMPS, IN- Valves, all pressures, $1.00 each postpaid. J. L.
eluding various unused and good varieties. Send Lucas & Son, Bridgeport, Conn.
4c postage. Lightbrown's Stamp Co., Palmers- TATTOOING MACHINES. F. BARBER,ton Road, Southsea, England. 1019 Vine St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

OLD COINS. $7.75 PAID FOR RARE
dates 1853 quarters; $20 for half dollars; we pay
a cash premium on hundreds of coins; keep all
money dated before 1884 and send 10 cents at
once for our illustrated coin value book, size 4
by 7; it may mean your fortune. C. F. Clarke &
Co., Coin Dealers, Dept. 83, LeRoy, N. Y.

COLLECTORS

ORIGINAL FOLLOW-UP COLLECTION
letters complete, $1.00. Edition limited. Mer-
cantile Letter Co., 76 Calvert, Detroit, Mich.

ELECTRICAL MATERIALS

MAGNETO SPARK AND LONG LIFE,
from dry batteries. Jahn Cameron, Jr., Electrical
En., Easthampton, Mass., 90 Pleasant.

RENEW DRY CELL BATTERIES-NO
fake. Cost %c each. Two guaranteed formulae
15c, each or both 25c. L. M. Kachel Co., Dept.
A5, Whitewater, Wis.'

MAGNET WINDERS, TAPPING MA -
chines, Water Motors and Fans. Inventions de-
veloped. Special articles to order. Cleveland
Specialty and Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.

FOR SALE

SMOKERS-HIGH CLASS CURVED OR
straight stem pipes, 25c each. H. Jacobus, 214
Avon Ave., Newark, N. J., Dept. P.
WOODS ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILE, LESS
batteries, $75.00. Will consider 2 H.P. motor as
part payment. Box 275, Burlington, Wis.

FOR SALE-OR WILL EXCHANGE FOR
anything of equal value, 2 H.P., 500 -Volt D. C.
Motor; will run as Generator. M. C. Suttle,
McLeansboro, Ill.

LUBRICATORS AND CUPS FOR SHAFT-
ing and Loose Pulleys. No drip or dirt. Very
economical. Swain Lubricator 'Co., New No. 328
W. Lake St., Chicago.

MANUFACTURER OF THE FINEST
metal polish on the market will sell few copies
of formula. Correspondence solicited. J. F.
Gorman, 2231 First Ave., South, Seattle, Wash.

LIGHTNING ERADICATOR; REMOVES
grease and paint spots; a perfect cleaner for
gloves and tan shoes; 25c postpaid; agents
wanted. Union Novelty Co., Unionville, Conn.

WE BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE-BAR-
gains in Microscopes, Telescopes, Field Glasses,
Cameras, etc. Catalogue and Bargain List free.
Kahn & Co., Established 1850, 26 John St., New
York.

DYNAMO, 110 -VOLT, 15 AMPERES, K.
W., 1,350 R. P. M., compound wound, fly wheel,
three bearings, slide rails; fine condition; $69.00
f. o. b. Clinton. Charles E. Foerch, Clinton,
Conn.

REBUILT MOTORS-WE HAVE A NUM-
ber of second-hand marine engines of our own
and other makes, completely rebuilt and guaran-
teed by us. As the builders of "Buffalos" are
not in the second-hand engine business, we will
sell them at less than factory cost to make room.
This is a rare opportunity to get the highest
grade of engines -2 to 100 H.P.-cheap. Buf-
falo Gasoline Motor Co., 1288-1302 Niagara St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

THE YALE POCKET ADDING MACHINE, FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHERone dollar postpaid. Yale Mfg. Co., Dept. D,
Newark, N. J. EXCELLENT CHRISTMAS GIFT: ALL

FOR SALE, COMPLETE SET OF CAST- new, regular $15 "Seneca" No. 3 folding cam-
ings for h. p. gasoline stationary engine. also eras, $12 prepaid. Frank Dax, 1506 Erie St.,
3 h. p. motor cycle engine set and one and 2- Chicago.
cylinder marine engine sets. Comet Motor Wks., PHOTOISMS-MAGAZINE OF PHOTOG-564 Jackson Blvd., Chicago. raphy in Plain Language. The Why and Where-

FOR SALE-ONE WAVERLEY ELECTRIC for. One dollar yearly. Trial, 3 mo., 25c. Pho-
Runabout in fine condition $300.00. One four- toisms, 26 John St., N. Y.
passenger Waverley Surrey, in excellent condi- FORMULAStion, with new batteries, cost new $1,900.00, will
sell for $65.00. Lucia Bros. Motor Car Co., 500 SECRET FORMULAS, 25c. GLOBE
Green Bay Wis. Co., 1712 Leavenworth, Omaha, Neb.
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GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS INSTRUCTIONS

MAGIC GHOST-VERY MYSTIFYING, 10
cents. Klein, 1193 Broadway, N. Y.

GAMES. 10 OUTDOOR GAMES, BASKET -
ball, Baseball, Tennis etc., etc., can be played on
parlor table. Sent for $1.00, postage 10c. Pub-
lisher, L. Elliott, Latham, Mo.

PLAYS, VAUDEVILLE SKETCHES, MON-
ologues, Dialogues, Speakers' Minstrel Material,
Jokes Recitations, Tableaux, Drills, Musical
Pieces, Entertainments, Make Up Goods. Large
Catalog Free. T. S. Denison & Company, Dept.
26, Chicago.

IGNITION

SEND 25c, COIN OR STAMPS, FOR A
three months' trial subscription to IGNITION-
the big new monthly magazine specializing on
engine troubles. Carefully and practically edited;
profusely illustrated; handsomely printed. Help-
ful from cover to cover. IGNITION, 1459
Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.

INSTRUCTIONS

POLISHING CLOTH, INSTRUCTIONS
for making, 12c. Beers, Bradley Beach, N. J.

MAKE YOUR OWN STORAGE BATTERY.
Pocket size. Blue prints and instructions 25c.
Marshall Storage Battery Co., Marshalltown,
Iowa.

METALIZE FLOWERS, INSECTS, ETC.,
for jewelry. Pleasant home employment. Send
stamp for free sample and booklet. A. Benson,
Stewartville, Minn.

LEARN TO PAINT BEAUTIFUL ART
glass pictures. Inexpensive. Easily learned. Big
profits. Particulars for dime. L. A. Bowes,
Bluefield, West Va.

AMERICA'S FINEST PENMAN TEACHES
rapid, tireless business writing by mail; small
cost; illustrated journal free. Francis B. Court-
ney, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

STAGE ELECTRICIANS IN DEMAND.
Positions open at big salaries. 5 sample lessons
10c. Complete book, "How to Become a Stage
Electrician," postpaid $1.00. Write today. The-
atre "E," 438 Broadway, Denver, Colo.

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTIONS: TO
run, care and repair your machine. Others charge
$25.00 for this information. Complete instruc-
tions for $1.00. Bedlow Arens Co., Automobile
Experts, 424 W. 4th St., Los Angeles, Cal.

WRITE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER FOR
Reliable Data : Any National Code Rule ex-
plained (4 years inspector), $1.00. What book
contains information you want, 50 cents. Send
information and plans and find how to wire your
house, $3.00. Address of manufacturer of any
electrical device on market, 15 cents. Send
stamp for estimate on other electrical questions.
Electrical Engineer, 3957 Fullerton Ave., Chicago.

SHORTHAND IN SEVEN LESSONS, 35c.
Most rapid readable system. Quickly learned.
Send 10c now, and 25c later or return book. Uni-
graph Co., Omaha, Neb.

KENNEL
FOR SALE-CHESAPEAKE BAY PUPS,

descendants from Duck Getters. Particulars for
stamp. Smart Set Kennels, Ord, Neb.

NORWEGIAN BEARHOUNDS, IRISH
wolf hounds, deer and cat hounds, English blood-
hounds, American foxhounds. On receipt of 4c
stamps a catalogue will be sent. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Ky.

FOX AND HOUND-MONTHLY MAGA-
zine about Fox, Wolf, Coon, Possum, Mink and
Rabbit Hounds; has Beagle Department; .41
year. Sample free. Fox and Hound, Desk M,
Decatur, Ill.

IJI A G IC

MAGIC TRICK FREE-WITH BIG CAT-
alog Tricks, 10c. Bamberg, 1193 Broadway, N. Y.

MAGIC AEROPLANE TRICK 10c. CAT-
alog included. Bailey, Box 212, St. Paul, Minn.

BEAUTIFUL MAGIC FLOWERS FREE.
With big catalog, new tricks, puzzles, funny nov-
elties. Ten cents. CREST TRADING CO., 7
Witmark Building, New York.

GREATEST FUN PRODUCERS-MAGIC
Imp Bottle, Joker Rubber Tacks. Surprise Per-
fume Bottle, Lovers' Finger Trap, "Cachoo"
Sneezing Powder, lOc each. Globe Novelty Co.,
1811 Leavenworth St., Omaha, Neb.

MISCELLANEOUS

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -
writers." ATCHISON.

YOU CAN BRAZE CAST IRON FORMULA
only $1.00. Edmundson, 3027 N. Lawrence St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

AUTOPHONE, 5 CLASSY PHOTOS; ALSO
book, 15 cents. Fk. Sherman, 2600 Upton Ave.,
North, Minneapolis, Minn.

$10.00 EACH FOR NAMES OF PERSONS
interested in patents. For conditions, address
P. O. Box 2343, Washington, D. C.

FREE CHRISTMAS PRESENT. A $2.00
fountain pen free to new subscribers of "The
Globe" (monthly magazine), one year, all for
75c. Address The Globe, P. E. 227 Maple, Reno,
Nev.

3c A WORD GETS YOUR AD IN EN -
tire list 100 magazines including Wheel of
Life. Life Pub. Co., St. Louis.

&DVERTISEMENTS PLACED IN OVER
100 magazines, 3c word. Zenith Agency, Station
N, Cincinnati, Ohio.

LIQUOR HABIT - GENUINE HOME
cure, 3 days. Absolutely reliable.' Guaranteed.
Book mailed free. Edw. R. Woods, 534 6th Ave.,
New York.
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MISCELLANEOUS

ANYBODY CAN MAKE GOOD CUTS
with my simple zinc etching process; price, $1.00;
specimens and particulars for stamp. T. M.
Day, Box E., Windfall, Ind.

DON'T MARRY UNTIL YOU HAVE YOUR
friend's character told from their handwriting;
send specimen, dime and stamp to Gordon Gor-
don, Grant St., Camden, New Jersey.

SHEET MUSIC, 5 CENTS A COPY POST -
paid. Vocal and instrumental. Rosary, Palms,
Consolation. Holiday catalogue sent. Chicago
Book & Music Co., 5311 Monroe Ave., Chicago.

STORIES, ARTICLES, SCENARIOS RE-
vised and criticised. Send MS. with return post-
age for opinion. Alex. Kennedy 3309 North
Seventeenth St., Philadelphia.

TOBACCO CURE, ONE BOX CURES.
Guaranteed or money back. Established 1894.
Write for special offer. Allen Distributing Co.,
318 Altman Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MACHINES DESIGNED AND IM -
proved, manufacturing cost reduced, practical,
confidential; most every factory has something
that is costing too much to make. Perry, 650
59th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

I WILL START YOU EARNING $4.00
daily at home in spare time, silvering mirrors;
no capital; send for free instructive Booklet,
giving plans of operation. G. F. Redmond,
Dept. H, Boston, Mass.

MODEL BUILDER

MODELS MADE FOR INVENTORS. LOW
prices. S. H. Merryman, Towson, Md.

INVENTORS: WE MAKE MODELS TO
order, either mechanical or electrical. Good
work and low prices. Ludlow Model and Elec-
trical Works, Ludlow, Ky.

MOTORCYCLES

WANTED-USED MOTORCYCLES, ONE
or a carload! A. C. C. A., 1769 Broadway, New
York City.

MOTORCYCLES

I WILL TAKE YOUR MOTORCYCLE ON
consignment and sell it in the World's Greatest
Motorcycle Market, New York City. Send for
particulars. King, Automobile Broker, 217 West
125th St., New York City.

MOTORCYCLES, NEW AND SECOND -
hand; motors, castings and accessories. Our
Attachable Motor Outfit converts any bicycle into
a motorcycle at small cost. Write for catalogue
and bargain list. Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept. 31,
Galesburg, Kan.

MOTORCYCLES WANTED-WILL TAKE
your motorcycle on consignment and sell it in the
World's Greatest Motorcycle Market, New York
City, for 5% commission. Write for full particu-
lars. King, Automobile Broker, 217 West 125th
St., New York City.

ONLY THREE SECOND-HAND MOTOR -
cycles left. '09 M. M. $90; '08 twin Thor
$140.00; 1910 Indian $150.00. Guaranteed serv-
iceable. Write me. Anderson's Motorcycle
Store, Batavia, Ill.

MOTORCYCLE TIRE BARGAINS !-A. C.
C. A. Prices Talk! Diamond, Goodrich,
G. & J. and other standard makes; guaranteed.
Gridiron, Basket and Bailey Treads, 28x2, $4.95;
28x2%, $5.70; 28x2/, $6.20; 26x2%, $5.45,
26x2/, $6.20. Guaranteed tubes priced propor-
tionately low. Shipped on approval. Don't buy
until you receive our price list! THE AUTO-
MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF
AMERICA, Dept. GG, 1769 to 1787 Broadway,
New York City.

MOTORCYCLE CASES AND TUBES 28x2,
corrugated, $5.00. Bailey $5.50, tube $2.40. 28x
21/4, corrugated, $5.75, Bailey $6.25, tube $2.65.
28x2/, corrugated $6.25, Bailey $7.00, Nobby
$7.75, tube $2.66. Single or double clinch. Guar-
anteed cases and tubes, Bailey type single clinch
28x21/4, $7.75, tube $2.65. 28x2/ $8.30, tube $2.82.
Price of tubes is by mail including postage. Send
postoffice order for tubes and 25 per cent on
cases and I ship allow examination. Wm. Van-
derpool, Springfield, Ohio.

PATENT ATTORNEYS
WANTED-MOTORCYCLE, ANY MAKE,

year or condition; must be cheap. Spillane, 211 SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -
West 125th St., New York City. writers." ATCHISON.

MOTORCYCLES - LOWEST PRICES,
largest stock. Save dealers' profits, buy direct
from the owners. I have all makes. Indians,
$20.00 up; Marshes, $20.00 up. Don't purchase
any Motorcycle until you get my prices. All
guaranteed for one year. King, 213-217 West
125th St., New York City.

MOTORCYCLES-A. C. C. A. PRICES
Talk! Endless variety; latest models; every
make; Indians, M -Ms, $20. Freight prepaid!
Largest and only illustrated catalog published
sent free. THE AUTOMOBILE AND CYCLE
COMPANY OF AMERICA. Dept. HH, 1769 to
1787 Broadway, New York City.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET, ALL ABOUT
Patents and Their Cost. Shepherd & Campbell,
500B, Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

IMPORTANT i'JFORMATION FOR IN-
ventors free, enclose stamp. Walter Parnell, 474
16th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"PATENTS AND PATENT POSSIBILI-
ties," a 72 -page treatise sent free upon request;
full of valuable and interesting information; tells
what to invent and where to sell it. Write to-
day. H. S. Hill, 929 McGill Building, Wash-
tington, D. C.
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PATENT ATTORNEYS
THE PATENTOME TELLS ALL ABOUT

patents and how to get them. Free on request.
Established 1865. Anderson & Son, Patent So-
licitors, 729 G St., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS-BOOKS-HOW TO OBTAIN
and sell patents, with 100 mechanical movements;
mailed free. F. G. Dieterich & Co., Patent Law-
yers, Uray Block, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS. HOW TO GET EVERY DOL-
lar your invention is worth. Send 8c stamp for
new 128 -page book of Vital Interest to Inventors.
R. S. & A. B. Lacey, Dept. 52. Washington, D. C.

"MONEY 1N PATENTS" TELLS THE
truth about the subject. It is free to inventors.
Write today. Herman A. Phillips, 1106 L. & T.
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

C. L. PARKER, PATENT ATTORNEY,
ex -examiner U. S. Patent Office, 912 G St., Wash-
ington, D. C., Inventors' handbook, "Protecting,
Exploiting and Selling Inventions," sent free upon
request.

PATENTS SECURED OR FEE RE -
turned. Send sketch for Free Expert Search and
Report as to patentability. Books on inventions
and patents, and reference book, sent free. John
S. Duffie & Co., Dept. 2, Washington, 1). C.

PATENT-ADVICE AND BOOKS FREE.
Highest references. Best results. I procure
patents that protect. Watson E. Coleman,
Patent Lawyer, 622 F St., N. W., Washington,
D. C.

PROTECT YOUR IDEAS. INVENTOR'S
Primer free. Free search and contingent fees.
Milo B. Stevens & Co., Estab. 1864, 640 F St.,
Washington ; 351 Monadnock Blk., Chicago.
Guaranteed by Bankers' Register.

THE INVENTORS' OUTLOOK TELLS
the truth about patents. Not an attorney's mag-
azine. A full illustrated description of Patent
Office and its workings in next issue. One dollar
a year. Subscribe at once. Inventors' Outlook,
Washington, D. C.

PICTURES AND POST CARDS

22 BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS POST -
cards, 10c. Claude Y. Ross, Zanesville, Ohio.

ONE DOZEN HIGH GRADE POSTCARDS
for dime. Eastern Sales Company, 1072 Hartford,
Conn.

PHOTOS "PRETTY GIRLS FROM LIFE"
12 for 25c, 4 for 10c. Curtis Co., F-146, W. 73d
St., Chicago, Ill.

FREE - MOVING PICTURES - BEAUTI-
ful dancing girl. Lifelike motion. Send stamp.
Ferguson Mutoscope Co., Springfield, Missouri.

10 CHRISTMAS POST -CARDS FREE
with membership 10c. Maple Valley Card Ex.,
Box 1183. Pittsfield, Mass.

50 POST -CARDS SHOWING TRIP
around the world 40c postpaid. Econo Co., Box
3'1. Charlotte, N C

IF YOU REALLY WANT TO EXCHANGE
postcards try our splendid club. Lists circulate
in many countries. Membership 10c. Halcyon
Exchange, Box 133, Erie, Pa.

PICTURES AND POST CARDS
RECEIVE POST -CARDS FROM EVERY -

where. Membership 25 cts. a year. Gem Post -
Card Club, Dept. C, 428 Bank St., Newark, N. J.

YOU'LL GET CARDS FROM EVERY-
WHERE. Membership 10c. Idaho Card Ex-
change, Dept. O., Box 906, Boise, Idaho.

LOOK-BEAUTIFUL VIEW OF N. Y. CITY
and money making information for 3 penny
stamps. Ben Levy, Dept. C. D., 47-49 Maiden
Lane, N. Y.

10 BEAUTIFUL 6x8 ART PICTURES,
pretty girls, landscapes, etc., in colors, 10 cents
postpaid, catalogue sent. Chicago Book & Music
Co., 5311 Monroe Ave.. Chicago.

BARGAIN POST CARDS $1.00 THOU -
sand, including Christmas; large variety. Order
and be convinced. Publishers' Clearing House,
35 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

DECORATE YOUR "DEN" WITH "ART
Gems." Three bewitching poses, 25c., six for
50c. One 6/x8% photograph free with every
order for six. All real photographs. Money back
if not pleased. Art Photo Co., 1410 P. E., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

HELIGOLAND ELECTRIC LIGHTHOUSE.
Most powerful lighthouse in the world. Post-
cards of this lighthouse on sale. We carry the
largest assortment of lighthouse postcards of any
firm in the world. We also sell Irish scenery, etc.,
etc. Complete list and two sample cards sent
anywhere for five cents. Lighthouse Mission,
Dept. P. E., Linenhall St., Belfast, Ireland.

PRINTING
100 CALLING CARDS, 45 CENTS; QUICK

service. Harold Hartzman, 1123 13th Ave., Mo-
line, Ill.

ALL FOR 50c-25 ENVELOPES, 25 LET-
terheads, 25 cards, postpaid, to introduce quality
printing. Quality Printery, Fargo, Okla.

100 ENGRAVED STYLE VISITING CARDS
25c. 100 Neat Business Cards or Envelopes 40c.
Retter, Box 142-C, Tippecanoe City, Ohio.

REAL ESTATE
TO SELL . YOUR PROPERTY WRITE

Northwestern Business Agency, Minneapolis.
FARMS BOUGHT AND SOLD. NO MAT -

ter where located. Write Chas. A. Phildius, 388
Pleasant Ave., New York.

OWNER MUST SELL BEAUTIFUL
6 -acre Florida farm. Four acres winter vege-
tables, one acre two -year -old fruit trees. On
splendid shell road near shipping point. Yearly
income $1,500 net. Also my winter home, small,
neat cottage, built two year, on good lot 150x50,
in beautiful, modern Florida East Coast city.
Most famous winter resort in the world. Posses-
sion March 1 or by arrangement. Total property
complete, $900. Ten per cent cash, balance easy
terms. Or will consider offers both properties
separately. "OWNER," care A. Jordan, Glidden,
Wis.'
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RUBBER STAMPS TYPEWRITERS
NAME ON RUBBER STAMP 15c, WITH GUARANTEED TYPEWRITERS. SPE-address 25c. National Stamp Works, 44 N. Fifth cial Prices. All Makes. Free trial anywhere.Ave., Chicago. Catalogue. W. Whitehead, 188 North La Salle, Chicago.
RUBBER STAMPS AND SPECIALTIES-

best prices-prompt delivery-Most complete
line. Don't buy till you see my big catalogue.
Free. Theo. Helbling, 607 Marquette Bldg.,
Chicago.

SCHOOLS
SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE

writers." ATCHISON.
TELEPHONE PRACTICE-COMPLETE

instruction by mail, qualifies men for quick ad-
vancempnt to high positions; write for particu-
lars. The Sinclair School of Telephony, Cam-
bridgeport, Mass.

FREE TUITION BY MAIL: CIVIL SERV-
ice, Drawing, Engineering, Electric Wiring, Agri-
cultural, Poultry, Normal, Academic, Bookkeep-
ing, Shorthand Courses. Matriculation $5. Tui-
tion free to first applicants. Apply to Carnegie
College, Rogers, Ohio.

AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL-LEARN THE
automobile business, repairing and driving, in
which you can earn good wages and have health-
ful and pleasant work. We give a thorough and
practical course in road work and repairing.
For full particulars address Academy of Auto-
mobile Engineering, 1420 Michigan Ave., Dept.
"C," Chicago, Ill.

TELEGRAPHY

TELEGRAPHY-MORSE AND WIRE-
LESS; Railway Accounting (Station Agency)
taught quickly. R. R. Dispatchers and Western
Union Wires and complete Wireless Station in
school. Splendid opportunities. Graduates as-
sisted. Living expenses low-may be earned.
Largest and oldest school-established 37 years.
Investment $25,000.00. Correspondence courses
also. Catalogue FREE. DODGE'S TELE-
GRAPH & RAILWAY INSTITUTE, 16th St.,
Valparaiso, Ind.

TRADE SCHOOLS

ELECTRICITY, PLUMBING, BRICKLAY-
ING, PAINTING and DECORATING and
MECHANICAL DRAFTING, taught quickly by
expert workmen. Actual work takes place of
books. Tools and materials furnished FREE.
Splendid positions always open. Oldest, largest
and best equipped trade school. Write for Cata-
logue. COYNE NATIONAL TRADE
SCHOOLS, 86 E. Illinois St., Chicago.

TYPEWRITERS

GENUINE TYPEWRITER BARGAINS, NO
matter what make, will quote you lowest prices
and easiest terms, or rent, allowing rental on
price. Write for big bargain list and catalogue
14. L. J. Peabody, 278 Devonshire St., Boston,
Mass.

LARGEST STOCK OF TYPEWRITERS IN
America. All makes: Underwoods, L. C.
Smiths, Remingtons, etc.; one -quarter to one-
half manufacturers' prices (many less), Rented
anywhere, applying rent on }mice. Write for
catalogue 102. Typewriter Emporium (Est.
1892), 92-94 Lake St., Chicago.

I WANT TO CORRESPOND WITH PER-
sons who are about to buy a high-grade type-
writer, object to paying the high prices generally
asked by manufacturers and dealers. Any make
on approval. Catalogue, bargain list and valu-
able information sent free. A. E. Atchison,
4125 West 21st St., Chicago.

TYPE WRITER S: CALIGRAPH, $6.00;
Hammond, Yost, Densmore, Williams, $10.00;
Remington, $12.00; Smith Premier, $15.00; Oliver,
$24.00; Underwood, $30.00; all makes on hand;
fifteen days' trial allowed, and a year's guaran-
tee. Send for catalogue. Harlem Typewriter
Exchange, Dept. 89, 217 West 125th St., New
York City.

WIRELESS

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF WIRE -
less Supplies. Send 2c stamp for catalogue and
lowest prices. The Merker-Flocker Electric Co.,
957 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAKE YOUR OWN SPARK COIL AND
Condenser, / to 14 -inch spark, complete instruc-
tions and drawings, 20c. Nomus Electric Co.
(Not Inc.), 1216 South 48th Ave., Cicero, Ill.

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS: I WILL
make you a beautiful 8x12 blue -print of your
hook-up for 35 cents. Can also furnish drawings
of any wireless instrument. S. J. Ross, 913 Vine,
La Crosse, Wis.

WIRELESS OPERATORS! MY NEW
Speed Chart will teach you to receive from the
fastest operators. Morse, Continental and Navy
codes on one chart, 50 cents. No stamps. Fred
Fulgora, Box 356, North Diamond Station, Pitts-
burg, Pa.

IN. SPARK COIL, $1.75; / IN. SPARK
coil, $2.75; 1 in. spark coil, $3.75, prepaid, each
with 12 pieces of apparatus and instructions for
over 50 experiments. These are perfect wireless
coils. Hertzian Elec. Co., 876 E. 35th St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

$1.75 SENT TO US WILL BRING YOU
one of the best 1000 Ohm. wireless receivers
made. We guarantee them and will refund you
your money if you are not perfectly satisfied
after a five days' trial. Our receivers are in use
in the British Navy. Other reliable apparatus,
supplies and parts. Catalogue sent for stamp.
Alden Wireless Co., Dept. D., Campelo, Mass.
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WIRELESS

CHAMBERS WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS.
Guaranteed first-class. Parts sold separately.
Special 7 -strand hard -drawn Copper Aerial Wire,
100 ft. 60c F: O. B. Phila. Good Amateur Re-
ceiving Set, $10.50. Send 2c stamp for our new
illustrated catalogue. F. B. Chambers & Co.,
217 N. 9th St., Phila., Pa.

HELP WANTED

EARN GOOD PAY COPYING. AD -
dresses; particulars six stamps. Hinshey, 167,
Middleport, N. Y.

BIG MONEY WRITING SONGS. SEND
for free booklet. Tells how. Conway, 49 Tuscola
St., Detroit, Mich.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR CIRCULARS.
Let us quote special prices. Will circularize
25,000 this Xmas season. Imprint commission
circulars wanted. The Belmont, 1719B, North
Francisco Ave., Chicago.

$25 WEEKLY AND EXPENSES TO MEN
and women to collect names, distribute samples
and advertise. Steady work. C. H. Emery, M.
R., Chicago, Ill.

ELECTRICAL STUDENTS. ENERGETIC
representative desired in each Technical School,
College and University to handle A-1 electrical
devices on excellent commission. Splendid op-
portunity for spare time work. Start at once
for Christmas trade. Joseph W. Price, 1440 N.
Edgewood St.,

CHALLENGE SAFETY SWING. BEST
fun -maker for children inside the home. Prices
$1.50 and $2.00. Exclusive field. Big records in
territory recanvassed-the proof of its selling
merit. Write for terms. Chautauqua Mfg. Com-
pany, Valparaiso, Ind.

WANTED-A MAN OR WOMAN TO ACT
as our information reporter. All or spare time.
No experience necessary. $50 to $300 per
month. Nothing to sell. Send stamp for par-
ticulars. Sales Association, 611 Association
Building, Indianapolis, Ind.

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS OFF ER
steady, pleasant employment, big pay. Influence
unnecessary. Get your preparation from former
U. S. Civil Service Examiner. Write for big,
free, descriptive booklet. PATTERSON CIVIL
SERVICE SCHOOL, Box 890, Rochester, N. Y.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK TELLS
about over 360,000 protected positions in U. S.

service. More than 40,000 vacancies every year.
There is a big chance here for you, sure and
generous pay, lifetime employment. Easy to get.
Just ask for booklet A50. No obligation. Earl
Hopkins, Washington, D. C.

GET AWAY FROM WAGE SLAVERY!
Start a.business of your own; make more money.
"Money Making Secrets Exposed" contains the
best Mail Order and Agency propositions; all
brand new; good for an income for life. Write
for descriptive circular; it's free. G. Schill, 248
N. Queen St., Martinsburg, W. Va.

HELP WANTED

$5 PER 100 UPWARD PAID TACKING
signs, distributing booklets, samples, etc. No
canvassing. Send 6c stamps; secure price list
paid and territory. Shepard's Agency, Dept. 114,
Lebanon, N. H.

SALESMAN WRITE AND FIND OUT
why our lines and methods bring increased com-
missions over other lines. 35 salesmen wanted,
in all parts of the U. S. and in the large cities_
Brice Williams Calendar Company, Kokomo, Ind_

ELECTRIC METERMEN WANTED IN
every state-$900-$1,800 yearly. Rapid in-
troduction of electricity creating new positions
daily. We will fit you for a splendid position
and assist you to get it. Booklet giving full par-
ticulars sent FREE. Write for it TODAY. Fort
Wayne Correspondence School, Dept. 30, Fort
Wayne, Ind.

BIG MONEY WRIT [NG SONGS. THOU -
sands of dollars for anyone who can write suc-
cessful words or music. Past experience un-
necessary. Send us your song poems, with or
without music, or write for free particulars. Ac-
ceptance guaranteed if available. Washington
only place to secure copyright. H. Kirkus Dug -
dale Co., Dept. 13, Washington, D. C.

MEN AND BOYS TO LEARN AUTOMO-
bile repairing, driving on up-to-date cars; elec-
trical, civil engineering, surveying, in most prac-
tical way. Room and board while learning. Po-
sitions secured; satisfaction guaranteed; catalog
free. National School of Engineering, 2110
West 7th, Los Angeles.

MEN WANTED FOR GOVERNMENT PO-
sitions. $80 a month. Annual vacations. Short
hours. Steady work. Rapid promotion. Thou-
sands of appointments coming soon. "Pull" un-
necessary. Farmers eligible. Send immediately
for list of positions open. Common education
sufficient. Franklin Institute, Dept. P53, Roches-
ter, N. Y.

LIVE AGENTS : HAVE YOU EVER BUILT
a good business for yourself ? Let us help you
do so on our Kodak and Postcard Albums. No
line like the "Chautauqua." Best variety, highest
quality and yet we undersell. Write at once for
terms and exclusive territory. Chautauqua Mfg.
Company, Valparaiso, Ind.

THE NEW STATE AUTOMOBILE LAWS
make it impossible for incompetent or untrained
persons to hold a chauffeur's license and at the
same time makes it possible for properly register-
ed and licensed chauffeurs to demand higher
wages. Don't waste your time and money in
small, new, or poorly equipped schools, but come
direct to the largest in the business. WE GUAR-
ANTEE A MAN HOLDING OUR DIPLOMA
to pass state examination. GRF.ER COLLEGE
OF MOTORING. 1459 Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois. THE ONLY SCHOOL CARRYING
THE ENDORSEMENT OF THE TRADE.

MAGIC POCKET TRICK FREE
Catalog included, send 6c stamp.

Dept. 17 270 W. 39th St. ,New York
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Last Chance at the
Present Price

AS announced in previous issues, beginning with the January, 1912,
issue, the price of POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE will be
15c a copy, $1.50 a year.

But we will continue to give you more than your money's worth. In the last
few months you have noticed marked improvements. The January and succeeding
issues will be larger and better than ever.

A price of at least 15 cents has become almost an economic necessity in the
magazine business at the present cost of paper and printing.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY, even without the forthcoming enlargement, is
well worth this price, for it is the only magazine in existence that you can go to for
electrical knowledge expounded in simple everyday language.

Watch for the January issue.
That issue will be the first to be sold on the news-stands at 15c. January 1st,

1912, is the date at which the increased subscription price of $1.50 a year will go into
effect. Therefore, it is to your advantage to

Subscribe Before Januarp 1st
or Renew pour Subscription, as the case map be.

Until January 1st we will accept subscriptions at $1.00 a year for any period
up to and including five years. You can send in your subscription through your
news -dealer, any authorized subscription agent, or direct to us as most convenient.

The cost for extra postage on Canadian subscriptions will remain the same, 35c
a year, but the foreign postage will be increased after January 1st, 1912, from 50c
to 75c a year, which is just sufficient to cover the cost of this charge to us.

Do not delay then, if you wish to take advantage of the present rates, in sub-
scribing or renewing as soon as possible, and for a good long time, while the old price
continues in effect. Remember, this is positively your last chance at this price.

TEAR OFF AND MAIL COUPON TO -DAY

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUBLISHING CO.
1, I- ,-,,

54 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen-Enclosed find $ for which enter-or renew-my subscription to POPULAR
ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE for years, beginning with the ....issue.
Name

Local Address

Town and State

If you are already a subscriber, your subscription will be extended. New subscriptions
will start with January. 1912, issue unless otherwise specified.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Do You Want This Job?
It Pays $3600 a Year .

There are thousands of just such jobs awaiting the trained man. In every section,
in every state, and in every city there are factories to be superintended; machinery to be
repaired; railroads to be built and maintained; residences and business blocks to be erected;
canals, cuts, and tunnels to be dug; dams to be constructed; and power plants to be operated.

Who should be in charge of this work? YOU.
Who should receive the high salaries paid for such work? YOU.
Who should qualify to successfully handle this work? YOU.

The progress of this age is not going to stop, and some one must do this work. Will

it be you or the other fellow? One thing is certain: it will be the man best qualified for

the job.
Thousands of I. C. S. students are today 

heads of the largest manufacturing, inventive,
constructive, and business enterprises. And for
20 years it has been the business of the I. C. S.
to prepare men for such positions. But today
there are more businesses than ever, more
opportunities than ever, and there must be 
more trained men than ever to fill the many
positions.

Let us help you to qualify for a bigger job.
What we have done for tens of thousands of
others we can do for you.

You need only mark and mail the attached
coupon and you will receive, without obligation
or cost, full information about any position in
which you may be interested.

Mark and Mail the
Coupon Today

Name

 St. and No._

 City- -

International Correspondence Schools
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please explain, without fc rther obligation on my part, how l
 can qualify fora larger sa:.ary and advancement to the posi.
 Lion, trade, or procession Letore which I have marked X.

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electrician
Electric Car Running
Dynamo Foreman
Wireman
Mining Engineer
Telephone Expert
Civil Engineer
Automobile Running
Agriculture

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
R. R. Constructing
Concrete Construction
Architect
Contracting & Building
Architectural Draftsman
Plumbing & Heating
Chemist
Bookkeeper
Advertising Man
Civil Service Exams.

Present Occupation

State

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing. to Advertisers.

.
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For Universal Service
The Press and the Bell System

The power of the individual writer is
multiplied by the printing press. In the
same way the power of the individual
telephone is multiplied by the Bell system.
In both cases, increased usefulness comes
from progress towards universal service.

By means of the press the knowledge
and thoughts of writers are spread
throughout the land, maintaining among
all the people the common language and
the mutual understanding which makes
for national co-operation.

By means of the Bell system, each
individual telephone becomes connectable

with every other telephone and each
unit in the nation is given a personal
membership in the most highly developed
system of communication that the world
has ever seen.

The press prepares people for co-opera-
tion ; the Bell telephone system enables
them to really co-operate. The press
educates people separately; the telephone
enables them to act upon their mutual
knowledge immediately and at any
distance.

By co-operation with telegraph and
cable systems, universal service for com-
munication is being made international..

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One System Universal Service
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.:
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Give Electric Xmas Gifts This Year
So complete is the G -E line of Electric Christmas Gifts that n it you will be

sure to find something for every member of the family.
Electric gifts are useful gifts-each does some one thing better than it can be

done any other way, whether it is to toast bread, percolate coffee, or run a sewing
machine.

Only G -E Heating devices contain the indestructible "Calorite" heating unit
which transforms electricity into heat as effectively as the metal filament of the
Edison Mazda Lamp changes electricity into light.

Electric Lighted Xmas Trees
Candle lighted trees are danger-

ous. Avoid all danger by lighting
your tree with tiny one -candle -power
electric lamps representing in colors,
fruits, flowers, miniature Santa
Clauses, etc.

For sale by
where. Illustrated price lists sent on request.

Electric Christmas Gifts
Chafing Dish Domestic Range
Coffee Percolator Oven
Tea Kettle Flatiron
Samovar Cigar Lighter
Toaster Shaving Cup
Corn Popper Fool Warmer
Hot Water Cup Luminous Radiator
Cereal Cooker Heating Pad
Disk Stove Sewing Machine Motor
Twin Disk Hotplate

lighting companies, electrical contractors and supply dealers every -

General Electric Company
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 3266

IIIIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllll!IIIII!

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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TYPEWRITER FREE
for just a little of your spare time.

Hundreds write as follows:
Princeton. W. Va.. June 12, 1911. "I

earned my typewriter in one day."-J.
W. Thorn.

Greenwood, S. C.. June 12, 1911.
'Earned my typewriter In a day and a
half."-J. F. Philips.

Tulsa, Okla., June 17, 1911. "I
earned a $100 machine for about thirty
minutes talk."-FrankE. Harper.

Dayton. Ohio, May 23, 1911. "I earned

Hipyp
writer in just a few hours."-A.

Ashley, N. Dak., June 8, 1911. "Earned
my Emerson In not to exceed an hour,
and consider it better than much adver-
tised hundred dollar typewriter.."-A.
E. Snowden.

Lasseter, Tex., Apr., 6, 1911.
"I earned my Emerson Type-
writer free in nix hours."-O.
S. Jones.

Haxardville, Conn., June, 21,
1911. "I earned my Emerson
free in not over two hone."-F. J.
Barrett.

Biddeford, Me., May 26, 1911. "I re-
ceived the Emerson Typewriter you sent
me free for less than a day's work."-
C. M. Reny.

Rutland, Ohio, May 6, 1911. "Earned
my Emerson free in about two hours."-
L. E. Stevens.

Loveland, Colo., June 30, 1911. "I
earned my Emerson Typewriter free in
less than three hour...'-W. J. Evans.

HUNDREDS WRITE THE SAME WAY and our customers gen-
erally pronounce the Emerson at least the equal, if not superior, to any
$ 100 typewriter on the market.

ONE DOLLAR down, then Ten Cents a day, are our regular terms
and our present price, is but a fraction of what others ask for typewrit-
ers of like high-grade. DONT PAY EVEN $20 FOR ANY TYPE-
WRITER, UNTIL YOU SEE OUR OFFER.

BUT YOU CAN GET THIS TYPEWRITER FREE OF ANY
COST for just a little of your spare time.

The Emerson is a high-grade, wholly visible typewriter, combining the high-grade, up-to-date features of all hundred dollar
typewriters; rapid, accurate, light touch, easy action, wholly visible, two-color ribbon, universal keyboard, back spacer, tabula-
tor, every improvement; the ideal machine for experts and beginners alike. With our instruction book you can write in an hour.
OURFREE OFFER On a postal card or in a letter to us, simply say "Mail me your Free Offer" and by

return mail, you will receive our latest Catalogue, Illustrations, descrip-
tions, endorsements, testimonials, certificates and our FREE OFFER by which YOU CAN EARN AN
EMERSON TYPEWRITER FREE FOR JUST A LITTLE OF YOUR SPARE TIME. Address
THE EMERSON TYPEWRITER COMPANY, Box 189,' WOODSTOCK, ILLINOIS

WHEN desirous of information in-
quire at the information Dept.

of Popular Electricity Pub. Co.

WE WANT YOU for our representative. Big money
to right parties. All or spare time. Experience not
necessary. Send 2c stamp today for particulars.
POPULAR ELECTRIICITY MAGAZINE, Circulation
Dept., Commercial Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

TESTED APPARATUS
MEANS THE ELIMINATION OF FAULTS IN YOUR PRODUCT

Electrical and photometrical tests of every description. Checking electrical instruments of all
kinds and classes. Inspecting and testing new electrical machinery, apparatus and material at
factories and after installation. Tests on any electrical machinery and apparatus made any-
where. Arc and incandescent lamp tests, either electric, gas, acetylene or oil. Illumination
tests made anywhere. Secondary standards of candle -power furnished. Facilities furnished
to experimenters and investigators.

We have recently added to the above, Coal Testing, and are now prepared to make prox-
imate analyses and calorific determinations on samples of coal, promptly and accurately.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
80TH STREET AND EAST END AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y.

L- 2. Js ,5r +2l?5-252g
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All three
of the Chicago,
the famous
Safeguarded

The

(ascot Excellent

0 o Three Magnificent The CRina and Japan Mailoriii Leaves Chicago 10:45 p. m.p Daily Trains The Best of Everything
run over the smooth well -ballasted roadbed These three splendid trains leave from the

Union Pacific and North Western Line- new (Chicago) Passenger Terminal, Chi -
double -track line to the Missouri River. cago and Nor'h Western Rail -

way -the most modern railwayby automatic safety signals all the way. terminal in tae world. 51iAN

San Francisco Overland Limited For full parleviers, address
Nkld ,at

Leaves Chicago 8:30 p. m. Chicago and UNION
PACIFIC

The Los Angeles Limited s '

Leaves Chicago 10:16 p.m. A.
North.JOHNSON, tape Ry. ;

a la carte dining service on all trains. Chic -ego. Ili.

CI
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$38.95 Buys Complete
Bathroom Outfit

Modern Plumbing at One -Half Ordinary Cost
WATER PRESSURE SYSTEMS, from
$42.00 up. HOT WATER AND STEAM
PLANTS. Save $100 to $250 on a Heating
System. Plans free with every plant. PIPE,
VALVES, FITTINGS at lowest prices. All
high grade, strictly guaranteed goods. Catalog
free.

JOHN HARDIN & CO.,
EST. 1876

4553 Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

THIS MORRIS CHAIR $1 25
65c monthly-total price 95 45. Latest CASHdesign. Kiln dried heavy stogy k. C rn n i n e

Fabricord leather. We have 3o s u h bargains h., -
you. And all SOLD ON CREDIT. You n-
and enjoy the goods n..,-pay ..
DAYS' GUARANTEED 11< LE TRIAL. Send
at o e for our big illustrated catalogue. It's
FREE to you.

SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN & CO.
167735th Street - Chicago, III.

YOU NEEDN'T BE BALD
or have falling or prematurely gray hair. There's absolutely
no reason why you should tolerate such conditions when
merely a few minutes' use of our Vacuous Cap each day will
stimulate ahundant circulation, and give perfect health and
vitality to scalp and hair. Endorsed by ?casting physicians
as the only sure, safe, sane, scientific method.

30 Days' Free Trial. Send for Booklet.
Hygienic Vacuum Cap Co., 701 Sibley Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

Nulite Gasoline Table Lamp
A coin plete Light Plan t weigh ing:Iles. Portable,

absolutely safe, 300 c. p. brilliant light 3 cent per
hour. Saves 90 per cent of your light bill.

Agents-Write for Special Offer on complete line
of gasoline lights and systems. Over 200 different
styles. Highest Quality. Lowest Prices. Exclusive
territory for capable town, county and traveling sales-
men. 72 page illustrated catalog free. Write today.

National Stamping & Electric Works
443 So. Clinton St. Chicago, U. S. A.

VÁLLÉY GEMS IMPORTED
from FRANCE

SEE THEM BEFORE PAYINGI
These Gems are chemical white sapphires.
Can't be told from diamonds except by an
expert. Stand acid and fire diamond tests.

So hard they scratch a file, will wt glass. Bril-
liancy guaranteed 25 years. All mounted in 14K solid

gold diamond mountings. Will send you any style ring, pin
or stud on approval-all charges prepaid-no money in advance.

Write for Free Illustrated booklet, special prices and ring Beaters
WHITE VALLEY GEM CO., N742SaksBldg Indianapolis.l d,

The World Famous

MEISTER
PIANO

Sent to any home in America on

30 Days Free Trial
THE FREIGHT PREPAID

Eight Artistic Styles to Choose from
Ranging in Price from

$175 to $350
Sold direct from the factory to you, and

not sold to dealers or commission men
under any circumstances.

If you like the instrument and desire to
keep it after the month's free trial, these
are the terms of sale:

SMALL WEEKLY OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS
NO CASH PAYMENT DOWN
NO INTEREST ON PAYMENTS
NO EXTRAS OF ANY KIND
PIANO STOOL AND SCARF FREE

Sold under Rothschild & Company's
Guarantee Bond which is as good as a
Government Bond.

Rothschild & Company's resources are
in excess of $4,000,000, and every promise
they make is absolute. Ask any banker in
America for Rothschild & Company's com-
mercial rating.

Send for our beautifully illustrated catalog showing
Meister pianos in the natural wood colors. The book
also contains hundreds of testimonial letters from
delighted customers. A post card will bring it.

The Meister Piano Co.
(Rothschild & Company, Sole Owners)

DEPT. 20 L CHICAGO, ILL.
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CAPITAL AND RESOURCES -51,750,000.
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME
WITH THE ARTISTIC

REED & SONS
PIANO

Save $128 to $222
on Your Piano

You want the beet plano in your home-and yon want
to pay only the manufacturer's price for it. The Reed a
Sons Plano has a world-wide name. It 1s the sweetest -
toned plano, handsomely designed, and is constructed to
uphold a hard-earned reputation, pined duringstety-nine
years. Thousands of owners praise it. At the World's
Columbian Exposition it won the highest award metal.

Send No Money
This piano was formerly sold through dealers, agente

and jobbers. Their profits have been wiped out. It is now
sold direct to the buyer and the customer receives the
savin that would otherwise go to the middleman. You
save from $128 to 9222, by buying a Reed & Sons Piano.
Better still, a purchase plan has been arranged that makes
it easy for you to pay. No money down.

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL IN YOUR HOME
and we will pay the freight on any piano you may select.

This remarkable offer will allow your family and
friends to enjoy the exquisite tonal qualities and to note
the attractiveness of the design and finish-and inspect
the easy action. When you are absolutely satisfied, you
can pay by the month, three m , or twice a year.
We want you to have the great enjoyment of owning so
splendid an instrument. If we cannot satisfy you with the
piano we will pay the freight for its return. This is the
fairest offer ever made. It means 865 days' Approval
Test. besideé 30 days' Free Trial and three years' time to
pay if satisfied. We give a 25 year guarantee bond with
every Piano.

NO COLLECTORS-NO INTEREST TO PAY
Our direct to the home manufacturer's w holeaale prices

are so low-that you can have a celebrated Reed a Sons
Piano for 11 fe -long use. at a price no higher than that of an
inferior, cheap piano, sold by some dealers and agents. and
still obtain the highest artieticqual Ity. The Reed a Sons
Piano will be a source of pride to you all your life, Just
compare the plano, illustrated above, with the Piano your
dealer or agent would charge you from 9450 to 8500 for,
end we know that you will readily decide in favor of the
artistic Reed a Sons Plano.

BIC BOOK SENT YOU FREE
You can save money by clipping this coupon right

now. It will secure for you our special proposition
and prices. all in the handsomest colcr-Illustrated
catalog, sent free. We guarantee that wanton offer you
a better proposition than any other piano concern in
the worl. A two -cent stamp will save for you the
dealer's profit. Fill out the coupon, now!

REED a SONS PIANO MPC. CO.
Dept. 27, Cor. Jackson Blvd. a Ave.

Chicago, Ill.
Bend me your big illustrated book Free.

Name

Street. I' F. D

Town County State
Largest Factory to Home Manufacturers in the World

Think that over! Show them KNICKERBOCKER
TAILORING samplea and styles. Two orders make you
enough PROFIT to get a ana py suit for youraelf FREE.
Simple and easy. Ja,t a little SPARE TIME. You need
NO MONEY. We send complete outfit-ALLFREE and
show plainly just what to do.

Make Up to $10 a Suit
Some of our suite make $10 COMMISSION for you.

Almost no effort. Astonishing how quick yon get baei-nesa. Every suit shipped on approval, EXPRESS
PREPAID. Money back if not satisfactory. We are
the Largest Wholesale Tailoring House la the World.
80 YEARS IN BUSINESS. Reliable eucces.ful, MAKE
BEST CLOTHES. MEN LIKE YOU without exper-
ience, now making $10 A DAY just showing samples!
Get our outfit. Compare with others. Make OUR profit.
Ask about big FREE PREMIUM PLAN. HUNDREDS
OF BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL THINGS FREE. Our
proposition beat! Prove it. Write NOW!

KNICKERBOCKER TAILORING CO., 1974 Halsted $t. Chicago

SCOTCH STYLE
CALABASH PIPES

Why la_ yourself by smoking a strong
pipe? You can pi a Scotch Cala MOP-
bash that absorbs all nicotine and poi-
sons and ensures a cool, sweet smoke.
Money back if you are not satisfied.

THE ROYAL PIPE CO.
206 Broadway, 251 Nashville. Tenn.

Price 50c each or
3 for $1, postpaid.

Stamps
Taken.

WHEN desirous of information In-
quire at the information Dept.

of Popular Electricity Pub. Co.

CUFPS AND BOSOMS

VA N
DYCK

SAVE MONEY
AND BE COMFORTABLE
by wearing Linene collars. They fit
perfectly, require no laundering, can be
worn both sides, and cost so little that
they may be discarded when soiled.

10 Collars for 25 Cents at the stores,
or by mail 30 Cents in U. S. stamps.
SAMPLE BY MAIL for 6 Cents.

State Size and Style

REVERSIBLE COLLAR COMPANY,
Dept. P, Boston, Mass.

ANC LO
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THIS ELGIN WATCH, 17 JEWELS, ADJUSTED,
Men's 16 Size (also Ladies' O Size) Thin Model. New Marginal

Minute Dial. in Gold Filled Case, Guaranteed for 25 Years,
plain polished or handsomely engraved, sent prepaid on

Our cut price of
$25.50 for this
inagniScent

Then $2.50 a Month Elgin Watch

pass Railroad Inspection, is the
that

ever
will

heard of. NO MONEY DOWN -$2.50tahMoon h aal
examination by you. Whether you are a railroad man
or not, this is the Watch you want. No matter where you
live, we will trust you. Send us your order today.
Write for our Christmas Catalog, containing over 2,000 il-

lustrations of Diamonds Watches, Jewelry, Silverware. etc.,
for Christmas presents. It tells all about our easy credit plan.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.
THE OLD REIABLE, ORIGINAL DIAMOND AND WATCH CREDIT ROUSE

363 DEPT
Bzn ch rStores Pittsbug. Pa.,and St. Louis, Mo.tO,

ILL
Branch CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

Christmas Special
LOFTIS "PERFECTION" RING

Finest puro white diamond

4 TERMS
${.80 A MONTH

Other sizes and styles at $25,
$15. $100, $125. See our

Catalog. . Sent

No.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

:39

No.
364

HESSMth LOCKERSANITARY/CAe1N Er

The Only Mod ern, Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.
Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.
Should Be In Every Bath Room

Four styles-four sizes. To recess in
wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-
trated circular.

TheRecessed Steel HESS, 912 L Tacoma Bldg., Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet.

12 Art Panels 50c
Beautiful Duo Tint Reproductions of
Famous Paintings-Panel Size 7x10

These pictures are real gems-the
most exquisite portrayals of

"WOMAN BEAUTIFUL"
ever shown in one collection. We send a
full set of 12 in handsome Art portfolio,
packed flat and safe delivery guaran-
teed, together with lifelike miniatures
of 70 other beautiful and catchy den
picture., for only 50c coin, money
order or U. S. stamps. Send at once.
Money back if not satisfied. Or
send $r.25 for same set hand -colored.
FLORENTINE ART COMPANY
Dept. F.12. 2209 Prairie Ave., Chicago, II.
Free °Yree' s beautifule den pintarelis colors

Real Shirt Comfort For You
You don't know what shirt comfort is if you've never worn the Signal

Coat Shirt. The coat style cut allows you to slip it on and off quickly,
easily, smoothly, without tugging over the head or tearing when you're
tired, hot and sweaty; something you can't do with old style shirts.
Furthermore,

The Signal Coat Shirt
has all the good features of all other shirts added to all its own special good
points which include extra button at bottom of breast plait for smooth fit-
no gap sleeve slit, reinforced with rip -proof band-double needle machine
stitching, three-inch overlap to flaps in front, skirts cut out at sides to im-
prove fit. Full length sleeve and body. Made of fast color percales, guar-
anteed not to shrink. Two pockets, and two detached hand -turned
collars or one soft attached. Extra buttonholes for attaching
white cuffs.

Try a Couple at Our Risk
Your dealer should have them. If not, tell us his name, and your size and we will
UNION MADE send you a couple by express. If you like them, pay Express Co.

N-_ $1 each. (West of Missouri River $1.25.) If not entirely satis- ,.9 -, fled, return at our expense. Write for folder showing extra styles
in neat colored patterns for semi -dress at $1.00 and $1.50.

Hilker-Wiechers Mfg. Co.,
1248 Mound Avenue Racine, Wis.

Makers of Signal Overalls eind Work Clothes

Bilker
Wiechers
Mfg. Co.

1248 Mound Av e.
Racine, Wis.

Send me, on approval, 2
of your signal Coat Shirts

express prepaid. Size
collar attached or 2 detached

Name

Since,

Town State

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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All machines fully guaranteed. Machines sent on approval to responsible parties.

MaQoL ..if T bTZ@Mij© eTHE PIONEER BARGAIN HOUSE
WAREHOUSE AND WORKS: 16th AND LINCOLN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

We have the largest stock of second hand electric motors and generators in America and
buy and sell, rent, exchange and repair electrical machinery of all kinds. Send for our
"MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET," showing complete stock with net prices.

SPECIAL PURCHASE
We have just received some special bargains in brand new single phase 60

cycle A. C. motors. These motors were made for a Vacuum Cleaner Company,
unable to pay for same, and are late type motors of the best design, suitable for all
classes of work. They can be attached to any lamp socket with a cord or plug.

Each
H. P. Westinghouse Motors 110 Volt, 1700 R. P. M. $15.50

1,1 H. P. General Electric Motors 110 Volt, 1700 R. P. M. 21.00
(Price includes plug and cord.)

Also sorne 110 Volt, Direct Current, Robbins & Myers Motors
1-20 H. P. $6.00 each. 1-g H. P. $11.00 each. (Plug and cord included.)

ONLY TERMS-Cash With Order. Money will be refunded if motors are
promptly returned, charges prepaid, in good order, if not entirely satisfactory.

GET ONE FOR THE BOY FOR CHRISTMAS

A Sage there was, and a Motor he sought,
(Even as you or I1

For cheapness, appearance and talk
cared naught,

'Twas Efficiency, Service and Power
he sought,

Which for years in our product
we always have wrought,

So an H -C made motor he
finally bought,

(Even as you or I.)

We make a motor for your
special requirements.

Send for our Bulletin 3á2t4.

THE HOLTZER - CABOT ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL. BOSTON, MASS.
6161 So. State St. 621 Albany St.

Will Not Burn Out
An important f, mute of these motors is that they will not

heat under any circumstances.
1 í _ and r/s H.P. for A.C. and D.C.

Finished in Black Enamel.

THE

BARNES
VARIABLE SPEED AND REVERSIBLE

Are especially adapted for
Washing Machines, Printing a'resses, Cog. -

fee Mills. Dental Apparatus, Vacuum
Cleaners, Wireless Apparatus, etc.

Let us figure on your requirements

BARNES MFG. CO., 'suaá
ehanna. Pa..t

This High Class Motor
Unassembled

$3.50
Runs on a. c. and d. e

current, II o vo l t s. Includes
complete set of blueprints
showing how to assemble.
Has laminated field and
armature, mica insulated
commutator 3 -IS carbon
brushes, bronze bearings,
brass grease cups,pulley
and terminals.

Assembled complete
ready to run

Mpe ` $5.50
I -IS " Set of blue pri 'Its show -1= _ ing motor in detail sac.H.P. - Catalogue 4C.

JOSEPH WEIDENHOFF
1215 S. Ashland Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.

Vi
Absolutely Free

> A$1.50 Genuine,Guaran-

,'-4, teed "IMP"
Torch Free
f you order sector
Electric Fans for
86.50.

We have a limited
number of fans on hand, received from the
factory too late for our 1911 wholesale trade.

and we don't want to carry these over to the nest fan season. There-
fore se Hill include an "IMP" torch free with each order and prepay
express. Fans are made for Ito volt Alternating or Direct and for 6 volt
Battery current. A fine Christmas Gift.

State which you u -ant and
arIeto Order 1100

dealer's name

Ompnnll g78 treet
STON, MASS.
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M-31

WHAT DO YOUR BOOKS SHOW?
Take that power item alone-if you could only have saved a part of what
that cost each month it would have made a big difference on your year's
profits, wouldn't it?

Whether you are operating a single lathe or the largest kind of a factory

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC MOTORS
offer the best solution of your power problem.

Operate one machine or a dozen as you please and not eat up extra power running useless
shafting, belts or idlers. You can run each machine as fast or slow as the character of the
work demands, and stop your power expense absolutely when the machines are not working.

We make motors in all sizes; from fractional horse power up to as large as you want them,
and you can easily save from 35% to 70% by equipping your machines with them.

We have a special bulletin on practically every type of motor buit, both AC and DC. Tell
us what you want to drive and we will send you literature describing the motor you ought
to have.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
Of General Electric Company

1603 BROADWAY "WOOD" SYSTEMS FORT WAYNE, IND.

Branch Offices in Most Large Cities
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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FOR Christmas, you can devise
no more appreciated gift than this

CADILLAC
Electric Cooking Toaster

It is practical, economical, and beau-
tiful, and useful in every room of the
home.
Its glowing, red heart radiates cheer and
pleasantness at breakfast, luncheon and
tea table; and is ready at a moment's
notice, in the sickroom and nursery.
It is most economical, because it uses
the same heat in two ways-to make
fascinating brown toast, or chops, in
the drawer beneath the heating coils,
and to boil, fry or poach, at the same
time, on the grid above.
Its burnished finish, in nickel and black
enamel, makes it appropriate for all oc-
casions, and a safe, efficient, economical
base for the chafing dish or casserole,
that bums without noise, flame, smoke,
or odor. It regulates to three heats.
$7.50 buys the Cadillac, at department stores, electric
shops, and other places where chafing dishes are sold ;
or direct from us, prepaid, bearing our signed and
dated guarantee, and offer to refund money if the
stove is in the least unsatisfactory.

If yours is wanted for Christmas, it is
safer to order early. Holiday orders
are packed in a special box, true to
the Christmas spirit.

Cadillac Electric Manufacturing Co.
116 Mitchell St., Cadillac, Mich.

:.:

11.

:
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..
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No amount of improvement on
former types of storage batteries
could have produced the

Edison
Storage
Battery

- an absolutely different
battery-different in idea, in
principle and construction.

The result is a battery that has accom-
plished more in the few years it has been on
the market than all other storage batteries
have ever accomplished.

The Edison has rejuvenated the electric
vehicle industry-both the pleasure vehicle
and the commercial vehicle. It gives about
double the mileage on a single charge of any
other battery of equal weight-for an Edison
of half the weight of other batteries will give
equal the mileage. It completely does away
with all battery troubles, such as buckling,
sulphation, deterioration, automatic dis-
charge. It does not require the frequent
washings, expensive renewals and constant
care that other batteries need. Keep the
cells externally clean and filled with distilled
water-that's all.

The Edison is practically fool-proof-built
to withstand the most  intense vibration and
rough usage. It is not injured by over:
charging, by too rapid or complete discharge,
by standing idle indefinitely or by any of the
things that put other batteries out of busi-
ness. Its life is many times that of any other
battery made.

Write us today for full particulars as to
how the Edison has made good-not only in
motor vehicle propulsion, but ignition of
motor cars and motor boats, electric lighting
of motor cars, yachts, house boats and coun-
try homes, railway train lighting and railway
signal work.

Edison Storage Battery Company
117 Lakeside Ave. Orange, N. J.
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Nothing Complicated About

The "db[oríae ,Accumulator
For 24 -hour Electric Lighting Service

The use of a storage battery in isolated Electric Lighting Plants gives a full 24 -hour
service without the necessity of constantly running an engine. An occasional operation
of an engine and dynamo will charge the battery so that current is available at all other
times. A storage battery is absolutely reliable and is easily taken care of. With the
full instructions furnished with the battery, it is possible for any one to keep it in
perfect condition.

The fQIJV rite Accumulator" used with the small isolated Electric
Lighting Plants furnished by this

company for districts where Central Station service is not available, is the same type of battery which the large
electric lighting companies, the telegraph and telephone companies, the electric railways and the U. S. Gov-
ernment use. The use of this battery by these large companies is the best proof of its reliability.

Information on storage batteries for electric lighting plants, or on complete plants can be
secured from any of the sales offices. Send for our book "How to Have Your, Own Electric
Lighting Plant."

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BA'1'TERYCO.
1888 PHILADELPHIA. PA. 1911New York Boston Chicago St. Louis Cleveland AtlantaDetroit San Francisco Portland, Ore. Seattle Loa Angeles

Denver
Toronto

The "]Exí is " Sparking Battery gives the most reliable ignition service for gas engines.

THE

eSif
110T WATERWATER BOTTLE

Attaches to Any
Light Socket

Just Out. The only Hot Water Botttof its kind. Stays
hot indefinitely-as you need it. Produces heat which N.
always under control, and easily regulated by user to any
of three temperatures: low, medium or high. Absolutelysafe. It will not burn, and there is no danger of shun k.
Perfectly sanitary, can be washed and sterilized like tin
old-fashioned bottles. Made of pure gum rubber: soft and
resilient: no metal pans or plates. Convenient, strong and
durable: lasts for years. Economical.

Saves Money, Time and Trouble
Lowest cost of operation (%s cent per hour). Outlasts

two ordinary bottles because scalding water is unnecessarc.
and there is no refilling. No delays. No annoyance. En
dorsed and used by hospitals, physicians and nurses. :\
enthusiastic over this new invention which is needed iii
every home and hospital. Attaches to any incandescent
light socket.

The KUNZ Electric Self Heating Hot Water Bottle.
white pure gum rubber, complete with Heater, standard Plug and Socket,

feet of heavily insulated wire cord, and full directions for using, sent
prepaid to any address for $4.50.

Red pure gum rubber, complete as above, prepaid. $5.00.
If west ofthe Rockies add fifty cents to above prices.
If your dealer can't supply you, send direct to us. Money back It

satisfied. Particulars free.
Nora-In ordering please state what voltage is used.

J. P. & H. J. KUNZ
109 Michl¡an St., Dept. "A" Toledo, Ohio

We Want Live Representatives Everywhere

"Pelouze" Electric Iron
Has Heat Control at Finger Tip
No need to reach up totheohandelier switch

-nor disconnect the cord at iron. Heatsquickly-about half usual time. Has hot
point and edges-consumes less current than
any other iron. 4 or 6,u, Ib. size, $5. For sale
by all leading dealers. Bend for booklet.

You Can't Burn Your Hair
with a Pelouze Electric Curling Iron. Never gets too hot.

Handle revolves. Cord can't kink.
Shield is removable. No flame, no

danger from tire. Cost of current
lees than one-
third cost of alco-

hol lamp. Iron always bright and clean. Complete with
nickel plated stand, $3.50. For sale by all leading dealers.
Send for booklet.

PELOUZE ELECTRIC HEATER CO.
242 East Ohio Street - Chicago, IlL

ALL -METAL SELF -CLEANSING

Electric Washer
And WRINGER Complete for

Positive Drive-No Springs to
break. Will wash any wash-
able fabric clean, quickly at
trifling cost. Will save its
cost in 8 month$ in wear and
tear of clothes alone, to say
nothing of time, money and
hard work. We will ship to
you direct anywhere in the
United States. A year's guar-
antee goes with every Washer sold. Send for folder
Domestic Equipment Co., Dept. P, 30 W. Lake St., Chicago
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A CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION
T ET your Christmas gift this year to your
L wife, mother or relative, be one that will
remove the greatest drudgery and expense
connected with the household. Order a

THOR ELECTRIC
HOME LAUNDRY MACHINE

The World's Greatest Labor-saving Device.
Not a makeshift but a practical, tried and
true machine that will do all of the washing
and wringing without any laborious work.

The Convenience, Economy and Cleanliness
afforded by the THOR will prove a blessing in the home
every week in the year-year in and year out, and be a
constant reminder of the affection of the giver.

We Offer Special Easy Terms of Payment During the Holidays
Write for Catalog E and Select Your Machine

HURLEY MACHINE COMPANY
1011 Flatiron Building, NEW YORK 27 South Clinton Street, CHICAGO

QUICK IRONING By Electricity
Your bed and table linen, all plain clothes and flat pieces ironed
n afew minutes-better finish thah flat iron-with no labor

at all, at one -tenth the expense of hand work
by the

I Nina IRONER

Simple. Child operates.
Just feed clothes through.
Costs but 3c an hour to
heat and run by any small
electric motor, by gas or
gasoline-or can be run
by hand. Catalog and
"Ironing Hints" free.

Write today for 30 day
Free Trial Offer.

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO., 55 E. Lake Street, Chicago, Ill.

Wringing front
rinsing water
while machine
is washing
another load

Electric Washer
For the home

" Makes Good."
Let us tell you why.
Write today.
Judd Laundry
Machine Co.,

129 N. Wabash
CHICAGO

NO MORE WASHDAY DRUDGERY

YOU ELECTRICIANS AND MECHANICS
who have Electric Motors or Gas Engines, can equip your homes with
a GENUINE LAUNDRY POWER WASHER of the same Revolving
Cylinder Type, as successfully used in all Steam Laundries. Hotels
and Large Institutions. Washes everything perfectly clean.

Built to Last-Metal Throughout-No Wood
Can you think of a more welcome and more practical Xmas gift
for Mother, Wife or Sister? Write at once for Catalog No. 2.

Paragon Mfg. Co.
2403-5 W. 14th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manuf'rs of Cylinder Washing Machines,
Wringers and Ironing Machines for

Domestic Use.
HAVE YOUR OWN LAUNDRY

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertige;g,
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SOMETHING NEW I

The Simplex Electric Table Range
Useful in any home and a luxurious necessity in

many.
The Table Range, operating from a single lamp

socket, provides for all cooking requirements for a
breakfast, lunch or other light meal for two or three
persons.

Let us send you our illustrated
circular which tells all about it.

Simplex Electric Heating Co.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Monadnock Block 612 Howard Street
Chicago San Francisco

Price $35.00
Suits Every Purse

THE BEEEL CLEANER
MOD "D"

The most highly developed
Sanitary Suction Cleaner--

"WE CAN PROVE IT"
So simple it needs no
demonstrator.

Efficiency increased
100(i, by our NEW
DEVICE for raising or
lowering the nozzle to
suit the thickness of
the Rug or Carpet.

Sidman Electric Co.
Chicago, Ill.

Only Reliable
A,;enls planted

LP!IRE
i

In
Offices

Work -rooms
Bed -rooms, etc.

is a necesslty-means
greater vitality, better

health, Increased work-
, Ingofficiency-may behad,
easil t and cheaply, with the

Ozone
Pure Airifier

This apparatus gen OZONE-diffusingit through the atmosphere and restoring OXY-
GEN in abundance. Destroys bad odors and
bacteria-makes air pure, refreshing and In.
vigorating-eolves the ventilation problem.
Operates silently. nor silently-costa hardly

a cent an
hour.

Specially
designed for
ollices.rhe.tees
te;emhly Rooms,
Sehools,Lodge Rooms,
Pollard Halls, etc.

It makes good air out of bad air, just as the
thunderstorm produces a fresh, sweet atmos-
phere.

Electricity Creates OZONE

Model L
22 s 13 a 13 inches High

OZONE Makes Pure Air
The OZONE PURE AIIIFIER attaches to an

ordinary light socket--equirea no attention
-is turned on cr off by pressing a button.
Endorsed by Medical Authorities, Sanitary
Engineers, Arclitects, eb. Adopted land thou-
sands in use) by .eading Mercantile and Financial
Institutions, stores, set Dols, theatres, clubs,
and in private homes, beirooms, etc.

Write for Booklet and Catalog

/I. Ozone Pure
Airifier Co.,

307 Rand McNally Bldg.

Chicago, Ill.
Model S (11.13.R In. High)

Our R ,droom or Sickroom Machine

Any Electrical Book
on the Market

Can be obtained through our Book Department
Tell us you- wants

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUBLISHING CO.
 54 W. Lake St. - Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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THE1000
DRY

BATTERY

S".SSU t1ECiit ate

The
Secret of

Your

Success
With your experi-
ments depends largely
upon a battery which
can supply a high

electro -motive force as well as long life.

The 1900 Dry Battery
At this point fulfills all these require-
ments and more, its greatest proof being
a trial.

Write Today for Catalogue

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

General Sales Office: 627 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

10 AMP. -HOUR
STORAGE CELL

PRICE $1.00
A set of these wonderful batteries will almost

double the transmitting range of your wireless coil.
They will also run toy motors, lamps, advertisim¿
devices, etc. The most reliable and durable cell,
made. No renewals, simply recharge from dire, t
current supply., retf mos

We also manufacture a complete line of Dyna-
. Motors, Rectifiers, Transformers, Water Mo-

tors, Gasoline Engines, Model Aero-
planes, etc. We sell complete sets
of materials for building Loose
Couplers, Induction Coils, Motors,
Dynamos, Variable Condensers, etc.

We manufacture the largest line
of reliable amateur Wireless apparatus
in the world. With every Wireless,
Catalogue we give a complete list
of all the Wireless Telegraph Stations,
Battleships, Steamships, etc., together
with their CALL LETTERS. Over
1,400 In all. It is FREE for 4
cents in stamps to cover the cost of
mailing. Same maybe deducted from
the first order.

ADAMS-MORGAN CO.
" The Experimenter's _craFf1

Supply House"
Ron 724 Upper Montclair, N. J.

Aa02s1-po~
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IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS
'SUi
y^,a.reLs
Ul

--VELECTRICIT
"f he most wonderful and fascinating study of the age. Everybody

should have a copy otthe new "Voltamp Electrical Products '
our uº -page Catalog now ready. The most complete and Interesting
took ever issued. Full of Illustrations and descriptions of Voltamp
Novelties, Motors, Dynamos. Telegraph and ..Wireless" Instruments,
Spark Coils, Lamps, Flashlights, Transformers, etc. Everything Elec-
trical for the experimenter. The greatest line of Miniature Electric
Railways ever shown. Catalog with valuable coupon sent only for 6c
n stamps o c (No portals answered.)

VOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Park Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

This Space Was Purchased
by the Standard Wireless
Equipment Company
for the purpose of calling your attention to the fact that their
line of equipment, which includes high grade apparatus for
every application of radio -telegraphy, offers a much higher
degree of efficiency. compactness, and convenience of opera-
tion than any other make of equipment which the market
affords.

Our catalog will prove a revelation of what has recently
been attained in the development of the art.

Standard Wireless Equipment Co.
R. R. 6, Los Angeles, Cal.

EASTERN AGE.\ T.ti
EASTERN WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO.

111 Broadway New York City

W At Cut Pricesireless Look! Look! Look!
$1.50 Mineral Detector, this month $1 00
2.00 1000 ohm D. P. Receiver, this month 1 20
2.75 Professional Tuning Coil, this month 1 50
0.65 Leather Covered Head Band, this month 0 35

Send 3e stamp _for catalogue to

ETHERIC ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
278 Lenox Ave. - New York, N. Y.

"ALPHA" TRANSFORMERS
Best in the world for Alternating and Direct Current cir-

coite. Here they are:
Alternating

Type A 110 volt primary, 6 volt secondary $3.00
Type B 110 volt primary, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 volt secondary 5.00

Direct
Type D 110 volts to 6 volts 3.00

K. B. Electric & Manufacturing Co., Mansfield, Ohio

The Alwico Wireless Transformer
Has patented features that make it the most perfect
resonance transformer known. It is as much superior to
the regular wireless transformers for sending as a loose coupler
is superior to a double slide tuning coil for receiving. Send
stamp for our catalog and learn more about this remarkable
transformer and other reliable apparatus.

ALDEN WIRELESS CO.
Dept. D. - Campello. Mass.

WIRELESS OPERATORS
Ana Fall inducement we offer the following specials:

Black enameled wire sizes from 18 to 22 per pound 45c
Black enameled wire sizes from 24 to 28 per pound 50c

Do not fail to send for our new catalogue, which is just off
the press. Send two (2) cent stamp for catalogue.

(No postals answered.)
THE 1. W. T. WIRELESS CO.

1038 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

"HI -LIFE
Storage Batteries

Guaranteed
The "old and tried" with

new and improved features.
Our special three post battery
will give 2 volts, 4 volts, or 6
volts as desired.

Efficient and powerful for
automobile sparking a n d
lighting and all other pur-
poses where storage batter-
ies can be used.
Special Sires to Order. Christmas

Tree Lighting Outfits furnished
Correspondence Solicited

PRICES REMARKABLY LOW
Address

NORTHWEST MFG. CO, Responsible Dealers
362 E. 33d St., - Chicago, Ill. Wanted

For our mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to .Advprtisera.
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Electrical and Wireless Goods
(al! CTRtC

0{.s
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16 light Xmas Tree
Outfit for use on 110
volt current. Sold else-
where at $8.00.
Special Price.... $4.75

Ak

t=mss :f
No.209 Mirrorscope.
Only $2.50

8'5 in. long Miner's
Flash Light with Mazda
Lamp and Tungsten
Battery. Sold else-
where at $2.50.
Special Price . . . $1.65

Postage, 22c

-a.

1 1 ,

Celebrated Ferro n
detector. Regular
price $8.50.
Special Price... $7.00

The most
uiuí,,

,w9flEi pss,

RLIMtrt
TE,F45 t` 51

,".:7,7,,,.,,'

up-to-date
book o n
wireless yet
published.
C ntains all

I 4 ',1`\ the latest
1 , diagrams.

Ererywire-
: le. .eperi-

vuulrr
Nil o tali have
:r.

Wireless Book by V.
Laughter. Regular
price $1.00.
Special Price 75c

Postage, 9c

Of Recognized Quality and Merit
At Prices That Will POSITIVELY Save You Money

Our prices to consumer generally LOWER

than most dealers' cost.

Our New Big 250 -page
Catalog Just Out

Contains the most elaborate and complete
line of Wireless Goods extant. It is full of
electrical and wireless information, wireless
diagrams, etc. Wireless section alone con-
tains 80 pages of wireless instruments for
commercial installation and experimental use.

Catalog Mailed Only Upon Receipt
of 6 Cents in Stamps or Coin

Which may be deducted on first order of
$ I.00. Our exceedingly low prices make it
commercially impossible to send this elaborate cata-
log without the postage, which is our only means
of knowing who is interested in our goods.

The special prices quoted on margin of this pap.
cease December 25th. Patrons mast refer to this
advertisement when ordering at special prices.

Standard one -inch
Spark Coil for wireless.
Sold elsewhere at $5.
Special Price.. $4.15

Blitzen Transformer
for wireless. Magnetic
leakage type. High
power factor. A year's
guarantee.
T/ K. W... $15.00
% K. W. 22.00

Celebrated Western
Electric 2000 ohm
Head Set. The equal
of any $12.00 head set
made.
Special Price.... $6.75

WHAT OUR CATALOG CONTAINS:
80 pages Wireless Instruments 15 pages Flash Lights and Miniature Lampa
25 pages Motors and Dynamos 6 pages Medicall Coils
10 pages Mirrorscopea 5 pages Transformers
15 pages Launch Lighting Outfits 20 pages Telegraph Instruments
8 pages Celebrated Union Shot Guns 25 pages Miniature Trains

And a complete line of electric light-
ing plants, washing machines, sewing
machine motors, Xmas tree outfits,
magnet wire, mechanical tools, elec-
trical books, and in fact anything and
everything in the field of Electrics.

We carry a complete line of trains.

You Cannot Afford to Be Without this Catalog

J. J. DUCK, 428 St. Clair Street, Toledo, Ohio
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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MURDOCK MOULDED
TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS

$2.00 PER SECTION

A radical departure from former condenser con-
struction. Conducting foil imbedded in solid die-
lectric under pressure. Moulded in sections of
.0015 mf. capacity, approximately.

Suited for hard, continuous, satisfactory
service in any wireless station, experi-
mental or commercial.

WM. J. MURDOCK CO.
50 Carter Street

CHELSEA, MASS.
162 Minna St. 221 S. Clinton St.

SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

64W-M»
Commercial Ring
Type, Anchor Gap

$1.50
g

i

One of the distinctive hi h
power instruments listed in
our new wireless catalog "D."
Send 2c postage non» for copy.

Worts-McKisson Mfg. Co.
TOLEDO, OHIO

1,000 Wireless Operators Wanted

Beginners and amateurs who have their
own Wireless Instruments preferred.

Address WIRELESS, 527 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City

THE "ELITZEN"
TRANSFORMER

14 K. \V. $15.00 % K. \V. $22.00

The latest addition to a product famous
for its reliability.

Complete catalog of apparatus for com-
mercial and private installation sent for
4c stamps.

CLAPP-EASTHAM CO.
139 MAIN STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MASS,
AYLSWORTH AGENCIES CO. r4n Second Street

Western Sales Agents San Fran' isco, Cal.

WIRELESS BARGAINS
No. 8-14, Aluminum Aerial or Helix Wire, lb., 46c. No. 14-22. Bare Copper
Wire, lb. 26c. No. 24-28, Enameled Copper Wire, lb. 41c. No. 18-22.
Enameled Co er Wire Ib.. 86c. No. 36, Single Cotton Covered Wire, Ib.,
$1.60. BWAENCO" Spark Ga Improved, 26c. 100 Mile Transformer
with Fine Vibrator. $8; without Vibrator, $6. Spark Coils 2 -inch $8;.11-2

ch, $6.60; 1 -inch $4.25; 1-4 inch, $2.20. BWAENCO" litinereibereetor,
6Óc. Grinder Twee 3 -inch with Liquid, 20c. 'GALENA 'IRON
PYRITES " "FERROtd " "FIOE59 rFE." lOe. SILICON "
OF

LEAD.
M," t.

11-2iTE,"
MOLnd SgTE," "PEROmless

OF LEAD," per oe. 200. 1-2 inch O. D. Round or Square Brass Square
Tubing, per foot, 6óc. 1-4 inch Brass Round or Square Tubing. or Square
Slider Rod, per foot, lOe. 3-16 inch Breen Round Rod, Ber foot Sc.ueibie
Cut Outs, complete, Se. ' 13O" Variable Condenser l'ubuser, r Type
(Seamless Brave Sliding). 61.60. BWAENCO" Fixed Condenser Square Round Seamless Braes, 60c- "BWAENCOR Tunin Coils Doubie SSlide,
Sí.26. Braes Slider Springs, 2 Inches, Sc. PORCELAIN BASS SWITCHES,
O P. D. T., 28c; D. P. S. , 22e; S. P. D. T., ldc; S. P. S. T., 14c.

Send Stamp for Big Bargain Sheet-No Postale
BROOKLYN WIRELESS CO. - - 766 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

WIRELESS APPARATUS
OF QUALITY

Send two -cent stamp for Catalogue 32, just out. We
carry the most complete line of high grade wireless
supplies in New York City.

O. T. LOUIS CO.
59 Fifth Ave. Specialists in Scientific Equipment New York

ATTENTION! Special Prieee for theMonth of December

ORDER NOW- 310 BARGAINS IN WIRELESS
Our famous adj astable. detector No. 605 $0 75
Tuning coil, 12 -inch long, double slide 2 13
Tuning coil, double slide, 8 inch long 1 tit)
I1 igh resistance receivers in our catalogue No. 610 6 00
Double pole, 2000 ohm receivers, guaranteed, No. 615 4 00
No. 14 aluminum wire, per lb 50
Fired condenser, No. 625 in our catalogue 941
Spark gap, No. 930 in our catalogue 55

Send - two -cent stem for our catalogue. No attention paid topo tale.
THE BROADWAY WIRELE6g & ELEC. NOY. CO., 782 Broadway, BROOKLYN, N, Y.

WIRELESS-BIG OUTFIT-$3.75
The newperfected set contains Mineral Detector,76ohm Nick-
el Receiver, Receiver Cord, Aerial Switch, Spreaders, Aerial

Wire. Insulators. Special Spark Coil.

Directions, etc.et As hooked
upode

the best
Absolutelymountedon neat base.

set ever offered
anywhere for $3.75 and the only
guaranteed o tfit at thin low price.

Range --sending, 34 mile, receiving 100
miles. Send 3c for catalogue E W I.

THOMAS M. ST. JOHN
848-6 Ninth Ave. New York

WIRELESS TRANSFORMERS
1-2 K. W.

$30.00

Send for
Catalogue

E. S. RITCHIE & SON. 117 Cypress Street, BROOKLINE, MASS.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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MARCONI
The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Com-
pany of America has developed a line of
experimental wireless telegraphic ap-
paratus embodying the Marconi princi-
ples, which it offers for sale at moderate
prices. An illustrated catalogue will be
sent on request, accompanied by a two -
cent stamp.

OWL
In the cut is shown our
experimental magnetic
detector which is prac-
tically equal to our
commercial detector

except that it is hand operated. Price
$10.00.

This detector and a pair of our 13 oz.
160 ohm, double head band phones de-
signed for use with it. Price $16.25.

Remit by Postal or Express Money
Order or New York Draft.

Address, Dept. 1'

Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Company of America

29 Cliff St. New York

Commercial Wireless Receivers
Up to 3000 Ohms

The proper relation of Resistance,
Inductance and Ampere Turns
which gives a Wireless Receiver
a proper degree of sensitiveness is
the unexcelled feature of our instrument

rich inducedfeaturethe United States the
British and other governments, the United
Wireress Co the Marconi Co. and Ocean
vessels to adopt same. Particulars by mail.

COSMOS ELECTRIC CO.,
136 P. E. Libérty St., New York

THE "ELECTRO" STATIC
(WIMSHURST) MACHINE

Guaranteed to generate in
any kind of weather, no mat-
ter how foggy or rainy. First
machine ever constructed
which can truthfully claim
this. We absolutely guarantee
fat, powerful 3 -inch spark.
Used successfully to operate
Geissler and X-ray tubes,
charging the biggest Leyden
jars, firing powder, working
wireless sets, raising a per-
son's hair, etc. Anybody in-
terested in electricity owes it
to himself to possess one of
these wonderful machines.
Can be used to perform thou-
sands of interesting experi-
ments. Cut shows machine
plainly. We furnish solid
cast iron base, cast iron

heels, two fine Leyden
jars and there are two elec-
trite plates revolving in oppo-
site directions. All metal
parts are nickel plated or
highly polished. Not a par-

ticle of wood used. Sizes all over 8 by 5 by rs inches. The weight is 3
pounds. The machine is guaranteed for ode year. Nothing to wear out, no
batteries, no trouble, simply turn the cram, the machine does the rest.

Price complete boxed,$3.76. This price will be raised later. If
you are interested in this machine send at once for our new booklet giving a
lot of experiments to be performed with same.

Send today 4c postage for our famous tali page Electrical Cyclopedia No.
y containing over goo illustrations, lots of information on electrical and wire-
less subjects, etc. POSTAL CARDS NOT ANSWERED.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING COs, 2335 FultonNEW YORK CITY
"EVERYTHING FOR THE E,IPERIMENTLR"

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular

WIRELESS RECEIVING SETS

Receiving Set No. 1
SET No.1: Consists of Double Slide Tuning Coil. air spared
illuminism plate Variable Condenser. Fined Condenser. Double
Detector with switch attachment for quickly changing from
one mineral to another. The Sox base is of Quarter Sawed
Oak. Complete except Head Set $20.00
SET No. 2: Same as above except that the Tuner is of t h e Louise
Coupled or Inductive type, instead of Double Slide 326.50
SET No. 3: This set is mounted on Oak base instead of boa.
and has Fixed Condenser only; Detector is single and Toning
Coil is same as set No. 1 $9.00
SET NO. 4: Some as set No. 3 except has Loose Coupled
Tuner instead of Double Slide $15.50

WIRELESS RECEIVERS
We are agents for the celebrated "Brandes" Long Distance

Wireless Receivers-same prices as follows:
"Superior" Type 2000 Ohms Total $ 5.00
New Model Trans-Atlantio 2800 " " 9.00
New Model Improved Navy Standard 3200" " 13.00

The above are complete Head Seta, I two receivers. Double Head Band
and a 6 ft. Green Silk Cord. The Head Bands for the "Superior' are German
Sr

Single
The

Superior''[Receiverro
Navy Standard

ms Double Pole $1 Rubber,pstage
covered.

"WileSinggle "Superior" Rece15er. with Leather Covered Head Band and 6 feet
cord 2.5D mail extra 15c.

Receiving esa 2 Sand 4 as well as p bongs ur Sets should be you

by etarn mails
"collect." A 20 stamp bongs our wiralnaa catalogue to you

Dawson & Winger Electric Co.,'CHICAGO iii.`'

WIRELESS COILS
Giving I/4" to 4" Sparks Our

Leaders
Years of experience and our superior

manufacturing facilities enable us to give the
most for the money.

Points of the best platinum iridium; guar-
anteed spark length, and also against break-
down.

Our prices will interest both jobber and
individual.

NEW YORK COIL CO.,
338 Pearl Street New York City

BRANDES LONG DISTANCE RECEIVERS

,5 l j

Guaranteed to be the
Best Long Distance Read-
ing Receivers made. Sent
on trial to give you the op-
portunity to test them out
thoroughly before put,
chasing.
Improved Navy, . $13.00

1 Transatlantic 9.00
Superior, .00

,Ssplruor. . 1.600

Send stamp for catalog

v
C. BRANDES, Inc.

111-115 Broadway

^!
....1111112_,..1

)\
+. New York

Ford King, No. 6z3 Balboa' \ Bldg.,San Francisco,Cal.

7,..-.'w k .. I/I
Y - C. E. Cook Electric Co.,

No. 945 So. Spring St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Here Is the Boy's Christmas Gift
Give the boy a Thordarson Toy Transformer to
run his electric toys. Does away with trouble-
some batteries. Connects with any lamp socket.
Operates one or more toys at a time, rings bells,
buzzers-anything the boy's fertile brain will

suggest. Though it is a toy the
THORDARSON TOY

TRANSFORMER
teaches the fundamental work-
ing principles of electricity. In
enameled steel case, moisture
proof and practically indestruc-'D tibie.

Style No. 1, 60 Watts, Price $ 8.00
Style No. 1 A, 60 Watts, Price 5.00
Style No. 2, 120 Watts, Price 10.00

7.00Style No. 2A, 120 Watts, Price
In addition to long connecting cord. Style No. 1 is equipped with
thre, , and Style No. 2 with five flexible plug contact cords. No. IAand No. 2A are each equipped with long connecting cord, andhave binding posts only.

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Company
220 So. Jefferson St. Chicago, Ill.

No. 1011

CM E S CO ELECTRIC ENGINES
,. 

1 , ,
4it!("Í7 t`'Y?. ' N

No. 1012 No. 1013

This style of engine is a remarkable piece of
mechanism. Will run at variable speeds between
2(t) and 3000 revolutions per minute. Both speed
and reverse are governed by the controlling lever.

Can be run on one, two or three cells of Dry
Battery. A Dry Battery equal to the Red Seal will
operate one of these engines for days as they are
very economical in the use of battery current.

Our Manuarof Wireless Telegraphy mailed
on request. Ask for Catalog Number 24E

List No. Length Width Weight Fly Wheel Price Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.1011 7 in. 3%s in. 45 oz. 35's in. $1.251012 5h in. 2% in. 22 oz. 25/s in. 1.00 New York Chicago1013 4 in. 1% in. 10 oz. 2 in. 0.60 17 Park Place 114 S. Fifth Ave.

ELECTRICAL TOYS FOR BOYS
SOME CHRISTMAS Z SCIENTIFIC ELECTRICAL NOVELTIES

SUCCESTIONS Practical, Complete, Durable, Harmless EVERY boy in the country can easily own a railroad.
Costs little and pays big dividends in fun. Our

Models of Locomotives, Trains, Trolley Cars,
Dynamos, Lamps, etc., are practical and durable
inventions. Equipped with dry batteries, no acids
or liquids used, perfectly safe and harmless. Elec-
trical toys instruct as well as amuse.
Catalog 0, fully illustrated, quoting low prlco.-SENT FREE

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO.
264 E. Clifton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

Largest Manufacturers Electrical Novelties in the World

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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This Kerosene Engine
Cuts Your Expenses 75%

THE rapidly rising price of gasoline, now 6 to 16 cents
higher than kerosene, absolutely makes operation on
gasoline too expensive. The Perfection Kerosene Eng-

ine operates on any engine fuel. You can always run this
engine at a great fuel saving and get the greatest amount of
work done. The Perfection vaporizes its own kerosene and
so makes it as efficient as gasoline-something other engines
cannot do.

The Perfection is very light, portable, has only three mov-
ing parts, runs everything about the place, is lower in price
than any other engine of its capacity on the market.

"PERFECTION" Kerosene Engine

Sent You on 15 Days Free Trial
Quick Shipment Guaranteed

The clay we get your order we will ship your
engine. No delays at this time of the year-a
man wants his engine and wants it quick. We

have ready right now the very engine
you require. Get your order in quick.
See your dealer at once and ask hint to
let you have a copy of our Free
ENGINE BOOK, which shows the
sizes and styles of the "Perfection" and
explains this very attractive offer.
Your dealer will send any "perfection"
engine to your farm for is days and
let you return it If you are not satisfied.
Ask him about it. If he does not carry
the "Perfection" write to us and we
will send you our Free Engine Boots
direct.

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
202 Second Ave., Detroit, Mich.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER

.
á 7ñ1 L--

v III. L.

. ¡'"í'.11-~~1 .

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
The Junior No. 1 Equipment
Direct Connected Dynamo, Gasoline

1.

$265
Engine Set. Complete Switchboard, [U
ID -Call "American" Storage Battery
The most complete, reliable equipment
ever offered at this price.. We want a

presentative to every county.
MERICAN BATTERY COMPANY

Eat. 1889 1143 Fulton st.. CHICAGO

ENGINES & GAOLIINE 1,311. P. up __
Small Steam Boilers, Grinders, Ikonographs, Stereo- w

Pumps, Dynamos, tropes, Postcard Projectors. I1j¿
Fans,Saws,Lathes, Miniature Railway Equip-

meat, Wireless and >
Electrical Novel- ¡
ties. Largecatatog
mailed for rs cts., s ' '
(coin preferred) 1'_Refunded on firs

der. No posta I s.
AMATEUR MECHANICS SUPPLY CO.

618A, 219 S. Dearborn St. Chicago. U.S. A.

2 H.P. Gasoline Engine $36.00
With Complete Equipment

4 H. P. Water Cooled $64.00
3 H. P. Air Cooled 78.50

A full line of Portable and Marine Engines in all sizes, at the sane
extremely low prices. Brand new and guaranteed strictly high grade.
30 days free trial, or money back if not satisfactory.

Enormus stock of Electrical supplies, Shafting, Hangers, Pulleys,
Belting, everything in the line of machinery at a saving to you from 30
to 75 per cent. Write us your wants.

Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago

>N

wií%

E/LiEC\rItlCITY
Costs little with a

Fairbanks -Morse outfit.
Gives you the brightest,
healthiest, most convenient
light known. Our low -volt-
age outfit is absolutely safe, easy to
install and care for. Engine can
be used for other farm machinery
or water supply. Battery supplies cur-
rent when engine is not running.

0 I
50-L.igh , 30.
volt Outfit
Complete in-
cluding Maz-
da Lamps and
Fixtures

$500

Write Today
1` -or Catalog
No.CN1163

_ I
;

1'/\iº
o

Fairbanks,Morse & Co.
900 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, Ill.

$16.00
This little engine will netu ally develop 4 -
horse power; will run a 200 watt dynamo, a
waelcing machine, boat, lathe or a boy's au-
tomobile. IL is small enough to run in the
house and so low priced that anyone can
buy one. Wm make other small engines.

Send jar our catalog and special offer.
THE ELGIN WHEEL & ENGINE CO.

112-114 Douglas Ave. Elgin, Ill.

G r . e MOTORS

6HORSE POWERCOMPLETE^ g`O Absolutelyly
Boaranleed N e

I,?&3Cyliaders,3to36H.P. Y RESPBAs ISLE concern.
Writs for complete catalog-tells all shonthow thcee high grade motors are
built in the largest plant in the toerldee-'cad exclusively to the man-
uf adore of2-eycle motors. Gray Moto -Co., 1251 U. S. Motors Bldg., Detroit

Screw Cutting
Foot or Power
9 to 13 inch

1 - -CATALOG FREE-
SOUTH BEND MACHINE TOOL CO.. 427 Madison St., South Bead. tad.

Do You Want Electric Light or Power for
Your Country Home or Farm?

If you are out of reach of central station current and wish to install a
gas engine electric outfit. either with or without storage battery, write
for our Handbook, here illustrated. Alamo Electric outfits are stand-
ard, Our prices are as low as consistent with high-grade machines
suitable for permanent installations. Investigate our proposition, it
places you under no obligation.

The ALAMO MANUFACTURING CO., 73 South St., Hillsdale, Mich.

Alamo- Westinghouse
Low Voltage Storage
Battery Outfit
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When Ordinary Screws
Won't Hold-What Do You Do?

To fasten fixtures to walls and
floors of brick, tile, plaster and

cement, use S e b c o
Screw Anchors, a pat-
ented device used
for every purpose
where an ordinary
bolt orscrewwill not
hold.

You should let us send
you our seventy -page cat-
alog No. 10 and free
working samples. They
will help you and show
you a way to do better
work.

Star Expansion Bolt Company
147-149 Cedar Street - New York City

CABLEMEN'S
PLIERS

No. 319-5, 6 inch
No. 1319-S, 7 inch

KLEIN
TOOLS
For all practical electrical work
are daily proving their efficiency
and superior quality.

Made by mechanics skilled in the art.
Send 5c in stamps for postage for catalog.

MATHIAS KLEIN & SONS
Canal Station 3. Chicago, Ill.

One sample to one person only, $1.
A,á about oar 3,000 R. D. Tool,

"Red Devil"
SPECIAL

Heavy "Klein" Pattern
Electricians' No. 1950
Side Cutting Plier, 8"

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.
150 Chambers Street, New York City, N.Y., U. S. A.

POMBITATIOL TEN IN ONEPOCKET TOOL
f

Of a Thousand Uses
A Delight to Everyone

A Beautiful and Sensible Gift
A Whole Kit of Tools in One

Piece
Handiest and most useful combi
nation tool ever made. Ten tools
all in one piece and each or themActual Size of every ay use to most every-

body. Beautifully mode of the finest case hardened steel. copper plated then nickel plated and highly polished.
Price 15 cents (stamps) each postpaid to any address. Achy name stamped in the metal 10c extra. Agents wanted.

Swedish -American Telephone Co.,, 5239 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill.

MAGNET. -

ALLIGATOR WRENCH

á
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Send for our 46 genuine blue -Electricians 'nt drawinas.ofan uá_to-d,ae
rib nown nr nd r

-cI v known áho y in
their cost in time and material. onany jel,. 50 cents postpaid.y yet; r

PATENT SPECIALTY COMPANY
425 Ashland Block - Chicago

150 KINDS WIREBSTEEL PUZZLES
Sample with Onto log,, l0 cents

or 8 leaders for 25 cents.
WESTERN PUZZLE WORKS -E

St. Paul. Minn.

Carry the Tool to the Work
Don't lug heavy castings to drill, emery wheel or buffer.-Electric
power tools can now be carried to the work as easily as hand tools.

S. The tool shown above is a U. S. electric drill-helps out the drill press
on a rush order. It is light, strong; does accurate work easily. We

also supply electric buffers and grinders, all of durable Aluminum construction
with light, air-cooled motors. They can be used anywhere there is a socket
it outlet-a few feet of flexible cord being all that is necessary to connect
them for instant use. Write today for free catalogue.

The U. S. Electrical Tool Company
Sixth and Belmont ,Streets Cincinnati, Ohio

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS
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The Best Gift for Any Man is a

"YANKEE" TOOL.
pu =----

1 65c
Postpaid

POCKET DRIVER No. 60
Three inches closed -

Nickel- plated and pol-ished-very attractive.
Four blades carried in
handle - Fite the hand -
Fits the pocket - Fits the
screws - Fit for any man.

gickescz;Z)
MAGAZINE DRIVER No. 65
Four slip blades change it

instantly to fit most any screw.
Strong and comport. A ver:

handy driver for uu r
mechanic. Saves
price of several too I-.

95c Postpaid

HAND DRILL No. 1530
Has the same unique ratchet movement used In our port 1:. r

Breast Drills. changing it instantly from a plain drill le n
double ratchet where any movement of the crank forward i it
backward causes the drill to cut continually. A great cons,.
fence when working at close quarters. Takes round sh:uik
drills 3-16' and smaller. Drill points carried in the hand 1, .

-$2.70 Postpaid

Send for Tool Book (Free)
Tells About 35 Styles -85 Sizes

1 nr dealer sells the'. 1" I VA / /i "

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.
Station C PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IL hen Vou Want a Ila, k Saw Blade
that will stand to, to coy work, that
gill n,t ,=ith,., .tro!:eandthatwill
"stay ill. I- hen you want a

* Star
Hack Saw Blade *

* Star Blades * besides surpassing all other
blades i t quality cod length of service, eliminate carrying
a stock of blades of varying widths and thicknesses, and
number of teeth to the inch.

* Star Blades * With 14 Teeth to the Inch are
Suitable for Every Class of Work Except Tubing
Less Than 1-16 inch. - For This Gauge Use * Star
Blades * With 24 Teeth.

The material, finish and lasting qualities of * Star Hack
Saw Blades * have been the standard by which all Hack
Saw Blades have been judged for over twenty-five years.

ALL DEALERS SELL THEM
Have you sent for your copy of our free book "Tout practice"

MILLERS FALLS CO. 28 Warren St., New York City

6 MONTHS

FREE
TRIAL

The
Wheels
are
Genuine
Carborundum

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular

Luther
Diamond Tool
Grinder \\
in your own way. at your own

ork, try tins Carborundum
hand and foot power grinder for

six months with the privilege of
sending it hack. 25 times faster
than the grindstone -6 times more
efficient than emery-equipped with

genuine Carborundum wheels - big
time and labor saver for every user of
tools. Write today for 6 months' free
trial offer - also McClure 's story of
Carborundum.

LUTHER GRINDER
MFG. CO.

`6211 Madison St.,
Milwaukee,

Wis.

CHA`a.ti`1Ts;C 1
1(111kK:DY Ya3I 2T

PEG.V.S. PAT .JFF.

71t.s t°fS,111i el( Al_a &AR;

íR PECK,PM$,V11,10/
MANUFACTURERS

P. S. & W.
No. 30

Star-
Rivet"

Box -Joint
Flier

Every
Electrician
Needs
This
Free Book
in His
Tool -kit

Write today for our
Free "Mechanics'
Handy List." a 170 -

page book contain-
ing 35 pages of val-
uable information
and a complete cat-
alog of over 200
tools f o r Electri-
cians. Carpenters,
Machinists and Tin-
smiths.

The snugly - fitted,
smoothly - working
box -joint of this
P.S. & W. "No. 30"
and its carefully
milled, true and

sharp -cutting
jaws have earned

it the name of
"The Lineman's

Friend."

The Peck, Stow to Wilcox Co.
MFRS,of the Largest Line of Mechanics'

Hand -Tools Offered by Any Maker
Address Correspondence: 3I M irray St., N. Y. City
Established 1819 Five Large Factories

Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ROODS FOR EVERYBODY
World's Headquarters.
House Lighting Plants.

Lamps, Telephones, Xmas Tree and Flash Lights, Toys,
Railways, Engines, Dynamos, Motors. Belts, Bells,
Batteries, Books, If it's electric, we have it. Fortune
for agents. Big Catalog 4 cents.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, OHIO

WE SELL YOU
AT WHOLESALE

Agents' Price One
AMERICAN

Motorcycle or Bicycle
Wegive 30 Days' Nree Trial and Prepay the Freight. Write
for our introducing offer and catalog and say whether you

want Motorcycle or Bicycle. 11c it now.
Atl ERICAN MOTOR CYCLE CO., 1112 American Bldg..CRICADD

VEST POCKET SNIP
$100Prepaid

LATEST NOVELTY
This Electric Scarf Pin is Made of Highly
Enameled Porcelain, Complete with Pocket
Case and Dry Battery-Postpaid, $1.50

Or your choice of Clown, Monkey, Lady's Head,
Pearl. Diamond and Pearl Horseshoe, Spider, etc.

This is a special price to add more names to our
long list of pie fired customers.

Agents-Write for our wonderful proposition
on electrical novelties.

FOREIGN ELECTRICAL EXCHANGE 105 N. Wabash Ave. Dept. 1 Mileage

Glass TN the field of glasswork for elec
trical apparatus we are one of the

Youvery few factories able to give your
ideas and needs practical results.

NeedWe
will tell you frankly whether your

idea will work.
If it will-we will make it for you.

THE ECLIPSE INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.
Toledo, Ohio

ROTH
on the name
plate of an elec-
tric motor is a
guarantee of

efficiency. Look for it.
Blowers, Polishers, Grinders

Write for Literature

ROTH BROS. & CO.
1385W Adams St., Chicago 243 Canal St. N. Y.

PATENTS
C. L. PARKER

Patents, Trade
Marks, Copy-
rights, Patent
Litigation

Ex -Examiner U. S. Patent Office Handbook for Inventors,
PATENT LAWYER ..Proteoting, Exploiting

and Selling Inventions"
12 McGill Bldg., WASHINGTON, D. C. sent FREE upon request.

ELECTRIC

This powerful little compound lever
snip cuts 18 gauge, accurately, easily. For
electricians, sheet metal work-
ers, dentists, jewelers, etc.
Prepaid for $1.

AGENTS $10 a day and
more made selling this and
our other high grade popular tools. Write quick
for territory and new selling plan.
DETROIT SHEAR CO., 903 Greenwood Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Monnt Animals and Birds

ts et once now.

Game heads, fish, tan skin and make rugs.Learn the wonderful art of taxidermy by mail. Only
a few know this great profession. You are sure tomake a big income ads professional taxidermist.
Moro work than you can do and all at a handsome
Sgure. We guarantee to make you a sucdess-
tut taxidermist by mall or no tuition. Thou-sands hare been successful. Write today for ourgreat FREE book "How to Learn to MountBirds and Animals." Writs

A.R. School o rTalxderm, 1409.Iwood lidg.Omsha,Nob.

We carry a large stock of
Complete Wireless Equipments,

Electric Novelties and Toys
including the latest imported inventions. Our StandardCatalogue with attractive prices on everything Electrical sentupon receipt of seven cents in stamps.
THE ILLUMINATING SUPPLY CO.,

2155 E. 9th St., CLEVELAND, O.

LIGIITING PERFECTION BY
The Eye -Comfort System of

Indirect Illumination
PARTICULARS WILL INTER-
EST YOU. ASK FOR THEM

NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR CO.
235 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

PRINT YOUR OWN
Cards, circulars, books, newspaper.
Press $5. Larger $18. Rotary $60.
Save Money. Big profit printing for

others. All easy, rules sent. Write factory for
press catalogue, TYPE, cards, paper, &c.
THE PRESS Meriden, Connecticut

Before designing your

Send two cent stamp for our circular of
Castings. Armature Discs, Commutators,
Brushulders, etc., for Motors and Dynomos,
1-20 to 2 kw. Electrical sheet steel for Trans-
formers. Armatures.Selds etc.. out to shape.

GAS ENGINES finished or castings only
3( to2h.p. We design and build small motors
for machine drive and special requirements

F. E. AVERILL,
351 -7th St. BUFFALO, N. VI

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

The Advice
of our .... Electrical Dept.

At your service in selecting from our BOOK
DEPARTMENT electrical books to suit your needs

Popular Electricity Publishing Co.
54 W. Lake St. Chicago, Ill.

Handy Electrical Dictionary
"Just Fits The Vest Pocket"

Designed to meet the needs of the begin-
ner, and at the same time furnish a com-
pact, reliable reference for the electrical
worker and expert.

224 pages-"Plain English" defini-
tions of over 4,800 electrical terms
and phrases -7 pages of diagrams

Everyone Interested In Electricity
Needs it

Price, Cloth, 25c
Full leather, full gilt, 5Oc

Popular Electricity Publishing Co. Book Dept.
54 WEST LAKE STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

8
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WANTED- I DEAS
MANUFACTURERS are constantly writing

me for new ideas protected by OWEN PATENTS.
Send for my free literature and read their watts.
FREES Three finest patent books published! 72-

 page guide "Successful Patents:" "Stepping
Stones" (containing list of over 200 inventions wanted:
about prizes, reward offers, etc.) and "Patent Promo-
tion" (tells how to sell your rights: chief causes of
failure, etc.). All sent free upon request.
Very highest references. My personal services. I

help my clients sell their patents or dispose of their
applications. Advice free. No obligation incurred by
writing me. Free manufacturing facilities. I secure
patent or no fees. No charge for report as to patenta-
bility, practicability, etc.
RICHARD B. OWEN, 6 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

$15 Files Your Idea
in the Patent Office, under my "No fee -in -
advance ' Plan, and you make and sell un-
der "patent applied for." Said sketch and
description for free report. Valuable
books free.

O. C. BILLMAN Cleveland, °hieWashington, D. C.

PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAY

Books, Advice, Search and l FREE
List of Inventions Wanted

Send sketch or model for search. Highest References.
Best Results. Promptness Assured.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
622 FStreet, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Here's Something New
SEE THAT

CONE?

The Whisper-
ing Telephone
Mouthpiece Pries
75. each. Made
of aluminu m-strictly .

A Telephone
Mouthpiece
with a parabolic
vibrator which
distributes the
sound waves
perfectly a n d
thus enables
one to converse

in a whisper or a very low tone as preferred.

THINK OF IT!
Telephone privacy without resorting to

a booth. A distinct benefit to the .Bus-
iness Man, the Factory Man, the House-
wife, the Merchant.

Cuss -no -more
THE S. Sz M. ELECTRIC CO.

DISTRIBUTORS
402 Monadnock Block Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular

PTRADE MARKSANDCOPYRIGHTStfJ

Secured or Fee Returned
Send model or sketch and description of your inven-
tion for free search of the U. S. Patent Office Records.

Our FOUR BOOKS mailed free to any address.
Send for these books; the finest publications
ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT. Our Illustrated So page
Guide Buuk is an invaluable book of reference for inventors and
too mechanical movements illustrated and described.
FORTUNES IN PATENTS. Tells how to invent for profit
and gives history of successful inventions.
WHAT TO INVENT. Contains a valuable list of inventions
wanted and suggestions concerning profitable fields of inven-
tion. Also information regarding prizes offered for inventions,
among which is a Prize of One Million Dollars offered for
one invention and $to,000 for others.
PATENTS THAT PAY. Contains fac-similes of unsolicited
letters from our clients who have built up profitable enter-
prises founded upon patents procured by us. Also endorse-
ments from prominent inventors, manufacturers, senators.
congressmen, governors, etc.
We advertise our clients' inventions free in a list of Sun-
day newspaQers with two million circulation and in the
World's Progress. Sa nrple copy free.

Electrical Cases a Specialty. We have
secured many important electrical patents.

ATENT

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
(Formerlly Evans, Wilkins & Co.)

Victor Bldg., 724 9th St. N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

No. 2. Complete Electric Train Outfit, consisting of I.ocomotite,
Tender, 2 trailers, and set of third rail track (2 straight and 4 curved).
Will operate on 1 or 2 dry cells. Holiday price, complete, by express $1.85
No. 3. Same Outfit with Electric Headlight 2.35
No. v. L Locomotive with headlight, larger trailers, and
4 sections straight and 4 sections curved track. Price complete.... 3.90
Extra sections (1 foot) third rail track .15
No. 12. Locomotive DeLuxe, Tender and 38 in. circle track, made of
brass pickle plated throughout, with an electric headlight. 17 in. long,
5 in. high, track 2 in. wide. Price Engine, Tender and Track $8.75
No. 15. Freight Outfit. Same engine and tender with gravel, cattle
car and caboose $11.25
No. 18.  Passenger Outfit, 2 Day Coaches 11.50
Extra straight track .20

Acetylene Moving Picture Machine.
Throws a 5x5 picture 20 feet. 500 candle
power. Safer than kerosene oil. Regular
tfrice $10.00.
Our price, with 5 -ft. film $4.35
Complete Wireless Outfit Will receive
50 miles, and send two miles. Consisting of
Auto Cohere-, Receiver, Fixed Condenser,
Double Slide Tuning Coil, 1 inch Spark Coil
Rheostat Regulator. Key. Spark Gap, and

1 pound aluminum wire. Will operate on from 4 to 6 dry cells, and can
be tuned perfectly. Regular price $11.50. Special, by express $9.35
Electric Engine Outfit. Red Seal battery, engine and water bucket.
By Express $ .95
With extra piece of shafting and wind -mill added 1.35
Engine only .60
Nickle Tungsten Flashlight, vrith (new process) Merchlor Battery,and
enameled Tungsten Bulb. Price by mail postpaid $ .95
In silver finish ......... .....51.3$ In gold finish 1.50
Extra Battery (hierchlo-)... .23 Extra Tungsten Bulb (Bat) .35
Automatic Pocket Cigar Lighter .45

Send 4c in stamps for our 3 Catalogs describing Electric Trains,
Electrical Toys, Christmas Tree Electric Lights, Wireless Supplies

ANDERSON LIGHT 8c SPECIALTY CO.
KNOWN AS I.ASATS.e LIGBT STORE

140 No. LaSalle St. IDept. H CHICAGO, ILL.

Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Opportunity Coupon
American School of Correspondence, Chicago, U. S. A.

advise me how I can qualify
Pop. Elect. 12.11

Please send me your Bulletin and
for the position marked "X."

Atintor
Draftsman
Architect
Building Contractor
Structural Engineer
Civil Engineer
Electrical Engineer

. Ele,. Light A Power Supt.
Master Mechanic
Sanitary Engineer
Steam Engineer
Reclamation Engineer

Lawyer
Fire Insurance Eng'r
Telephone Expert
Moving Picture Op'r
Book-keeper
Stenographer
Accountant
Cost Accountant
Certified Public Ace'tant
Auditor
Business Manager
College Prenarntory

NAME

ADDRESS

DIVISION SUPT
$ 3000 AYEAR

MASTER MECHANIC

$3500 AYEAR
CIVIL ENGINEER
$2000 A YEAR

ASST. SUPERINTENDENT

$2500 A YEAR

YOU can do
what others do!

You can-if you really want to. You can fit
yourself to earn more than the other fellows. For
they are not naturally any smarter than you. They

any more brains or ambition than you.
They don't work any harder than you. They are
simply trained men-that' s the difference. They
have special knowledge that you don't possess -

special knowledge and training that makes them worth more to
their employer than you can possibly be until you equip yourself
with special knowledge and training.

The American School is training hundreds of men to become draftsmen,
engineers and architects. It is training hundreds to fill executive positions, to
earn good salaries, to play a man's part in the business game. And what the

American School of Correspondence is
doing for others it can do for you.

Mark the Coupon
and send it back to us on the next mail. That's
the first step towards getting your name higher up
on the payroll-the first step towards getting the
kind of position you'd like to have, the kind of a
salary you ought to have.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



WHIRLPOOL
TRADE MARK

Electric Home Laundry Machine
The World's Best

"Whirlpool"
is an Auto-
matic Servant
that is never
sick, never tired
and never quits.
It is always
ready, willing
and efficient.

It is designed for
home use and

to any electric
light fixture and
operated by any-
one. Experience
is not necessary.

It does all the
washing and all
the wringing and
does it to the
Queens taste.

It is

WRINGER MAST WO
ROLLS -WILL RUN
EITHER WAY AT WILL

OE OPERATOR

THIS LEVER CONTROLS
THE WRINGER

UP WRINGS OUT
DOWN WRINGS IN

CENTER STOPS

THIS LEVER
CONTROLS WASHE Z.

PLACEO
IN CENTER

WASHER STOPS
MOVED UP OR OOWH

WASHER OPERATES
AUTOMATICALLY

It saves time,
money, work
and clothes.

There are no
belts, wheels,
cains or pulleys
to break or get
out of order. All
moving parts are
encased so that
it is perfectly safe
for a child to play
around it.

It: is built to last
and represents
the latest and
best develop-
ment of the
greatest labor-
saving machine
ever produced.

Light, Compact, Simple, Safe, Noiseless, Clean, Economical,
Convenient and Inexpensive. You Push the Button

"WHIRLPOOL" Does the Rest.

DARCHE MFG. CO.
Branches

DETROIT

NEW YORK

Established 1330

13-15-17 North Jefferson Street
CHICAGO
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This Desk Lamp Would Make
an Ideal Christmas Gift

Nothing adds more to the pleasing appearance of a desk in a well
áppoinled office, or in the home, than a rich and substantial looking Desk
Lamp. In the Desk Lamp shown above, lighting efficiency has been
combined with beauty and quality of material and workmanship to the
utmost degree. The lamp is quite equally desirable

For Use in the Office or the Home
The lamp stands 17 inches high, and is

finished in Old Brass with green relief, or in
Statuary Bronze with green relief-the latter
being a light brown effect, especially recom-
mended for its rich appearance and durability.
The standard has an ink stand base, 7x9'
inches, with two covered ink wells. A pen
rack, and a watch that keeps good time are
affixed to the standard.

The lamp is equipped with a green plated
glass shade, having a white opal reflecting
surface inside. The soft emerald green glass
relieves the eyes from strain, while the opal
lining concentrates the maximum of light just
where it is most needed, without a direct glare
in the eyes. The shade is adjustable by a
simple and efficient clamp at the right end,
which holds it securely at any desired angle.

Price, complete with shade, watch, pull chain socket, plug and
6 foot of silk cord, $18.00. Price, without watch, $15.00.

ELECTRIC SHOP-CHICAGO
Michigan and Jackson Boulevards

Over 2000 Things Electrical for Gifts
1330


